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U.S. Vote Today May Hit 50 Million
39 Senate,
435 House
Seats Up

US. Awaits Word
On Bomber PuIlout
drawing the JL23 bombers which
are capable of carrying nuclear
warheads and have a 750-mile
range.
The Pentagon was maintaining
ah almost complete blackout of
news dealing • with ; surveillance
results/
Washington sources said there
was some indication the work

of uncrating the bombers has
stopped. They said further surveillance will be necessary to show
whether the Russians are withdrawing the planes under Soviet
Premier Khrushchev 's agreement
to remove all offensive weapons
from Cuba.,
The informants said information
reached Washington Saturday that
while the Russians were dismantling the missile bases- they, were
continuing to uncrate and assemHOPE TO UPSET DEMOCRATS
ble the estimated 20. or so IL28s
shipped to Cuba.
President Kennedy was reported
to have been highly concerned
about the report which indicated
Khrushchev might be hedging on
his part of the crisis agreement.
On Sunday, according to the
sources, U.S. representative John
By NORMAN WALKER
J. McCloy took up the matter in
WASHINGTON \B — Republicans counted on capturing capitols New York with Soviet Deputy
of at least a half-dozen major states today to build a solid beachhead Foreign Minister Vasily KuznetSOV. ""
for a comeback drive for the presidency in 1964.
With the voters picking governors in- 35 states.Democrats seemed .^ McCloy was understood to have
destined to lose some of the 34-16 edge in their political control of told the Russian the United States
statehouses across the land. The outcome will also help point to the wants the planes as well as the
missiles removed from Cuba.
most likely foe against President
Kennedy for the White House two ly in his 1960 presidential bid but McCloy was reported to have
years hence.
has had an uphill fight in a boiling made plain that Kennedy's noAttention focused on such popu- race against the governor, with invasion pledge held good only .if
lous states as California, Ohio, each side accusing the other at the Soviet Union followed through
Pennsylvania and Michigan where the windup of smear tactics.
with its part of the bargain.
GOP contenders have been bat- Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller was
Kuznetsov repeated the Soviet
furiously
to
dislodge
Demotling
practically every pickerV-choice premier's assurances that the ofcrats as the spearhead for a poli- for re-election, in New xprk by fensive weapons would be retical breakthrough.
a wide margin, The Republican moved from Cuba under interThe Democrats campaigned right governor 's unrelenting campaign- national inspection, said the
down to the- wire to keep their ing among mobs of voters in the sources.
political fortunes high and try to streets of New York City seemed
pick up additional gubernatorial to be aimed at keeping him in At the Pentagon Monday, almost
prizes in such states as Massa- practice for a 1964 presidential every question on .the Cuban situation was turned Back with a "no
'
chusetts, New Mexico, Minnesota try.
comment."
and Hawaii.
The races were close enough in In Ohio, Gcv. Michael V. DiSalle, Democrat , was in a neck• dozen or. more states so that
such unfathomable factors as and-neck race for re-election
whim and weather could mean the against State Auditor James A.
Rhodes after narrowing the lead
FEDERAL FORECAST
nod may go either way.
In Pennsylvania, No. 3 state in the Republican Rhodes had piled Winona and Vicinity — Partly
still was rated cloudy with little temperature
the nation , where Republican Rep. up earlier. This
change tonight. Partly cloudy and
William W. Serantori was given a a prime GOP prospect.
shade over former Philadelphia Republican George Romney, the cooler Wednesday. Low tonight
Mayor Richardson Dilworth, the former automaker , had been fa- 30-35, high Wednesday 50.
LOCAL WEATHE R
nationwide position of the Demo- vored for some time to defeat
crats was put on local terms by Gov. John B. , Swainson's bid for Official observations for the 24
Rep. William J. Green , D-Pa. a second term but a Detroit News hours ending at 12 m. today:
poll showed Swainson had sub- Maximum , 47; minimum , 33;
"If we lose the governorship the stantially cut down his opponent 's noon , 47; precipitation , none.
shift in state patronage may well lead. Romney , as a winner , would
AIRPORT WEATHER
mean the loss of the state and be a possible contender for the
(N.
Central Observations)
the presidency by Kennedy in next GOP presidential nomination.
x con49 at noon , min. 31
Max
.
temp.
majo
r
Texas
had
another
1964," Green said.
California had the top political gest. Republicans have been mak- at 11 p.m. Monday, sky overcast
battle of . the year—with former ing inroads in this traditionall y at 8,000 feet, visibility. 15 miles,
Vice President Richard M. Nixon Democratic state and Jack Cox wind 15 M.P.H. from south southtrying to oust Democratic Gov. hoped to capitalize on them to east with gusts to 25 M.P.H., baroheat former Secretary of the Navy meter 29.85 and falling, humidity
Edmund G. Brown.
56 percent.
Nixon carried the state narrow- John Connally.
By HARRY KELLY

WASHINGTON (AP)-Informed
sources report the Soviet Union
was still assembling jet bombers
in Cuba last week but that there
is evidence the work stopped after
a tough U.S. warning.
With in a day or so U.S. surveillance flights are expected to show
whether the Russians are with-

By ARTHUR EDSON

WASHINGTON (AP) — An estimated 50 million Americans go
to the polls today to cast ballots
that may shape the destiny of
President Kennedy's New Frontier
programs and offer valuable tips
on future leaders of the Republican party. ,
At stake: 39 Senate seats, all
435 House seats and 35 governorships.. - . .
Kennedy, trying to set a good example, is in Boston to vote in person.
The weatherman has cooperated
with democracy by his prediction :
generally dry weather for most of
the nation, with scattered rain in
the North.

Gmemorships

WEATHER

GUBERNATORIAL OPPONENTS VOTE ...
Minnesota^ gubernatorial candidates are shown
tasting their votes today at polling places in St,
Paul as they lead the state's voters to the polls.
At left, Gov. and Mrs. Elmer L. Andersen, Repub-

licans, vote at a machine. At right, Lt. Gov. Karl
Rolyaag and his wife, Democrats, cast ballots,
Rolvaagj s seeking .the governorship. (AP Photo¦ ¦ • ' ¦ " .'
fax)

Jury of the People
Returns VerdictToday
By WILLIAM F. ARBOGAST

WASHINGTON (AP)-A ju ry of
some 50 million Americans passes
judgment today on President Kennedy 's claim that he needs more
Democrats in Congress.
The people elect 39 senators to
serve with 61 holdovers—and an
entire House of 435 representatives.
Even before the vote count
started , political experts took it
for granted the Democrats would
retain their control of the Senate
and probably would continue their
numerical margin of superiority
in the House despite some expected losses.
As usual , the predictions of national political part y leaders were
optimistic.
"Substantial" gains were forecast for Republicans by William

E. Miller , chairman of the Republican National Committee.
John M. Bailey, chairman of the
Democratic National Committee,
expressed confidence the voters
would favor "moving forward"
with the Democrats.
On the side of the Republicans
was the historical fact that in 11
of the 12 mid-term congressional
elections starting with 1914, the
political party occupyin g the
White House lost seats in Congress.
The exception was in 1934, midway in Franklin " D. Roosevelt's
first term , when Democrats
gained 10 Senate and 9 House
seats.
Cold statistics favored the Democrats today.
Of the 61 Senate seats not at
stake , 43 are held by Democrats

and 18 by Republicans. Of the 39
seats up for grabs, 21 now are
occupied by Democrats and 18 by
Republicans.
It takes only 51 to control the
Senate. Democrats expect to elect
far more than the 8 needed to
insure a bare majority. Some
Democratic leaders believe their
partj may widen its present edge
of 64 to 36 over the Republicans.
Republicans must chalk up a
net gain of 44 scats to wrest control of the House from the Democrats. The present lineup is 261
Democrats and 174 Republicans ,
with two Democratic seats vacant.
For a House majority in the new
Congress, 218 seats are needed.
Hard-nosed Democratic politicians expect some losses in the
House, anywhere from three to
15 seats.

They Did Their Duty-Will You Do Yours ?

Early Stale
Vote Indicates
GoodTurnout

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Voters were jamming the polls
this morning as interest ran high
in Minnesota's general election to
choose a full slate of state officials.
The turnout in the St. Cloud
area was termed very good, and
possibly greater than at the same
time two years ago during presidential balloting. One St. Cloud
precinct had 40 voters within a
short time , which was more than
it had ever had up to that time.
Nearby Sauk Rapids and Sartell

had very good tesponse, as a battle between Republican Robert
Odegard and Democratic - Farmer - Labor Alec Olson featured
the 6th District congressional
race.
At Willmar , there were 400 fewer registered than two years ago,
but the early march to the polls
was impressive. The lighter registration may have been due to the
fact there was no opposition for
Kandiyohi County offices except
for commissioner.; However , city
officers also were being chosen.
Balloting was steady at precincts in Albert Lea and it appeared interest would remain high during the day. County Auditor Ro(Continued on Page 14 Col. 2)
STATE

If around 50 million turn out, It
will be a hew high for these offyear elections. The previous peak*
set in 1958, was 47,854,000.
Since 83 million are qualified,
no one will be bragging about the
'•record. ": It's due more to a gain
in population than to a more fervid interest in the nation's welfare. "
Both sides wound up with the
customary trumpeting about a
certain victory.
But the final guess is that there
will be no clear-cut victory.
This would be a fitting end for
what has never been a clear-cut
campaign, . a battle that began
chiefly over domestic issues but
wound up under the cloud of the
Cuban crisis.
The guessing:
1. Republicans may gain a few
seats in the House, but nowhere
near the 44 they need if they are
to gain control.
2. Democrats may pick up a
couple of seats in the Senate, but
this won't help them much since
they already have a 64-36 lead.
3. Republicans will get in their
hardest , and most lasting, licks
in the chase for governors. They
are favored to win 19 races, the
Democrats 16.
If these predictions are true,
then after all the sound and the
fury, the millions spent, the energy expended, the names called,
the situation would boil down .to
this:
Kennedy would be denied the increase in Democrats he says he
needs to get his programs through
Congress. But since the party in
power normally loses seats in
these off-year elections, Democrats could find solace in the fact
that it wasn't worse.
Republicans would be repulsed
in their great objective of 1962,
control of the House. But by winning the governorships—especially if they should succeed in such
(Continued on Page 5 Col. 3)
ELECTION

PRESIDENT VOTES . . .

EARLY MORNING VOTER • • • Former President Harry S.
Truman signs nn identification card before stepping into a booth
Jo vote in the general election Uxlay Jn his home town of Independence. As usual , the former president was out early to vote.
Interest in Missouri centered on the U. S. senatorial nice between Dt'/nocrntic Sen. Edward Lorlg, incumbent , and Republican
Crosby K«m pcr. <AP Photofax )

ROMNEY VOTES . . . George Romney begins the dny that will decide his future as he
presents his bnllot application at Bloomfield Hills
City Hall near Pontine, Mich., at 7:10 a.m. this

morning while his wife , Lenore (right ) , watches,
After casting his vole in the decision , Romney
hurried off for some final stumping in his enmpaign for governor. (AP Photofax)

President Kennedy emerges
from voting booth after casting ballot in a Beacon Hill ,
Boston , police station. The
President's youngest brother
Edward M. "Ted" Kennedy.
• 30, is seeking election as U. S.
Senator. (AP Photofax )

ROCKEFELLER VOTES . . . Republican Gov. Nelson A.
Rockefeller of New York emerges from the booth nfter voting in
North Tnrrytown , a Now York City suburb , today. He's seeking
re-election against Democrat Robert M. Morgcnthau. lAP Photofax)

1,000 Candidates
Seek Major Seats
In U.S. Election

BEHIND THE SCENES

We Can Admit
Our Mistakes,
Kennedy Says

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

More than 1, 000 candidates are
seeking election today to i?9 seats
in the U.S. Senate, 435 in the
House, and 35 governorships. A
record mid-term vote of 50 million
or better is forecast.
Democrats are excepted to retain majorities in all three cate- CAMP FIRB 0MU-J5 .
gories. Repajblicahs predict gains
LAKIE CITY, Minn: (Specj al)at all levels, but are not expected
to win control of the House, the OdaJconya Camp Fire GirJs met at
only category where they have a ( the home of Mrs. Donald Larson
chance. They need a net gain of l last week. Officers elected are
44 seats to do that and the experts Gladys Trebble, president; Robin ft
Beckman, vice president; Cheryl
say this is not in the cards.
Luettinger, secretary ; Diane Dun- iI
PempcrBtf have controlled tht can, treasurer; Donna Moyer,
last four Congresses , including the ! scribe. Candy brought by Robin
under former President jvas served,
last three
Dwight ' D. Eisenhower. They now
outnumber the Republicans 64 to
36 in the Senate, 263 to 174 in the
House (counting two . vacant seats
d
formerly held by Democrats) , and
Want fast; clean, ?
34 to 16 in statehouses.
Republicans expect some impor- courteous service?
tant gains in .governorships.
1
¦'
'
¦
'
'
. • • • • • •. •¦ • ;t:
Eligibl e voters are estimated at .;• ¦ • .¦•
S3 million , with estimates of the
vote ranging from 47 to 54 million.

all Latin America.
3. For over a year, in spite of
the Vienna conferences between
Kennedy and Khrushchev, qualified observers have said they did
not believe the Russians were
convinced the United States would
fight , if necessary, over thesa

„

• • •••••••••••• <
••

super-important areas , in the
world.
4. In his reply to Khrushchev's
message about removing the missiles from Cuba and dismantling
the sites, Kennedy said : "I agree
with you that we must devote
urgent attention to the problem
of disarmament as it relates to
the whole world and also to critical areas. Perhaps now, as . we
step back from danger, we can
together make real progress in
this vital field ." .
Is it possible that the Cuban
episode might lead to a gradual
turn-around in the whole pattern
of the cold war, a solution to disputes that now seem insoluble?
British Prime Minister Harold
Macmillan touched on this polnT
in a statement in the House of
Commons, Oct. 30. He pointed but
that Khrushchev agreed to international verification to determine
that the Soviet - missile bases in
Cuba were de-fanged.;
Having accepted the principle
there, lie said, the Russians may
be able to accept it in other areas,
such as disarmament.
"The world has had a shock ,"
A^acmilian said. "We have been
very near the edge."
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By RELMAN MOIjtIN
WASHINGTON Wi — During their conference in Vienna last year,
an odd but serious exchange took place over the luncheon table between President Kennedy and Soviet Premier Khrushchev.
It concerned the Bay of Pigs, scene of the star-crossed Cuban invasion, April 17, 1961.
,
"The Bay of Pigs was a mistake," Kennedy said , candidly. "But
In the Amefican system, we canpublicly admit our mistakes. "
Cuba might start over the week"So can we," Khrushchev re- end, or on Monday.
torted. "We have publicly admitThe atmosphere_ in Washington
ted Stalin 's mistakes. "
eerie, with a sense of forewas
"Yes," said the President, ges- boding.
"But
y
o
u
r
own
misturing.
Then, shortly after . 9 a.m. on
takes-?"
Oct. 28, came the electrithe question hung jn the air and Sunday,
announcement from Moscow
fying
unanswered.
a
moment
After
went
—Khrushchev agreed to dismantle
of silence, Khrushchev changed the missile sites on Cuba, have
the subject.
the weapons crated and returned
When Khrushchev announced, to the Soviet Union. His message
Sunday, Oct. 28, that he was with- referred to "previous instrucdrawing the Russian missiles tions " to stop work on the nuclear
from Cuba, he did not acknowl- bases. ' .
¦¦
v
edge a mistake. He said the action
was taken ''in the interests of
Kenned/ received this informapeace. "
tion from news agency teleprinter
But the original Soviet reaction machines: At the Pentagon, offito Kennedy '* proclamation of the cers tore the story from the
quarantine of shipments of offenr machines, paragraph by parasive weapons to Cuba was a rejec- graph, and rushed it to Secretary
tion and warning.
of Defense Robert S. McNamara.
In the immediate aftermath ,
Moscow radio broadcast a note
which said: "The Soviet govern- there was no gloating at the White
ment resolutely rejects . such House, ' ¦¦nor
¦¦ has there been any
claims (the U.S. right to blockade since. . •
Officials soberly waited for the
Cuba.) The arrogant actions of
American imperialism could lead nejet step, to see whether the
to disastrous consequences to all Soviet promises would be kept.
Attention turned toward ... the
mankind."
Then, little by little, the Soviet United Nations, where the next
line appeared to be changing, step would be taken. The prevailing attitude in Washington apeasing off.
Khrushchev replied to a mes- peared to be wait and see.
sage from the British philosopher , In evaluating the whole powderBertrand Russell, saying he would keg incident, officials make these
take no "rash action. " On Wednes- points:
day, Oct. 24 , it was reported
1. The Soviet objective in Cuba
that some Soviet-bloc ships had was to present the United States
changed course, avoiding the with a fait accompli. The work
blockade zone. On Friday, Khrush- on the missile bases was pushed
chev said he would not send any so feverishly that the objective
more ships into the blockade area might have been reached in anfor the time being.
other few days. The Cuban bases,
A still unpublished message in themselves , did not change the
from Khrushchev on Friday "hint- balance of nuclear striking power
ed," as an administration official between the United States and the
puts it, that he might agree to Soviet Union. But, as a top offiremoving the missiles from Cuba. cial put it, "they were setting up
In another note, however, Khrush- eight or 10 sites for SO or 40
chev suggested a horse-trade, tak- missiles. If they were allowed to
ing Russian missiles out of Cuba precede, why not 10 more sites?
in exchange for the dismantling That could very well have made
of -'U.S. bases in Turkey. Kennedy a difference."
said in reply, "preliminary to consideration of any proposals, work 2. The consequences, in official
on the Cuban bases must stop, thinking, would have been to enoffensive weapons must be ren- courage .the Soviet Union to take
dered inoperable. "
a stronger line on Berlin and in

Woodbury

HOLLOMAN A-1R FQJlCE
BAW, N.M. (API-One of the
United States' earjy space herpes
is dead of shigella ^ysentary.
Enos, a 6-year'Old chimpanzee I
who orbited the earth twice in a
Mprqiry. capsuje on Nov. 29, J961 ,
died Sunday. He had suffered
about two months with Jhe
disease.
After his flight, Erios was returned to the laboratory here and
had been in an advanced training
program until he took sick
- -

(Editor 's Note: This is the fi ft h and last article of Relman
Morin 's series on the Cuban crisis.)

On the same day, a White House
official told this correspondent,
"The situation is very hairy
(dangerous. ) It looks as though it
will get worse before it gets
better." "
At the Pentagon , some correspondents thought an invasion of

Space Hero Chimp
Dies of Dysentery
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WHY DOES THIS BREEZEWAY REAR WINDOW help sell so many Mercury Montereys? This is styling that
works! The recessed rear window stays clearer in rain or snow , It opens for controlled Flo-Thru ventilation. More
wind , traffic noise and weather are shut out because the side win- ¦
dows can stay closed. The rear-window angle cuts glare , aids rear
-dfi&
IwlERCU IR^l^
"W
visibility. The extended Breezeway roof adds rear-seat rioadroom ,
am ^m SnBw+ i'%*
shades passengers from the sun. See how practical elegance can be! I "* ) MONTEREY
.

I

COMET • METEOR . MONTEREY: PRODUCTS OF (j ffi*& MOIOR COMPANY • LINCOLN-MERCU RY DIVISION

OWL MOTOR COMPANY

4th & Main Street

Winona, Minn.
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Views on Noon Lunches
A poll of students eating noon
lunches at the Senior High School
will be made to determine food
preferences and to obtain suggestions for improvements in the overall program, members of the
Board of Education were told
Monday night.
The survey will be made by the
high school student council, Superintendent of Schools A. L. Nelson
said in commenting on the expanded cafeteria service resulting from

Man Forfeits
$1,000 Bond

Franklin B. Streett, 28, Minneapolis, formerly of Windsor, Pa.,
failed to appear in municipal court
today for a preliminary hearing on
a charge of second degree grand
larceny by check.
Judge S. D. J . Briiski ordered
that Streett's $1,000 bail bond be
forfeited and that a warrant be
_sworn
out for Streett's arrest.
~
Streett appeared in court Oct. 22
and asked for a preliminary hearing. That hearing was set for today. A bail bond was posted and
he was released later; that day.
His attorney, HymaiTH. Cohen, St.
Paul , dropped the case later in
the week.
Police arrested Streett at the
Burlington Railroad station at
12:25 p.m. Oct. 20. He had written a check for $116 on a Breckenridge bank arid had cashed it at
a Winona grocery store during that
morning. There were no funds in
the Breckenridge bank to cover.
the check.
The $1,000 bail bond will be cashed later by County Attorney S. A.
Sawyer . A bail bonding company
in St. Paul posted the bond.

this year's curtailment of the lunch after the beginning of school dihour at Senior High and Central rectors also said they'd received
Junior High schoolsi
reports of complaints on the part
of students regarding food served;
CUTTING- tti» lunch hour to a
Nelson at that time pointed out
half hour and a requirement *that
students remain on school prem- that during the first few weeks
ises at noon has resulted in a sub- of the term while adjustments
stantial increase in cafeteria pe- were being made in serving techtronage and at the beginning of niques and while new equipment
the school year there were prob- was being installed menus had to
lems encountered in serving the be planned utilizing foods comparincreased number of students in atively easy to prepare.
the abbreviated lunch period. Soon
MONDAY NIGHT he said that
after two months he feels, "there
has been a real improvement in
the quality of food served in the
cafeteria. I should jjpi nt out that
about 400 students are eating noon
lunches prepared in, the cafeteria
for the first time this year and
are not accustomed to taking part
Gordon Nagle, Dakota , Minn., in mass feeding programs. Many
bought a 70-foot, 32-ton bridge to- of them are the source of comday for $91.56;
plaints about the meals;"
It's not as much of a bargain
He also said that some stuas it sounds, however.
dents have complained that
The former Winona County State "theyr aren't getting enough to
Aid Highway 26 bridge, wliich col- ¦ ¦ eat. '
lapsed when an overloaded semitrailer went over it recently, is
It's been our policy to give
piled in sections on the bank of them all they ask for as far as
the Whitewater River at Elba. The the main dish is concerned except
county recently had a "wrecker on days when we.have high-exmove an old unused bridge to the pense items such as weiners," the
site as a ^temporary replacement superintendent explained. "Each
for the wrecked bridge.
student is allowed up to four sandNagle submitted the only bid for wiches. We have discovered that
salvaging the wrecked bridge< The when we allow them to take more
bid was accepted this morning by than that we have a tremendous
the County Board of Commission- amount of waste because their
ers.
eyes are bigger than their capacity
Commissioner James Papenfuss, to consume."
Dakota , 5th District, said Nagle During the past month , he said ,
is a junk yard operator. Nagle ice ' cream has been added to the
will bring a cutting torch to Elba menu on an optional basis.
and will cut the steel structure of
The administration, Nelson obwrecked bridge into handy pieces served , has been amazed , at the
for trucking to the yard, Papen- response to this offering and said
fuss said. v
that between 700 and 800 ice cream
bars are now being sold each day.

Bridge Goes

For $9lS6

Wabasha Man
Badly Hurt
As Truck Rolls

WABASHA, Minn! (Special ) The 47-year-old owner of Wabasha
Transfer was to undergo surgery
at St. Mary 's Hospital, Rochester,
this morning for decompression to
relieve paralysis from the middle
chest down, j
He was injured Monday afternoon when for an undetermined
reason his truck went out of control and rolled 120 feet down a
steep hill near here.
JOHN WODELE, pinned inside

the cab of the gravel truck when
it came to rest on its top at the
bottom of the hill, also received
a fracture of the vertebra of the
upper spine and injury to the spinal cord. He was in shock when
found by Jerry Foley, Kellogg,
who had been following him and
saw the upset truck . The right
side of Wodele's head was denud. • ¦'
ed.
Richard Wallerkh , Wabasha ,
driving a Pure Oil Co. truck, also,
gave assistance, as did Wabasha
County Deputy Everett Lorenz;
August Tietz, Waba sha policeman;
the ambulance driver and a doctor who was called to the scene.
They carried Wodele on a stretcher up the steep hill after first aid
had been administered .
FOLEY succeeded in freeing
Wodele from the truck . The door
was jammed and Wodele's left
arm was pinned under the edge of
it.

. "¦' .

Wodele was treated for lacerations and shock and was given
blood at St. Elizabeth's Hospital ,
Wabasha , before being transferred
to Rochester.
The accident happened at 1:50
p.m. on County Eoad 10, three
miles west of Wabasha. Wodele
was hauling six eubic yards of
gravel to the Lloyd Roemer farm
and was within a mile of his destination when the truck went to
the right off the highway onto the
soft shoulder and rolled down the
hill. He was driving up hill when
the accident happened. He was
proceeding west.

C ity X f Ouncil Holds Over
Sunday C/os/nq Ordinance

In a debate notable 'for restraint
and orderly procedures,"the City
Council Monday evening discussed, then voted to lay over for
two weeks, the controversial
question of aN Sunday closing ordinance for cjty retail businesses.
All factions present skirted the
religious issue gingerly; although
its overtones were present in the
form of several letters , from city
pastors and in the remarks of a
Seventh-Day Adventist minister,
the Rev, T. Paul Misenko, Rochester, who spoke from the audience.

' '.' Jt

THE PROPOSED ordinance was
submitted by the Merchants Bureau of . the Chamber. of Commerce,
following a poll of the membership taken last month which stowed 45 in favor and 7 opposed to
Sunday closing laws. Representatives of both Chamber factions
were present to present their arguments.
Francis Whalen , chairman of
the bureau , told aldermen that
without such an ordinance many
firms will eventually be forced to
remain open seven days a week.
"We don't want to," Whalen
said; "but if more and more places
stay open , we all will be forced
to stay open to survive."

Hearing Slated
On Clark's lane

Police Expansion
Plan Is Denied

Stockton Protests
Valuation Increase

DONALD R . HOLLEY , presldent of H. Choate t: Co., denied
that the measure was aimed at a
discount house said to be considering a Winona location.
"'We welcome competition ," he
said, "including discount houses."
He said laws are necessary from
time to time, quoting as examples
anti-trust legislation; and laws requiring retailers to charge at
least 6 percen t markup. A closing
law was presented to the Rochester City Council two weeks ago,
he said , and is receiving strong
consideration.
"The only reason for this law is
to establish a day of rest," Holley
said. "It' s not to tell our employes
to go to church—that' s their own
business—but to protect the working people of Winona from a seven-day week. Looking at the
thousands of cities that have such
laws, I would say it is the duty

of the Council to give this careful
popular as would Sunday Counconsideration.
cil meetings among the aldtr¦
"It won't be a cure-all. I think men."* • ¦ . ¦'' ¦ ¦ ' ¦ ,
.. ¦. ' .' . ' . . ' '' ,
a state law actually is the answer. James F. Hogue
and H. B.
But it is necessary for you to Nathe,
representing the dissenting
give people in retail selling this
Chamber group, said their reguprotection ," Holley concluded.
lar employes for the most part
ALD. DANI EL Bambenek asked did no Sunday work. Both operate
if the delegations present felt the food markets, -which maintain SunCouncil should act immediately on day hours.
the proposal . Holley said alder- . Most of their Sunday personnel
men, should inform themselves ful- is made tip of students who are
ly on the topic before voting. He glad to earn the time and a half
added that Supreme Court Justice pay, Hogue and Nathe agreed.
Felix Frankfurter once ruled that Nathe said there should not be
Sunday closing laws in force in different rules for stores with less
many cities are not religious in than four employes than those hircharacter.
ing more people.
Aid. Lloyd Deilke moved to lay
Mayor R. K. Filings asked -vhat
the matter over, the motion car- would happen if a large discount
ried, and the discussion continued store were to locate in Goodview,
uninterruptedly.
for example, and begin seven-day
Aid. Deilke said he didn't ; see operation? Holley repeated his
how the section covering d r u g earlier statement that a statewide
stores, for example, could be en- law would be the only recourse in
forced , Drug stores would be pro- such a situation.
hibited by the proposed ordinance from selling the variety THOUGH ALL parties concernlilies, aside from drugs and pre- ed are trying to avoid the religious
scriptions, that comprise an esti- connotations of the question , the
mated 50 to 60 percent
of their Rev. Mr. Misenko said , speaking
'. ¦ - .
from the audience, they are none-,
inventories.
theless present.
From tha employe stand"There are some questions in
point, said W. W. Christehsen,
my mind," the Adventist . paster
of Winona Furniture Co., Sunsaid.: "If competition is truly welday opening would be about as
comed, why flo you want such a
law ? The law and unions enforce
the 40-hour week -and those who
do work receive overtime pay.
'.'All the clergymen's letters carry religious overtones because
even a common day of rest is a
religious matter. The Edina law
(model for . the proposed ordinance) is one of the strictest
adopted so far . Some cities in the
state provide a one-day-in-seven
closing ordinance , but if we designate Sunday we make a religious
Members of the City Council test. . .
received copies of a civil defense
"Justice Frankfurter believbasic plan for survival Monday
ed no religious implications
nigh t from Police Sgt. George
were attached to Sunday closMcGuire , CD director for the city.
ing laws. However, he also
McGuire said current improvesaid that if that were found to
ment efforts are centered on the
¦
be the case, then the '-. laws
organization's control and comwould
be
ruled
out
as
violamunications headquarters located
.„¦
tions
of
church-state
separa.
in the City Hall basement. He
tion.
asked and was grantecT permission to paint the room 's ceiling "I come from Russia. I ^ well reand install four additional lights member my grandfather getting
and necessary wiring, Cost of the mail from that country when the
improvements would be about Bolsheviks overran it. We enjoy a
$250, he estimated.
freedom here that they don't have.
The center would be staffed by
"Our forefathers, the Pilgrims,
22 persons in event of an emercame here in search of God, not
gency, McGuire said. It is congold. One of the first things they
nected to other points by two
sought was religious freedom.
communications systems, a network of amateur radio operators
"THIS LAW would not affect
and a telephone hookup.
me personally but though it is not
Attached to the sheaf of plans intended to be; it is somewhat unwas a map of the city showing as- American. When we designate a
sembly areas, hospital and first particular day of rest and say
aid facilities , civil defense head- 'you can 't work,' we are getting
quarters, fire department, schools religious overtones.
and industrial locations.
"I hope "we can let free enterprise, which has made this country great , the lack of which has
Elvis Presley Gives
made CWna and Russia what they
, continue to be a free thing.
$50,000 to Charities Ifareyou
do go along with a closMEMPHIS , Tenn. (AP)-Elvis ing, I would say establish a onePresley said he can't stage the day-in-seven law to protect this
benefit show he planned in Mem- beautiful religious freedom we
phis—but he'll send a big wad of have."
A question of possible constitucash to take his place.
The one-time Memphis truck tionality was interjected by City
driver turned rock 'n ' roll singer Attorney George M. Robertson Jr.,
and movie actor said Monday he who said he needed time to rewill give $50,000 to his hometown view the measure from that Standpoint,
charities.
>

Early Turnout High; New City CD
28% Ballot by Noon PlanSubmitted
To Aldermen

Winona County office-seekers
may be kept in suspense longer
than usual this election night if
traffic to the polls continues during the remainder of the day at
AT THE beginning of the fall
the same brisk rate at which it
term a number of students from
started this morning.
the Jefferson School district were
transferred to Madison School to
A late-morning check at each
relieve crowding of classes at Jefof the city's 16 precinct polling
ROCHESTER, Minn. — Seven ferson .
places revealed an unusually
new d irectors will be elected at For these students—and later for
heavy voter turnout ! for an offthe District One Midland Cooper- several Madison .district children
year election.
ative meeting at Mayo Civic Au- who Hve some distance from
In one precinct one of the judditorium here Wednesday.
school—lunches prepared at the
ges commented, "If this keeps up
The district includes 19 coun- Senior High School cafeteria have
Assessments rolls were received
we 're going to be in for a long
by the City Council Monday night ties in the southern Minnesota been transported to Madison where F O L E Y , DRIVING a county night of counting."
'
¦;
for property owners' shares of the area.;- '
. . , . " ¦ ; - ' - there are no cafeteria facilities. truck , noticed the artgle of the
Right now about 50 lunches are truck tracks onto the shoulder , COMPLETED AT NOON, tha
cost of Clark's Lane curb and gutMembers on the district board
ter from Highway 61 south to Lake of directors ending one-year being served at Madison each spotted the vehicle at the bottom survey showed that more than
Boulevard. Contractor for the proj- terms are Maurice Quale, Rush- noon , Nelson said , adding, "We 've of the hill and went to Wodele 's 3,000 ballots had been marked
since the polls opened at 7 a.m.
ect was P, Earl Schwab.
ford, chairman; Warren Schmel- found that we've been able to pro- assistance.
¦ A ¦hearing on the assessments ing, Hayfield, vice chairman; Earl vide this service with such a min- Officers say the; vehicle must today. At each of the polls jud.
will be held at the Council's next Zabel, Plainview, secretary-treas- imum of extra effort that we think have been proceeding slowly be- ges almost invariably reported
regular meeting, Nov. 19,
urer, and Harry Peterson, Har- it . might be an idea to try some- cause of the uphill grade and his that voters had started arriving
The work was accepted by the mony; Frank Lair, Albert Lea, thing, similar at Lincoln School" heavy load. .
early and kept on coming steadily
city at a figure of $4,731.11, of and Olaf Nasby, Northfield.
Lincoln has a noon lunch pro- Wodele's condition was describ- all morning.
which $3,742.78 is to be assessed
With a general election regisThe District One member on gram but the superintendent said ed this morning as critical.
against abutting property. The the regional board of review, that because of the number of
tration of 11,726, this morning's
city will pay $988.35 for catch ba- James E. Erickson, Canton, also students participating it might be
turnout represented approximately
sins arid storm sewer connections. ends his one-year term. He will just as convenient to serve them
28 percent of the total number of
The completed price is lower than report to 100 patron delegates from, the high school on a basis
eligible voters '
the original contract figure of $4,- that are expected to attend the .similar to the Madison program.
This, of course, is down from
904.75.
This would free the Lincoln cook
meeting.
the last election in 1960, a presiA 1,060-foot portion in Kramer's
for
some
work
at
the
high
school.
Lair, district director, also will
dential year which always draws
3rd Addition will be assessed at
a peak volume. Two years ago,
MEMBERS of fhe board thought
$2.85 per lineal foot while 520 feet report to the patrons.
The architectural purity of the there were 4,648 ballots in the box
A report of the past year s op- the proposal was a good one.
of construction in Johnstone's Adsecond
floor hallway leading to by noon. That year, however,
be
given
by
Sig
eration
will
,
There has been talk in the past
dition will be charged at $3.05 per
lineal foot. The two additions but Sampson , sales director , and Ray of establishing a central food serv- -police headquarters in City Hall there were 12,331 names on the
Kornmann, regional services di- ice facility—presumably at Senior will remain unsullied, a 5-3 ma- registry list — 600 more than
the curb and gutter project.
¦
'~- - - ¦
.
rector, will outline plans for the High School—to serve all of the jority of the City Council ruled this year — and the unofficial
Monday night.
precinct check was made just a
coming year.
outlying schools.
FFA at Plainview
Police Chief George Savord little later than today's so more
Registration will begin at 10:30 Board President Lawrence Sanhad asked permission to remove
PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special) - a.m. and the meeting will begin telman said that he thought that the present wall at the south end of the noon hour voters were
counted in the 1960 total
service to Madison and Lincoln
S e v e n boys were initiated as at 11 a.m. in North• ' Hall.
and put in a new
" '• ¦ ' , ¦ ' ¦
¦
.
.
this year could provide a good of the hallway feet north along
"green hands " in the FFA chapter
MORE COMPARABLE wer. the
wall about 12
In the hands of a careful shot pilot program from which results the corridor. This would give his 1958 noon figures — also in an
here Monday night; They were:
Charles Fick r Joe Warthesen , John a .234 can be used mainly for could be evaluated in any future department more room at its off-year — when some 2,856 votes
Holzer; Raymond Mussell , and varmints , yet be heavy enough for consideration of the establishment booking desk also provide less had been cast by noon. This was
of a central service system.
Gerald , Donald and David Flies, deer and black bear.
public seating for citizens waiting a little better • than 24 percent of
to see the police for various rea- the total registration and was alsons, especially j uveniles, Savord most double the usual morning
maintained.
turnout- for a non-presidential
Cost of the project would be election .
areund $500, Savord said , and as
an extra inducement he- offered
in_pxoduce „ the ..necessary cash
from some department maintenance funds.
Aid. Howard Baumann said
such remodeling would mar the
beauty of the building 's ceramic
"You 're talking the food out of that the limited or fixed income of tion about the reason for the Stock- tile decor and that a movable
' '
By a resolution at its meeting
screen should serve just ' as well
their rnmiths and the clothes off a property owner was not rele- ton increase:
'
"You
were
—
and at •considerably less ex- Monday night , the City Council
vant
in
determining
assessed
valulow
."
their backs ," George Hinton , mayKohner said of Sauer 's reported pense. Not only that , added Coun- voted to request transfer of $2,or of Stockton village, told the Wi- ation . The only consideration was
nona County Board of Commis- the value of the property, Papen- agreement with Stockton officials cil President Harold Briesath, but 284.50 in state aid funds to cover
this would put the entrance to the $178,424,44 cost of the Broadon a 10 percent increase:
sioners Monday afternoon in pro- fuss said.
"\
"If he had an agreement with the men 's rest room squarely in way widening project,
test against a 20 percent increase
(Saner , who was net at the
you , that's the way it should have the police department;
in the assessor 's full and true valIn a letter to the Council , City
meeting, told
commissioners'
Mrs . Mary Slasyga said a Engineer James Baird told alderbeen. "
estate.
ue of the village's real
the Daily News he had not
Kohner also described as "out- screen would "cheapen " the in- men the city 's balance in the stale
Hinton charged David V. Sauer ,
promised the village Board
rageous " increases of up to 50 per- terior of the'building and Aid. Highway Department construction
county supervisor of assessments,
of Review that a 10 percent
cent in full and true value in Roll- James Stoltman added that the account had been $175,478.79. This
had told the village board of reincrease in the 1962 /till and
ingstone Township. These in- city hall was a structure of enough was $2,945.65 less than the cost
view a 10 percent increase would
true value would be acceptcreases were made on individual beauty that it should not be de- of the Broadway contract , which
be satisfactory but that Sauer latable.
parcels
of property by the town- faced with a "makeshift" arrange- had been expended in five payina
20
percent
er recommended
("I didn 't mention any
ment. Let's put in a wall and ments: $23,688,67, $26,108.40, $21,ship
rssessor.
crease to the County Board of
percentage at all ," Sauer told
make it harmon ize with the rest 194.73, $93,298.95 and $14,153.6.
Appearing
with
Hinton
at
the
Equalization . The five commisthe Daily News. "They asked
meeting were Allan Mueller and of the hall , he said.
sioners arc members of this counBaird said $2 ,284.50 was availme how much they should inMrs. Masyga (hen offered the
Otto Fritz , village trustees.
ty board. ,
crease the assessment and I
motion for installation of the wall , able for transfer from the state
told them just to do the best
THE VILLAGE officials also dis- thoughtfully inserting into the fine aid maintenance account and that
COMMISSIONER Raymond G.
they can to approach oney cussed a bridge problem with the print the provision that payment the remaining $661.15 could be paid
Kohner , Winona. 2nd District ,
third of mdrket value. I
county commissioners . Mayor Hin- would come from the police de- from City funds. '
sympathized with Mayor Hinton
didn 't even insist that they
ton
said a beam hod been mov- partment treasury.
The original contract figure
to
commissioners
and urged the
reach one-third .")
ing out. of place under a County
She was joined by Aid. Stolt- based on quantity estimates, was
to do something about the increased assessment. However , other
MAYOR HINTON told the com- State Aid Highway 23 bridge at man and Mrs. Muriel Ollom In $169,121.
commissioners reminded Kohner missioners that if his Board of Re- Stockton . He asked that the bridge voting for the new construction ,
and Hinton that the commission- view had known Sauer fa vored a be repaired because it was a haz- while Aid. Baumann , Deilke ,
Parks , Trihell and Briesath ti p- Minneapolis Pair
ers did not have the authority 20 percent increase, the board ard for truck traffic.
County
Engineer
Gordon
M.
Fay
Increase
ped
the balance against the proassessment
would then have negotiated with
to reverse the
Jailed After Holdup
they had ordered when they sat as Sauer in hopes of arriving at a agreed that the beam had moved posal.
temporary
members of the Board of Equaliz- compromise figure of around 10 oiit of place and said
BUFFALO, Minn. (AP) - A
repairs would be made. Fay, the
percent.
ation.
Minneapolis man and , a 17-yearChairman Paul Baer, Fremont , The Increased assessment Is commissioners and the Stockton
old youth from that city were
4th District , told Hinton the only for 1962 taxes payable in 1963 on delegation also discussed possible
jailed here Mpnday+Jiight in the
sites for a proposed new bridge to
authority the commissioners had land and buildings in Stockton.
wake of a police v.wise that folbridge.
concerning Ihe increase was to Hinton told the commissioners replace the old CSAH 23
lowed a $14 holdup.
,
Other
members
of
the
delebation
James Walker , 38, and alsp from
consider applications for a lax re- the full and true value had reachfarmer;
WarMinneapolis , .said the two had
bate from individual property own- ed slightly more than 32 percent were Lyle Ladewig.
The Minnesota DFL wilt use
Lumber Co.,
agreed to ulvc him a ride home
ers in Stockton. The commission- of market value as a result of the rt'ii Scheevel , Duren
alid Walter WacWiolz , Warren two Winona County precincts out from here. Instead , he reported a
ers did not however promise Hin- 20 percent Increase. .,,,
'"
v
'
"^
of
100
selected
in
I
he
state
for
a
Township
Board.
ton at the meeting they would lowq\lick electronic computation on gun was aimed at him , his money
T h e assessment controversy,
er any vilUigcr 's assessment .,
BEFORE
MEETING
with
the
the gubernatorial contest Tues- was taken and he then was forced
which recently brought a protest
from the car only a short distance
commissioners day.
the
Stockton
group,
»re
old
village
OF
OUR
officials
ofvillage
Goodvicw
from
"HALF
out of town,
passed
a
resolution
authorizing
that
,"
A
party
spokesman
said
income
set
ficials over what they considered
people who live on a
Walker gave a description of the
Fay to post load limits as needed
Hinton said. "A lot of them an excessive increase In full and on county road's and highways to one city precinct and one rura l car and it was^ halted near Hamel
haven 't oven got bathrooms. In and true value , stems from the ef- prevent damage. Such limits are precinct have been selected , but by pursuing officers. Kenneth Bcrhe could not reveal Ihem.
(he last 12 years only four new forts of the State Department of
usually posted in the spring when
When returns ' from these two quist , 35, the driver , was identified
homes have been built In the vil- Taxation to bring the assessor 's Hipw causes heaving of road surprecincts
arc received nt (he of- as an escapee from the Minnealage. Half of the village are old full and true value statewide lo
,
the
intent
now
is
However
faces.
Audit or Richard polis workhouse. His youthful comfice
of
County
try
to
other
linlf
of
the
market
value
of
one-third
people and the
against
'll be telephoned panion was not named.
dnmngc
from
to
protect
they
Schoonover,
they
best
the properly.
keep the ball roll ing as
Police said both surrendered
cenlrnl comput Commissioner
overloaded
trucks.
immediately
lo
a
can. We hove no vlllngo water , no
Leonard J. Papenfuss said CSAH 1 on La ing center. When all 100 have without incident and that no gun
COMMISSIONER
"
department
,,
fire
sewer , m
Crescent Ridge had been damaged been received t h e computer will was found. The two were being
Commissioner James Papenfura , Mcrchletvilz , Winona, isi District ,
held without charge.
's
by
overloaded trucks.
forecast the results of the race.
quesresponse
to
Hinton
said
In
Dakota . 5th District , told Hinton

District Midland
Meet Wednesday

Aid. Howard Baumann, quoting
a Daily News editorial of Oct.
22, said he did riot think it the
proper function of the . Council
to decide what businesses should
be open or closed on Sunday. If
a firm needs Sunday business to
meet . expenses and overhead ,
Baumann said , that is the concern of the operator alone.

The number of keenly-contested
local races — nine of them for
county offices and seats in the
state Legislature — a vigorous
pre-election *get-out-the-yote campaign and a day of rather pleasant weather with clearing skies
and moderate temperatures^ for
this time of the year could be
credited with stimulating heavy
traffic to the polls. .
Polls in the 16 precincts will
remain open until 8 p.m. tonight;
A breakdown of the votes east
by precincts this morning follows:
¦ ¦
RegisVot»s Cast tered
Today 1960 Now

1ST WARD
1st Precinct .;. 194
2nd ...,.;..... 209'
'
3rd . ; .<.........
185
4th ............ 220

226
415
250
350

945
88a '
896 .
740

ROB 1,241 3,4M
2ND WARD
1st Precinct ... 190 350 719
2nd ............ 235 325 853
3rd ............. 215 300 764
4th ............ 'ISO 140 513
790 1,115 2,849
3RD WARD
1st Precinct ... 150 302 766
2nd ............ .180- 400 812
3rd ............ 225 400 7G7
4th ............ 125 240 504
680 1,342 2,909
' 4TH WARD
1st Precinct ... 201 250 605
175 250 711
2nd
3rd ............ 275 250 676
4th
160 200 512
311
950 2,504
GRAND
TOTALS ... 3,089 4,648 11,726

Council Dips4ntoMaintenance for
Broadway Proj ect

State DFL Using
2 Local Precincts
For Forecastin a
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BURLINGTO N ...

to the TWIN CITIES or
Without a doubt...this ia
the finest way to go. Sink
parlor
car seat... stroll to tha
back in a repiful , relaxing coach or
diner when you get hungry. And don 't forget the Vist^-Dornes for
wonderful , scenic gazing. For your convenience, Burlington haa
the most service.
tO CHICAGO

NORTHBOUND • Leave Winona

1:25 pm » 4:50 pm • 7:45 pm • 4:45 am

SOUTHBOUN D > Leave Winona

8:15 am . 9:35 am • 6:05 pm«12:50 am

g»M»n m|

(TIMES ARE CENTRAL STANDARD)

They'll Do It Every Time

jfe- -^yyMi^..>a^;9M^fc.' - .

By Jimmy Hatlo

>

Opera Star Hits
M TaMng Ptiots

£y . EARL' WILSON .
've
heard of the angry young men — listen
NEW YORK — You
to an angry young woman.
Opera star Phyllis Curtin has a complaint about airline pilots?
They talk!
"And they should shut up, " heatedly says Miss Curtin, who travels constanly, and must listen to them. "The day the loud speaker
was allowed in the cockpit was a tragic one for America. "
The pilots ' prattle is one of today 's traveling hazards, claims Phyllis, who lists bad food as another.
No foreigner rapping our sac- she accidentally put in Paprika.
red institutions, she 's from Clarks- Enjoying the peppery tang, she 's
burg, W. Va., was graduated, from baked it that way since. However,
Wellesley, and is the wife of great sie wishes her husband wouldn't
photographer Gene Cook. In fact , keep calling it "paprika cake. "
she's so American we chatted at
A NEW NIGHT club—"Tha Enthe Americana.
"The plane 's dark ' . — you're core"—was born, Eddie Fisherasleep — you're awakened by a dating beautiful Joan Collins (those
two certainly get around!)—plus
crackling static ," she said.
"It 's the captain in his folksy Rudy Vallee, Red Buttons, the Jule
voice. Grand Coulee Dam is just Stynes, the Howard Teichmanns,
to the left of the aircraft. It's too saluted Voisin Owner Hy Uchitel's
bad it 's foggy and we can 't see new smart spot on 58th St., last
occupied by Le Cupidon. They all
it' "'
"So why did he wake you up? cheered a fine new singer , Rod
Because he's got that micro- Perry, once of Coatesville, Pa.
Buttons persuaded Fisher to join
phone!"
Now about the food. "To find a Jum singing a real oldie by Irving
flawsornely cooked vegetable in Berlin, "I Lost You. " Red also
any ordinary restaurant is almost told some war experiences. "What
impossible, " she' insisted. "Order an outfit we had," he said. "We
fresh fruit for dessert—they say, destroyed 17 cities and 5 towns.
'Could I bring you half a grape- Then we left the States. " .
Bette Davis just won $65,000 in
fruit?' "
damages for a fall four years ago
YET THIS was fortunate last
. Shelley Winters and Peter
May in Detroit. She'd arrived to Talk, co-starred in "The B a l appear the next night with the cony," • are up for a TV series,
touring Metropolitan Opera.
too .'- .. - ' .¦ . Comic Andy Griffith's
"I had a horrible steak in my planning a sideline—he 's planting
hotel—the baked potato w a s 3,000 Christmas trees on his farm.
gray!" '. ''. - .
EARL'S PEARLS: The most enSkipping dinner, she went to her tertaining barbershop quartet conroom; Half an hour, later, she was sists of the child getting his first
summoned to take over that night haircut , his parents, and a barbas "Salome " for ailing Brenda er. Harold Coffin, S. F. Examiner.
Lewis . . . and had her greatest
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: Mike
success.
"If I'd had a good dinner, I'd Connolly says he heard this in a
have been so full and bulgy I personnel office: "Yes, we do have
could never have sung the part. an opening for a smart young
Thank God once for bad cooking!" man—and don't slam it on your
Miss Curtin—an e x t r e m e l y way out!"
WISH . I'D SAID THAT: In this
charming young woman at the
Met., City Center, Hollywood Bowl , modern electric age, all a womSt. an has to do to run her home is
or appearing in Chicago,
New
Orleans
or just keep plugging. S. J. Gudge,
Cincinnati,
Louis,
at La Scala — is herself quite a Quote.
The reason some girls spend so
cook. Once, baking chocolate cake,
much on wedding gowns is that
they figure it 's the-: last dress
they'll ever have to pay for. That's
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6. H«
earl, brother.

Voice of the
Outdoors

1T f i
| _kX*lvTi ^
"
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New CD Director
Named at Lewiston
LEWISTON, Minn. (Special) —
Dennis Kleener, assistant agricultural agent, has . been named
Civil Defense Director for the
village of Lewistbn . following the
resignation of Miss . Gertrude
Blanchard who-has filled the' position since early this year.
Other members of the C. D.
committee here are Marvin Benike of the Village Council, Thomas Conway of the volunteer fire
department, and Harlan Kirkeby
i
of the high school faculty.

Deer Prospects '
Minnesota 's 1962 deer season
opens Saturday. Wisconsin's sear
son opens a week later, Nov. 17.
Conservation Department reports
from each of the states reveal
an abundance of deer in South
eastern Minnesota and Western
Wisconsin.
Only the. rough or bluff sections of Southern Minnesota
or the row of counties adjoining the Mississippi River are
open this fall. The above map
provided by the state of Minnesota shows the area open to
shotgun hunting Saturday . It
is divided into two zones.

ENDS TONIGHT- ,\. '
"CONVICTS 4" at 7:15 & 9:20

STARTS WEDNESDAY AT 7:15

JOSEPH KAUritAN PRESENTS

4M
W

OYD OHARISSE, MOIRA SHEARER &
2IZI JEAHMAIRE, ROLAHO PETIT
tn,n^.d t, MAURIOE OHEVAUER

Zone Six extends along the river and east boundary of the state
from Winona to beyond St. Cloud.
This is a two-day zone , opening at
sunrise Saturday and closing with
sunset on Sunday. Locally, this
zone includes all of Goodhue, Wabasha and Olmsted counties north
of Highway 14 and east of Highway 63 and all of Winona County
north of Highway 43.

wsnrnf\
¦£ ¦
Mi

by ROLAND PETIT

It's sheer magic?
Adults 75e-Juniors 50#—Children 25* at 7:15 & 9:20

~~

~
ENDS TUESDAY

ff

~

L
^

Zone 7 Includes all of Houston County, Winona County
south of Highway 43 and Fillmore County south of Highway
30 and east of Highway 63.
This is a three-day zone , Saturday, Sunday and Monday.

"
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over from year to year ' but it
does not provide data for hunt: ers. '¦
Road kill is probably one of the
more dependable ways used today.
Again this method has many drawbacks. Some deer crossing a highway are luckier than others. Perhaps the best and most dependable
one is, the number of deer observed by wardens, biologists and
farmers. Again this may be spotty.
So, go into habitate suitable for
deer and hunt it honestly.

Midwest Coaches
To Operate in Iowa
DES . MOINES, . Iowa (AP) Midwest Coaches, inc., of Mankato , Minn., was granted permission by the Iowa Commerce Commission Monday to operate as a
motor farrier of passengers and
a limited amount of freight in
northwest Iowa.
The company was authorized to
operate b e t w e e n Sheldon in
O'Brien County , and the 25 miles
north along Highway 33 t o the
Iowa-Minnesota border.
¦
BUY HOME AT ETTRICK
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special)-^Ir.
and Mrs. Dominik Blaha and children have moved to Coggen, Iowa ,
where the former is manager of
a drying plant at the creamery
there . The Blaha house has been
purchased by Mr, and Mrs. Erwin
Walter who operate the Walter
Cafe .

THE ONLY persons attending
the hearing Monday were four
members of the Lewiston School
Board — Chairman Bernard Kennedy, Dr. K. ( W. Klaus , Mrs. Milo
Bundy and Charles- Radatz Jr^clerk — and, the board's accountant, Webster Fischer.
Effective date .of the commissioners' order is Dec. 31 . In the
meantime Lewiston will hold a
debt assumption election in the
Silo District.
The commissioners passed ; a
resolution asking the State Commissioner of Highways, to be the
county's agent jn seeking bids and
letting a contract for a federal aid
secondary project — grading and
crushed rock surfacing- on County
State Aid Highway 25 fromTrunk
Highway 14 in Lewiston to a point
seven miles northeasterly.
Filed was a petition from five
rural residents asking repair of a
three-quarter-mile segment of a
Mt. Vernon Township road. Petitioners were Ralph Pelofske, Harry J. Johnson, John Wischow , LeRoy Johnson and Carl Hipp.

THE
MANCHURIAN
CANDIDATE?
FRANK 8INATRH? UURIHCE MMW

JANET UICH?

0UEEN OF DIAMOKOJ?

FRANK SINATRA LAURENCE HARVEY JANET LEIGH In'
"THE MANCHURIAN CANOIDME " co-slarrlng ANGELA LAN3BURY ,

_ . _»

Feature starts 2:25*7:17-9;40
To Enjoy It Mora , . , See It From The Beginning
!

-

.

L

Last winter this state experienced severe snow conditions , but the deep drlfts 'came
too late to cause much starvation In the herd. I'etraborg
says Ihe fawn crop last spring
was "average to good" with
many observations of t w i n
fawns.
So he 's expecting Inst year 's
bag of 10fi ,763 deer by 250, 031 hunters may be topped this year—
weathe r permitting. Disappoint ed
duck and pheasant hunters could
swell this year 's total of deer hunters.
Local Doer Population
There is no accurate way of
measuring the deer population
in a given area. In the winter, aerial surveys are used ,
hut these ore percentage estimates bused on the same number of animals to n square
mile over a given flight pattern. This is satisfactory ro r
comparison of winter carry-

280 Leaders Attend
Cub Scout Training
At Rochester School

Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday
of Each Week!
The whol e place to yourself when you use the I^alua Klub for
your holiday parties, Plenty of room — our main dining room
seats 80 persons — and our staff can handle every detail exactly to your wishes.

Make Reservations Early

Reserve your date right now. Call Wolly at 8 MU 7-4111
(Wally 's Supper Club, Fountain City) and be sure of the night
you want,

*<

Yeah , but I'd trade these In a
minute for a Panful O' Chicken
from the Coffee Shop in the Hotel Winona!"

BATTLE OF BANDS

Kalua Klub Available for Private
Holiday Parties on

P|r—1
4t ¦1MCTAW*-<g2£-vj Tife>''»»

Thursday- Nov. 8
MAYO CIVIC AUD.

GOOD NEWS FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

| STARTS WED. CT7TT1

«0Uu. KALUA CLUB

fEAIURES

ON

THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY
AMD SUNDAY
THURSDAY—Special Polynesian end American Foods, •xpertly prepared.
FRIDAY-The Bio Fled Pry night that everybody talks ebout.
SATURDAY-Fun night at The Kalua Klub. Regular mono
featuring Prime Ribs of Beef.
SUNDAY—The popular Smorgasbord day. Smorgasbord serving from 12:30 to 3 p.m. Regular menu from 3 to 8:30 p.m.

Si!COFFEE SHOP

MAifl , Pla. fAPl-A. husband
suing for divorce charged his wife
with extreme cruelty and said she
once "upbraided him because he
could not find a place to park In
New York City. "
Morris Koltunovsky, 47,; of Miami, filed the suit against his
wife, the former Betty Salvage of
Brooklyn, N.Y. They were married last November.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -~ Federal funds totaling over half a
million dollars tar rural electrification and conservation projects
in Minnesota were . announced
' j¦
' College presidents and local bus- Monday. ' ' ¦
iness leaders met Monday to begin The Rural Electrification- Adtheir annual campaign in Winona ministration approved a $425,000
for business support of the Min- loan to the Scott-Rice Telephone
nesota Private College Fund, part Co. at Prior Lake to help provide
of a statewide appeal which last service for 317 new subscribers,
year brought $431,000 in business build 129 miles of hew line and
support to the state's 14 private facilities to permit toll free calls
colleges, including St, Mary's and between Prior Lake, Shalopee
the College of Saint Teresa which and Minneapolis,
received $53,500 of the total.
The Soil Conservation Service
Donald R. Holley, chairman ol bas contributed $193,800 for the
the Winona business committee, 5-year North Branch of Two
said, "We are particularly anxious Rivers Water sited project in Kittto add a substantial number of con- son and Roseau counties. It is detributors to the 28 Winona com- signed to provide watershed propanics which contributed to the tection and flood prevention in the
College Fund last year. Our aim 234,233-acre watershed. Total cost
is to double that number.
of the project is $555,200.
"Winona, with two of the 14 colleges located here, should be particularly responsive to this appeal. Body of Bride-to-Be
Many of the initial gifts to the
College Fund were made by large Recovered From River
corporations, but whether they continue and increase their support DEER RIVER, Minn. (AP) depends to a great extent on what The body of Joyce Holmstrom, 18,
other smaller firms do."
was recovered from the MississipSister Camille, president of tho pi River near here Monday night
College of Saint Teresa, and Bro- by skin divers;
ther I. Basil, president of St.
Miss Holmstrom and .her husMary 's College, both fresh from band-to-be, David Maki, 20, died
of a week of calling on^business early Sunday when their car
firms in the Twin Cities, with", the smashed through guard rails of a
presidents of the other 12 mem- bridge and plunged into the river
ber colleges , stressed that this is as they returned from a dancing
true and that they are being ask- party north of the town.
e'V.more and more what is being Maid's body was recovered Sundone by companies in the out-state day. Miss Holmstrom's was taken
areas where many of the colleges from about 12 feet of water nearly
are located.
a quarter mile from where the car
Winona is one of the first com- went into the stream.
munities in the state where businessmen have assumed responsi(ROCHESTER) 8;3p PM.
bility for contacting business firms Convassing Board
Prices - $2.00-«.50-J3.00-?3.SO
in behalf of the Minnesota Private
College Fund, taking over this reThe Winona County Canvassing Tickets on sale Mayo Civic
sponsibility from the college pres- Board will meet at 10 a.m.- T hursidents who originally made such day in the commissioners' room Auditorium Box Office. Phone
calls.
at the courthouse to canvass re- AT9-4003 for reservations.
Members Of the Winona business turns from today 's election.
committee are Mr. Holley, . chairman, A. J. Bambenek, J. R; Chappell, W, S. L. Christerisen, G: M.
Grabow, R. S. Horton, J. L. Jeremiassen, George E. Kelley, S. J.
Kryzsko. Laird Lucas, B. A. Miller, E. J: Sievers, Arnold Stoa and
William F. White.
Sponsored by ¦ Winona Musicians Association
¦' • . : Local 453

ROCHESTER, Minn — About
280 leaders attended the annual
Cub Scout leaders pow wow at
Golden Hill School here Sunday
afternoon .
Training was conducted m six
different sessions: Handicraft;
games ; stunts, Ceremonies and
skits ; pack demonstrations; Weblos den, and den chiefs.
Frank Preston,, assistant na¦
tional director of volunteer training, told the deri mothers: There
are 1,250,000 . adult members to-'
day in the. Boy Scouts of America,
who are working with 3% million boys. Out of this number of
leaders, one of seven are women
serving as Den Mothers. "
To the entire group he posed
these two questions: "1. Does
every boy in"your Cub pack eventually become a Boy Scout? and
2. Does your Cub pack operate
year around? > Does every Cub
THE COMMISSIONERS t a I d
Scout get a full 12-months prothey would consider at their De- gram, or is he getting a 4-or-5
cember meeting a request from months Cub Scout program?"
Erford G. Ham, St. Charles, county weed and seed inspector , that cil. The bond is for the year behe be put on straight salary in- ginning last Oct. 1.
stead of his present $1.50 hourly R. E. Taraldson is supervising
pay. Ham said some inspectors are a crew from the State Department
on salary all year round.
of Public Examiners which is startApproved was a $1,000 bond ar- ing an- annual routine audit of
ranged for by the Automobile Club county books Monday afternoon,
Safety Council of Winona for the The other auditors are J. E. Foley
group's secretary , Gordon L. Weis- and L. D. Weisbrod.
horn. The commissioners approved Presiding at the commissioners'
the bond because they make an meeting Monday was Chairman
annual $350 donation to the coun- Paul Baer, Fremont, 4th District,

The other five zones are in the
north and northwestern half of the
state. The big zone , No. 4 , the rifle zone where the season runs
nine days and is open to all firearms, is the entire northeastern
BLAIR PATIENTS
corner of Minnesota.
BL^IR , Wis. (Special) - Otlo
Thompson , rural Blair, has been
Deer hunting regulations are
a patient at Tri-County Memorial
virtually unchanged f r o m
Hospital , Whitehall , several days ,
past years. No rifles are permitted in the local area. It is receiving treatment for a heart
tw.idition. A month ago he was
open to shotguns firing a sinhosnitalized at SI. Francis Hospigle slug and to bowhuntirig. It
tal , La Crosse, following a stroke.
is one animal of either sex. A
Larry Toraason, ]0, son of Mr.
big game license is required
and Mrs. Lyman Toraason, had
to hunt deer.
surgery for appendicitis at LutherWaller If. Petroborg, Conserva- an Hospital , La Crosse.
tion Department big game biologist , says Minnesota has been experiencing a gradual buildup in
deer over the last five years due
Jo mild winters with Utile snow.

Husband Sues Wife ,
For Extreme Cruelty

^# PENNSYLVANIANS

Silo Common School District
2605 was dissolved by the Winona
County Board of Commissioners
Monday afternoon and attached to
Lewiston. Independent District 857
without opposition,
The closed common school district is in Norton, Hillsdale and
Warren townships. The commissioners apted at the request of the
school board which reported that
at a special election Sept. 13, four
persons had "Voted in favor of dissolution, three voted no and two
cast blank ballots.
On an advisory ballot , six persons Voted to join Lewiston , one
person voted to join Winona Special District 5 and two persons
cast blank ballots.
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No Opposition
To Dissolution
Of Silo District

College Fund
Solicitation
Beginning Here

Federal Funds
Alidted for 2
State Projects

Jiahj UL
J Uub*
FOUNTAIN CITY, WIS.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 9
RED MEN'S HALL
Beginning Promptly or 8:30 P.M.
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I Valuable Coupon

Popular Bands
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--ftaturino—-

¦£ Arnle's
,. -# This coupon good for e W<» reduc- :M
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'Ation on Hie regular $1.00 ticket V '. . _
or
Bo
* Y ?V
( when presented at the door on /
Jim Casey^
1the niflbt of dance.
J
^
Enill Guenther
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SPECIAL ATTRACTION!
^
St. Mary's College Marinoles
- 16-Pieee Bond
Come early and en[oy this fabulous array of musical talent
all evening! Local and area musicians will be performing for
your listening and dancing pleasure with continuous music
from 8:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.
JOIN THE CROWD!

YOUR
VOT E
COUNT
FIRS T

wcco
TELEVISION
Dave Moor*, Dean Montgomery and George Rico bring you
the compute state rasulta plus national returns from CBS.

ically. But it hasn 't been for want
of trying.
(Continued from Pege One)
WiU it really help. Bepublicans
—many of whom have been callmajor states as Pennsylvania, ing all along for a tougher line on
Michigan, Ohio and California — Cuba ? Or will it mean a tendency
they would be in clover for the to rally around the Presiden t and
presidential race , of 1964.
vote Democratic as a -sign of soliControl of the ttatehouse is con- darity ?
sidered the first and best step to- In all elections, and especially
ward solid political organizing.
off-year elections, issues are
It has been a strange campaign tricky to evaluate.
throughout. Here was John Fitzgerald Ken- For politics is people.
nedy, riding in a motorcade Voters, stepping into their pollthrough the Naugatuck Valley of ing booths today, aren't deciding
Connecticut, speaking earnestly at issues, however important they
a bean feed in St. Paul , trying to may be. They're voting for — or
stir a listless crowd at the Muske- against — a particular candidate ,
whom they may like or dislike for
gon, Mich., airport.
Everywhere the message was reasons they often can 't define.
the same: Send me more Demo- These off-year elections are
crats so that I can get this coun- hard to keep in focus because
try moving again, with medicare , they lack two gladiators strugwith more jobs, with better hous- gling for national attention as in
a presidential race.
ing.
Here was Dwight D. Eisenhower Instead , as the returns roll in
acting far more; politically heated tonight interest must be scattered
than he ever did as President , from coast to coast.
stumping around the country with Take Massachusetts. Young Edthe enthusiasm of a young war ward M. Kennedy, the President's
horse.
brother , decided he wanted to be
a senator. He had only been out
From San Francisco to Boston, of law school three years, but
his plea was the same: Let's cut here he is, at 30—minimum age
down on all this spending. Let's for senators, expecting to get the
elect Republicans and have some President's . and enough other
sanity around here.
votes ¦ to defeat George Cabot
And then, the dramatic night of Lodge, comparatively seasoned
''
'
Oct. 22.
ai . ^D. - - .
The Russians, the President
said, were installing offensive nu- Now, a quick switch across the
clear weapons in Cuba, something country to California,
this nation would not tolerate. He Here Richard M. Nixon , Repubthrew an offensive arms blockade lican presidential , candidate in
around the island, and the United 1960, has had a knockdown, fight
States and Russia moved toward in his attempt to unhorse Gov.
Edmund G. Brown.
a showdown.
With this, Kennedy canceled all If Nixon can win—and he never
has lost an election in his home
his remaining campaign trips.
In the past two frantic weeks no state—he may again get a try at
one has beeri able to say with any the White House. If Brow n can
accuracy what Cuba means polit- win—"I'm j ust an old shoe, but

ELECTION

ATTEND EDUCATIONAL MEETING .. . .75 Notre Dame
nuns from three states jwere present for a regional session at St.
Felix High School, Wabasha. Left to right, Sister M. Leona,
principal of St. Felix school; Sister M. Assurnpta of Our Lady
of Good Counsel Academy, and Sister Mary Ellen, Mount Mary
College, both of Mankato, Minn., and the Rev. Robert Schulzeb
enberg, St. Cloud , Minn. , speaker. (Joyce Lund photo )

Wabasha Hosts
j-State Sisters

school supervisor for the Northwest Province, brought a message. The Rt. Rev. Msgr. John A.
Mioh of St. Felix parish extended
the welcome.

• • WABASHA Minn. (Special) About 75 N.otre Dame nuns from
Minnesota , Iowa and North Dakota attended a regional meeting
of the school sisters of Notre Dame
at St. Felix High School here Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Principal speaker was the: Rev.
Robert Schulzetenberg, assistant
superintendent of schools of the
St. Cloud diocese and president of
(he Minnesota Catholic Education
Association, who stressed improvement in public relations in secondary education in Catholic schools.
"We haven 't sold ourselves en
the reason for our existence ," said
the speaker, referring to Catholic
high schools. ''Too frequently we
are looked upon as an extension
of a Bible school, when in reality
we are partners in education in
a dual system."
Sister Mary Stephen , Loyola
High School, Mankato , Minn., discussed "Organizing Our Guidance
Program ;" Sister M. Assurnpta ,
Provincialate Good Counsel, Mankato, talked on "Munich in '62,"
and Sister M. Mai gareta and Sister M. Marlene, Academy of Our
Lady of Good Counsel, Mankato ,
gave reports of a St. Louis, Mo.,
meeting.
Sectional meetings were held for
principals and librarians and on
home economics, science, music,
English and social studies.
Sister Mary Alphonse, secondary

¦

Deadline Nov. 15 for

Pond Requests
In Trempealeau Co.

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)—
Trempealeau County farmers
wishing to request federal costsharing under the 1963 program
on structures for erosion control,
livestock water and wildlife and
fish ponds—must file their request with the county ASC committee at the court house here
before Nov. 15. According to
Henrik R. Herness, county ASCS
office manager, it is necessary to
cut off the sign-up for structures
at that time to allow the Soil
Conservation Service to make the
survey and plans.
'¦
"
'
'
¦
.

Cat Burglar Solves
Series of Jewel Thefts

MIAMI . Fla. (AP) - Marylin
Farber captured a cat 'burglar and
solved a series of jewel thefts.
Mrs. Farber on Oct. 8 reported
to police the loss of a diamond
^rist watch .
She toM officers Monday she
saw her Siamese cat heading toward the attic with something
shiny in his mouth. Mrs, Farber
followed. She found the watch—
and a diamond brooch she hadn't
missed.
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Demonstrators Shout
Down With Berlin Wall
KLAGENFURT, Austria (AP)Demonstrators shouting "Down
with the Berlin wall" and "Go
home to your concentration
camp" broke up a lecture Monday
night by a Soviet diplomat on the
Berlin question.
Police had to escort A. I. Popov,
third secretary of the Soviet Embassy in Vienna, from the meeting sponsored by the AustrianSoviet Friendship Society.

people feel comfortabl e with me" Jr. , a Republican who has served
—it will probably mean political six terms in the House.
curtains for Nixon , at the age of
the House the first year he's
For the record : 52 congressmen into
49.
.
eligible, at 25.
ha
ve
already
dropped
by
the
wayJumping back to New YorkWell,
room
for
all
ages.
there's
side, through death , retirement ,
Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller is a
or defeat. Among Democracy's work is never done.
politician with a most unusual resignation
those
retiring
problem. His friends say they in Congress, are the oldest .man PLAINVIEW TEEN HOP
Brent Spence, PLAINVIEW , Minn. ( Special) wish he had a tougher opponent a Democrat Rep.
from
Kentucky, Plainview Mrs. Jaycees sponsored
than Robert M. Morgenthau , an
in the towel at 88, and a teen hop Friday at the Legioin
almost unknown Democrat . The throwing
Reps. Clare Hoffman, Community Building, Mrs. Wayne
Republican theory is that Rocke- Republican
feller would have won big any- 87, of Michigan , John Taber, 82, Claussen was chairman. Door
New York and Noah Mason , prizes were won by Todd Dunlap,
way, and now his boosters think of
80,
of Illinois.
Susan Shieh , Jim. Haley, Jane
he may be handicapped in presidential consideration because he But youth is eager to be served. Bowen and Henry Stelling. Local
There's young Kennedy who at 30 Jaycees Jim Ricklick and Jerry
didn 't beat a first-stringer.
Then there are the Republican barely makes the minimum age Neunsinger served as disc jock eys
other members assisted as
seedlings in Michigan and Penn- for senators, and there's Scott An- while
sylvania who may grow into presi- derson who got into the North Da- chaperoh es.
:
¦
dential timber: .
kota Legislature at 21. Now An- It is Wrong to call a* black bass
derson , a Democrat , hopes to get a bass; he's a sunfish.
George Romney, the former automaker on his first drive into
politics, hoping to defeat Gov.
John B. Swainson and end a 14year-old hold Democrats have had
on the Michigan statehouse.
William W. Scranton , another
young man in a hurry, who after
one term in Congress wants to
move in as Pennsylvania's gov¦ ¦©
»¦
€P"
ernor. Unemployment—one out of w
seven workers in Pennsylvania
don 't have jobs —handicaps his
opponent , Richardson Dilworth ,
since Democrats are blamed for
not providing more work.
But the interest isn't exclusively
around potential presidential candidates.
Everett McKinley Dirkseh of
Illinois , hoping to return to his
job as GOP Senate leader . Alexander R. Wiley, "78, who has been •rK3
'
"^-— '-¦^\
in the Senate since 1939, longer
T
/ZJUL^J
than any other Republican , in a «v
tough race with Wisconsin Gov.
'
Gaylord A. Nelson. Abraham A. R"22
" ^Su.o.jx*'* *
Ribicoff , Kennedy's former secre90
V
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey
tary of welfare, trying to win the
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• Immediate Adjustment When Needed.
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Thoughts at Random-—
Frpm Ediipr f s Notebook
THE WINONA Chamber of Commerce
is soon to get a new secretary :rnanager to
succeed A. J. "Andy" Anderson who 'is rpfj ripg at the ppd p f the year.
It lj ag been a pleasure , to > work closely
\jyith Andy ' oil n^riy p'rbj .ectp ' oypr t|ie yeafs,
s^ce pur return jtp "tyjiiopa /at thV'en^ ' p£
^.orld #ar II, and we'll have pj .oie to say
about his devoted career latex, but the
fcliamber board of directors apparently
hjas selected a good successor.

V THEATER

Washington Catling

Cm of GOP

We 're not too much of a radio or TV
bug, but when we wanj ; tp ]j sten we wapf
to listen and it's b^en a' *bjt napspatjp 'g
these last: weeks tp haye ypur favorjt*
program interrupted hot once but several
times witj i the bleating of the candidates,
We watched "an hour and a half 'TV show
the othep night ana cq 'unfep! ' 24. cqpiipps:cials—fed to 't jj e' hp lRj 'ess w'atpher at. the
rate of four in a batchy When is t)]e E£C
going to put an enp| to such ' s|ienapigaris?
¦
*
*

*

IF Yqp HAVEN 'T vp fpfj b y thf . »irn ?

you read this, get tp. the pplls pefpre they
close at 8 o 'clock tonight.

Mo matter who tjie cpmpptipg candino
dates ar^
matipr ' whnyt tjie issue's at
the campaj gn, always if} pre is the vptcj'r
who regards the process as a phprp.
"The '' votpr , did we say? Bpfh Wisponsin and Mj npcsota haye t }ipusapd, s of
them.
We epidd say it's sj iameful , qs jt is. It
is more to the point to call it stupidly
shortsighj ed from the nonvoter 's o w n
standpoint.
Yet rnen will be defeated today because
voters wh p favor tlipm ncg|epted tp spend.
10 minu es in a polling booth.
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CrnVsry

By lyiARQU^ JCHILDS

IN YEARS GONE BY

Ten Ypars Aqp . . . |952

S. 4- Kryzskp, prpsidpnt of the Winona National & Savjpgs Batik , was ' electet} presjdent
of the Kiwahis ' Club'. '
Superintendent of Schools Ijlarvpy D. Jpnsep
pas teen invitppt' to paj -tj ejpate as a panpl rpember tor one of the discussions ' ^ighjjgnti pg the
tri ;s(.afp copfepet)pe for superintppdp 'p'fs ' apfl h|gp
school principals Sn ' Decorah , Ipwa. '

Twenty-Fjve Years Ago .. . ) ^V

Wilfrid Laprier Ilusband , lecturer and studpnt
of /oreigri affairs ^ will speak on ''Swepp'p, )Vper'e
Human Vplpc.s Pfl4pt" at Winona Stijte Cojlp gp.
" ' Thomas Wiley, local attorney and nipmp'pr ' pf
tpp fapulty of thp Ppllege of Saint Te'rpsa , will
be the principal speaker at the annual '^ripisj-icp
memorial service for
the Winona Sepjpr anj' l .|p' ' ¦ ""
'
'.
iiipr High scliqpls.

Fifty Ye^rs A§9 -

- 191?

Qrgapjzation pf the Y^CA baskefpa)) teaip
lips beep "epectpd. \l. f . Uj apj i wpS plpp|p(|
taptain apd ' Trappy Gprpy ppsiRpss' mpfjp gp f.
Thpsp w))p hi|ve pepn out fpj - % ^i-wee}uy pypcticp at" tjie 'gy'fp 'arp Ci|t|p,f, Bfistljc|ipr; BJppj c,
Tfirtespp, I'afr , Nj sspn ,. j-ipu, TV 1^3'' '1't ,(,1'P sfll!>
Di'cuh pn and Wppp).
"(ip ^y . tlr.' S. Arthur Cook , the pew pasfor
of 4 ie Cetj tral Methodist C|j prc|i , wi)| f|n- iv<: liprp
with " his fpipjl y ' irp|p Rpfi wlipg.

§eyenry-Fiyp Ypsrs Agp • ?;.• • • 1S§7
wprp
rpportS,eyenty-oi|c bjr(hs ancl ^1 <lpat)is
ed ip '%pna fju rjp g 1|IQ mopU pf Opfohpr.
g. V- Sjrapspp has rptfirppc) Jrpm an pxtcpdpd
ppsjpp iis tri p tp Dijkp ta.

pres-,
$m' WO* hjgh h!P»d
¦¦
Sjpp?-!5f. A. ]F. ;,
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our nation.
A significant issup Ijefore tjie
people #> % fpiapcjpg of
h e a l t h carp fpr/ the aged

' J 18 F '*?f o 0§ ?f o»
MgS
taxes. Similar proposals Were

wisely rej ected by the Congress in i960 and again in
July of this year. But the prp.ponents of this type of legislaJ
tpp elderly {or pontica) Deposes. The yy'ay tpe people .get- . -

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

AmmcansDoritChmsh
By DREW PEAB5PN

WASHINGTON - This is a
day w p i c h alj A!piericans
Should . c h er i s' h , biif which
many of ps don 't. In contrast
t o Scahdipaviaii
cqpnt 'pj 'es
Wliere apppt ^5 'percent ' pt we
people ' vote'; or some of trie

pew 4fF ic^P P^pnMi cs' ^he r ?
almost 9&' percent go to the

pol}s, pnly about 60 percent of
the Anjpjjp pp'' pgppje exercise
tljp privilege for wpich' thei r
fppefatbers ' fought. ' '
'Sp ' l spggps'f ' ff|aj; pn elpctjon
day ypu ' ^ept yppp ppi ghbor
not mth "Gopd morpipg" but
wjt h "pop 't'i %get to " vote"
anp in 'thp afferppp 'n tdpn't say
vppp'd - evehipg," put ' ' have
'" . -: '¦'¦".
ypp vpt^d? *' '
It-S always dangerous for a
ne/wspapeprpap' tp stick '' out '
his peek '' with an electjpp
pp-e;dicfipp op' pjpcjti pn pay.
Eeppfe " remppibpr' .' his mistakes tpp ' Easily- " pesRite
tlj i's, rny ' pppd'ictjpn is fhat
Sp'esicj ent Kpn' ip^y will rptpirj
a substantial ' ^'npmeripal majo rity : }n ' Ppngrpss ' ancl wj ll 'rpt 'a in abniit me same number
of ' D^'mpcratic
governors ' nv
the SI) states.
K p n n ' e c| y
w j l l wip at

IM?t.
fw!" .#
possible five;

ij e' w " Sppafe
s p a t ' s—in
M a r ylancl ,
C o n n e ' c^
t i c u"t , N pw
II a pi psf| re,
K 'p h t u cky arid Sputh
peaf-^pp
Dakpta. Hp ippy lpsp one ip
^(appiha. ' lip wjll lose five I p
Ipp ; eats in/ tile Ifpijsp
is of' Hpprespptatives. ^is
a good
.showing tor i> ' mid-term p)ec- ¦
lion . ' ''

'¦ '

•

'¦ • .

In CpUfflpiia. the vpters wj]l
have tp " ypt 'e 'for- or agaipsf. a
ijjiail lpan in t'lje firs), 'district
-flip iptp ftcp. Cle|p RfiJIp V ,
pempcrpt. M|llpr , p dpdicatpd
PHP!))? servpp[, wa ,s kij lp d k
b|| oipp |anp ijcpiclept top late
tp Ij aye ' jijs ' ' ij amp rp'moypd
frplp tpp |)aljp [.

, !W m W°'s mm

sppip, vptprs will cast ballots
s» for pr againSf on incfj cfpcl ' cppg'rpss 'ippp. ' Tppi ' Johnson , '' D' ppiocrqt, nni) ' ij cpprdip g ' to " tlip
political ' sprVeys , ' 'lie will (ie

re-elected for several .reasons.
First , Johnson has worked hard for" his" ^cj istrjcf;; second , Marylanrj ers kppw that
joe Tydings, the. ybpng U.S'.
attorney w%0 pifSfje d the'ippi.ctment, is an eager bpaygr tp
take his lp fe fattjpr 's PJace ip
the Senate. Finally voters ' have ¦

SprCMrW'¦"Pfrrr T'^llnflfFr- ¦'

of-interest cases go unprosecuted that thgy 'yp pppppt(p pypical abouf thosp few jyhjph ap
singled out for ' punistimenf.
In general , this election ha?
seen more bifte/pess,'\ m'ftre
acrimony, espepiaj ly ¦' from " tfi' e;
righ t wing, than ' any other in
U. S. history. .
|Qf all the) political pushwhackers at work in the election pampaigp, few payp pppp
more effectfyp ^hap Adrp. "&n
Morep}} s "fgprp i agpnt?- ' who
were sent into the ' field ' to
purgp cpndi^ates w'tp Jow palings' on ' pis' 'J\CA ' irj dpx.
is
'
indej c
The ^(2A
prepared
'
by Ampricap s for Cpngtitutj'pnpl A c t i o n , which Moreell
Reads', to rate congressional
vp ting records.
It was this index which led
tp Maj. Gen. Edwin Walker 's
dismissal from the Apply- fjfe '
violated regulatiops by urging
pis troops in Europe to use If
to measure the Americanism
pf their congressmen.
ALTHOUGH Moreell has admitted assigning field agents
to dp p p:i i t i c a I yh'dercov'er
work , he has flatly refused to
reveal '"thcTr 'Mehtities'.' ' Pub':
licity "mj ght je pRardj zp tpe
candifjp fps, w )ie pj cpfaTp'ed. '
This c o l u m n Can reveal ,
ppvypypr , wj ip spp)e pf hjs
are.
Public relations man Desmpnd J. Barker of Salt, Lake
Cjt y has drawn $$.!$3'.'|}ji as 'a
dqwp ' payment ' to cover " 'his
s e r v i c e s and exppnsps as
s spcret opero'tp l- ip ytali.
AP^'
l|js' mis'sjpn : To Ijij lp Sen. )Viillace Bpijn ett , Utah Rcpuhli "if!- hii fijj qp tq l|j ,s I?pnate
«P|}tt\ ( u 1 U i rn e APA agept,
.fqpips l! Harmer , ap d" }ps
seprptpry, Winifred Wiley, ape
on t|)p payroll in Los Angejps .
T|?py h pk out f t fhp camppjjj n peadquartej 's pf phaiies
^
FpQt'p. ' f|ie American Heritage
hpp]istpre nro
ictpr who j s
1 np
nipp ing ' for ' Congrpss against

Jhsb ^bif ou

Qne Hnndr^ Vms Aqe • • -. 18§?
Track laying progresses at the rate of half

~__ By pE^j iTT Gf?PP ;-,., ,

Latest lingp ovpihp;if d ip ap i»4 v P r f' s'
ing agetipy: %Q\'s gpi ' (|pwn pn al| fpiiis
and look the situation 0 v e r from the
client's point of view." And anqj -hpr overheard— tjijs one from a very stqpt lady at
a fund-raising luncheon: "The gall of that
woman! 4 told lier I WJ |S collecting for q
foundati qn and she said I sure could 11.se

one."

«

¦

And thj re js MHtion In. ru> ope «|sp, f ?r t^|?r
l« no other nam* under Ilea van given atnong men^
by which wo must be saved . Act 4:12.
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Ro
if W- x M t p SSIDale, both of Spripgpeld , who

nd electing
6rp Copp'pnfrating 6n
Po
ul
fi^ HRl'F??)
'ey °,v ?.r
Democrat Peter ^
Mpck. Both
ppp vefeppp congrpssnien who
lj pye pepp redistriefpd and are
pg|itii)g U out for a single
House seat.
on
Moreell' s
Pfper a^PPts
payroll include Charles W.
M a t t h e w s of Broomfickl
Iifej 'ghj .s, Colo., who \f working
fpjj ' tirj ie to help Ppter Domitpek unseat Dempppatic Sen.
Joj in Carroll; Johp ' J. Gerken
of Gregory , S.D., w|ip is campaigning for llepupl|can Sen.
•Iflp Mr«ltt; M , fi- Ba "Rh ' a
reporter for the Ulyssps, Kans .,
N QW jvh'p j s, assigne d to help
^ Dole get ' p ected to
Robert
Congress; and Jarpci S. Reed
of Midland , Tex., \v|)p is helping with conservative Ed Foreman 's campaign for Congress.
HAS o|so

!
»T0 THE KW? HEN

GonpflN Hqi-Tj :
Sunday Edtlor

A .p. i|pw», fUspufctlPS.

MOREELL'S MAN in Penn-

syfypnia j s Jphn KpJJy, a Philade]p})ip pjipkster ,' who has
<}ra$n a dp)am payrpent of $1,968.80 'ariij has bpen helping
Cong. James Van £andt , Wie
GOP senatorial candidate, with
hj ? parnppign aga)ppt Democratic Sen.' Joe Clapk .
Kelly has also gj ven professippa}. guidance to JGOP congrfis'sioppf ' candidp tps James
Wpia 'yer,'. Harvey Rp bjnson and
Ivor Fenton , all lp'gh on the
AG^ totem pole. "
The ACA agent fp Alabama
is James E. Price ,' a railroad
pngipper fpp tpp Atfaptic coast
Line , Who has collpcted .$!,Q38.H h'ftni MPFfiPh- Price is
trying to help Jarnps Martin
as 'Alarjp'ma 's first Republican
sppatpr since the pivil War
period. ¦"

MORELL

WINONA DAILY NEWS
and Editor

lippral D e m o c r a t i c Con.
James Gorman.
Harrpgr is plsp assfsting the
Jpnp TBirpfjf fe ' epp 'gressmen,
'jpjip Ropsspot prjjl Edgar
Wji^sfand, 'ip the tpg Angeles
e'pvp-ons. '
of
"^ University
Indiana graduate , Doh ' Cope o^'piooming¦ftfflv 'i? , ^iRI >PA > pndercover work in Indiana. Ife is concentrating on getting .three ultra ¦-"'conservatvie Republicans
re-elected: George ' Chambers,
Earl Wilson and Charles Ain- ¦
" .'
lay.
.'
¦
'
.
Ironically , .„ y o u n g Cope
sDcnds most of his ' time fightig| fflFP ;..^!^
J#or mov.f
mjjpjtf js Pg/Jtjp
af action committee is known. As p ' : Oct. '22,
pe npd pplj ected $2,920.35 in
^alary ' arid ' pxpen 'sps f r o m

tent

money directly to p»\ Kenneth
9- .-Tfincs wha is trying to unspp t Arkansas- (||stinguished
IfiH- . Wi'lW ' Fu^Rht , the
Senate Foreign Rclp fj ons chairippn.
working in secret , the admiralty' agent's havp dpne some
cffecflyp Rpllficol h/a t c h e twork.
lyptc — Moreell typ s denied
\\\at his orgaruzntipp is lined
with the s e c r c C |
ifiht-wing
John Birch Society. However ,
.spyppjj l of ACA's officers and
trustee's liave been .fphn Birch
memliers,

n mile per day. An engine house is being erected to prp fept the (peprppfive -Tj gpr " ppm |lip
weather.
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Try and Stop Me

\Mm f a Tf$

¦'
BS» f.W%FWf

NE\V Y.QRKr-Mn)ess all 'th te ' p'rognpsticatprs
and 'opinion- samplers are ^ypph^ t(j is 'js the-ypa'r
fop a crop pf ' Itepupl|can " goyprnors ,' ^p'd tp,e crpp
is bound ' to tip" n'ppald'ed "as a portent ^'|C 1^64.
w'fth1' a ' long-grpwjng start .Gpv. Nelson Rockefeller of New Yprfc st'an'o's "head and' snoulderj
above the first-timers!' Runping for re-election
to a second term ' foe' Ij ag scarcefy ' bojElier^
^9
conceal the. fact ' that he is c.ertain to be' a pandi'
hencp.
it
Ypairs
ho
fiate
for
two
President
P.yep.
Here 's what Harold Schoellcjpf , editor;
ftas a pluralj ty of oply ope vpte,
of the St. Cty ij tQ- Tinie^, has
v tsr say about
ie has said, the ' " power and
this " soon-to-be 'VVinohari:
iradjUo n pf this state with fts
100 delegates to the national
"We wj lJ lose a good citizen and comnominating cqnvenjtiop. .wj 'fl cast
munity leader when Don Stope, assistant
^
Jnrn
in that role.
secretary of the St. Cloud Charpber c-f
' His own fierce , driving, am"
'
"
'
moves
up
to
•
Commerce,
tajte 9v.er the
bition , his orgapizing afjj lity , and
head duties of the Winona Chamber. In the
lii^ resource!. ' rnakp fh p
fo r'
'
combaraj liypiy short tjm e h e $as b^en
^
midable prospect. If his winning
¦
'
"
here if pn Stone bais peen acj ivepnotin only
plurality is much above the 570,b^ut
the
in tpe aifairs
of
the
jChamber,
ago,
as
PPfl he wpn' by four ypars
com^upity
a whole, and las come to
and the .predicj ipps rapg'g f 'r§m
be a highly respected worker for the pub- WfJ.000 to 900,00.p, jie will be pff
Childs
"
10 a running start.
lic good.
The campaign just ending has surely been
"Winona , we feel sure, wip have ample one of the weirdest in ^merj e^p pp litj cal history.
cause to ' welcome him to that g.bod city, Occurring in a moment of gr'avef national crisis,
and whjj e we regrpt losing hfm ' here,. we the candidates Ij ave had th^e greatest diffj culty
rejpj ce } h his advancement in his chosen getting the voters' attention! Trie'y 'have * found
, .' ' '
themselves squeezed out of the news by sensaprofession."' '" ' '
tipnat developments in Cuba , Washington and
¦
¦
Moscow.
. - : ¦$ /•,. .' • ¦•
IF THIS has been hard for the New York
A 1-9J H£S BffE$ written in some of
, with fb e ppwerful help of his office
governor
the ]lafger newspapers Pf tfep cpuntry—
and the lirhiOess' ^assets of a Rockefeller,' for his
"
staff
correspondents
those that maintain
Democratic ppponenj; it has bgpn all bpt hope" in Washington—sfnce the Pentagon 's ipipr- less. ''J"vpct thyeby riangs a tale that' suggests for
matiori chief has admitted tlfat news of
Gov. Rockefeller ' trie ' .'first . cfpud ' on the 'p i horithe Cuban crisis was "managed" as a zon. ¦' ' " ' . ' " ' : ¦ " .- ' " ' ¦ "¦ " r . ' " ' " ¦ '- •;.
weapon "against the "Communists' buildup
The Democratic candidate is Robert M. Mor-:
in Cuba.
gQnthau , the 42-year-old son of FDR's Secretary
5r'tfje :*^easi i}ry; >4^ejj|'y 'j ^.\ ]^orge^hau. ' ^rT"'jj e
Arthur Sylvester , assistant secretary of
resigned as United States District Attorney for ¦¦
defense for public affairs, said rej easef New. York after he was chosen by th p norninatwere manipulated to kpep the Soviet tin- ihg cpnvention in late September to run ' fpp 'fjj e
ion guessing and prevent them from know- first time for an elective office. He has encountered ju st about every difficulty p candjdate
ing how much we knew.
could m'pet, including first and foremost trie tact
that the . Democratic party in this state Pf Al
Censorship during times of war is one
thing — and all newspapers gpactippd Smf 'h , Franklin D; Roosevelt; and I^prBprt ' Lehrn§n seeps to be in. dissolution and ' is cer"voluntary censorship" during World war
II and the Korean War-—but when> ngws is- tainly in wild disarray;
deliberately withheld to keep the ; Soviets
Sjj pyLp THE governor win by g big marfrom knowing how much we know, 'ifalso gin, his nyals and detractors will, say that it
keeps the Americaji people frpm |ull ac- was a pusj ipver- Already the tendenpy is to discess to the facts in an hour of .deep nation- count^ ^hat' happens in New York Stale. , Rich- - ' :
al 'peril. This we question.
ar^ ' lyf.' Nixon ," liardly in the forefrpnt oC'the
"fitpckefeljer "a'drnirprs, did his eager bit wrj ep
Mr. Sylvester believes the end justifies he refiijrnpd from Europe last summer. Forecastthe mean?. Americans, \yjth an inistipp tiye
crop of Republj can
ing the
gpyepors
lip
¦
¦ 'iij JB
¦
dislike of controIIeS' ne\ys, Will copi 'e to a ¦said :"•'" - ' ' ' '" ' '" . . . '. - . ' " .' . \' '- ' ¦
¦ v
different conclusion.
Proper safeguards ' .". 'Of course, I will wip in Ca|'Jorpia. Gpgrge
1'
Rprppey wi|l wip in Michigan aha BiU Scrantbh
against secjj pity leaks arp ope thing; disin "Pennsylvania. And Gov. Rocke|eller will win
tortion apofber.
' \¦' :\
by default. ''
.:
That at any rate is how the Rockefeljpr teamMr. Sy lvester's confession ftas cast
it,
suspicion- on all official i^vernment "re- m^fps recalfin Tlfey peTjeve 'heir map has spep
gp trial he ' is
leases" at a time when t^e ^ub|ifr urgently 'a long st^rt driye ap'^f dffprpinati
'
; ^ut,
'd
nompiatipp
get
the
pres
'
pound
to
jpti^l
'
needs facts. Jopn '$ . Kpighf, publisher of
he
will
'
profpssions
despite
all
pf
Nj
xpp
that
"
s
the Miami Herald and other newspapers,
' npnp of '64, they dp not writ^' 'fiirp ' off as
have
discussed this poiat j p: a recent editorial ,
- a rival and .a fprrpidabje' rival ' whp could ' with
and we think hj s words bear feReating in
anguishpd relpct 'apce--pis niji).p or tepth cris 's
¦
'
' : ' '
' :;
this develppnippt:". '
—rpsppndl to ' a ^rafjt. . ' " . " " "
of
"My ppipt j s thaff the press should be.
t|)is curigpy carp .
PNE OF THE mysterie^
more aleft , more resourceful, more in- paigh is ^h pw Mprge'pthau was chpseii tp make
dustrious and infinitely inpre skeptical of
th'p rup. A theory is tpat he ' was 'tf ip last ' rpap
put of the hal] at the pprnjn' pting conyejj tjp n and
the news fj apdputs prpfipred by p'ubiic otwas trapped .
eppsequently
ficials.
"These official releases do not , in fact ,
necessarily shattpr the " frutji . Bpt they pften fail tq telf the whole shpry. The reporter's job is to find the hews elements which.
'
are missirig."
¦¦
•
•
*
DON'T JCNOW whether j t wa^ the fype
of campaign conducted this year, the new
slant created by the Cuban crisis, or the
huge amounts of money being spent, but
it will be a great relief ^yhep tpday 's elqp' ¦ ' "" ' ' . '
tion is pvpr.

IN THE

"Wh.it I love about it is getting to choose men!"

CYNTHIANA , Ky. Itf-Tom
Preston , editor in c|i|pf of The
Cynthiuna Dcmocrpf ( suggested hla wife see pp, allergist
when she complain^ about inflammation in her pock and
hend.
After (i series of 120 injections , the physician discovered
tllg. Pflllsp flf !lRF \mMc.-i
Slip, Ifi IllPFtflfi tp printer 's
ink and newsprint.

¦

f»|Wh » rfrp »:ff ;
your skin, your weignt, or

ternppratwfe.

'

"

:

pf
thpj
fear flipj ft is § P^psp
uoai. 'pr ^po.tper cbmpiauit.
- Blood ' ""pressure" can vary
rpfher widely
a n d still be
normal. We
can (apd dp)
find ah average for a given age. leypf,
but ev e pybody can 't be
a v e r a g. e.
S o m e arp
W.#«F

pression of their Ppini,oi)s pt
tpe ballot boxes, may ' determine whether we are to substituteof' cplrripulsfpr^in" for frpechoice
(^om
financing
pealth care in this country.' ¦ uigiijir B^ M uiusf-a JVVf?' — j fpjnprrpal.
The issiij e is Jr^Of healfp care
Temperarpent can affect it.
fpr our aged versus ho health
An easy-g 6 i ri gi 'phlegmatic,
1
care, gyery.onp agrees
v
M
perhaps ' slightly-built 'persort
Wpgjyp
of our Pf derly sppuld ^
'
'
'
low
siae; a
will
be
on
the
alj thp healt|i care tp.ey pepp,
nervous
active
person
ph the
"
'
ujspp
'it.
they
need
The
When
,'
high side. '
BE
Tpe, unduly lpw p ressure
pf rp Vmaaerf can ^fST
can "r e f J' e ct certain "dispasp
Efj. Tpp proposed plan FpuTa
" 'debilitating .
state's:' ' Infection,
prpvi.de mipirpal be^l^h ca>a
'"
" "or
pilipehts, f' o 'w " thyroid
bepeftts for jthpse pvpp ph ^np
¦" ' ¦ ¦' ¦-' ' ¦-¦
adrenal' activity. ' :
arp eligible fpr social speppty.
Tl)p SCherp.e JVp.uld bp . cprnTHERE IS also « eppdjtifln
puisory. ppypripg gvej ^pne pnknown as orthostatic ljypptengj'We fpr social seprnty ,^E:
sipp , in vyhich the pressiirp
GABPLESS Off IN BED. Jig bendrops
to a ipjv ievpl jivhep thp
efits wpuld be available tp milperson stands. Such jp diyidpals
lions who can wpll afford tp
are suhj ept tp dj zzipess. PP.
take care of themselves. "Yet ,
T|j e ;, sprpg
light-headedness.
would
tiie nation's wage-eapers
thipg
occur. wif;h
can
at
tjmss
be forcei to foot tbe 'bill with
drugs used tp lower pigh blflPfl
a substantipl increase jp pay- • ppssur.e.
:
roll ' 'taxes. ' In fact, the plan
Rut these are quite different
wp.iild cost t ifp wage :earners,
frorri cases in which"' the blood
their ernplpyers , $nd the selfpressure-is low¦ "bdt witBin "nor'
i
'
mst
ODn,^
efpploypd IS^pnp.
: ''
" ¦ ' ¦' ¦ ¦;
' '.- ' ¦'
ma!'ranges.
'
fpr ' bpppfitg to thpsp pepsons
If , howpvpr , a persop \yith
now e^gibl'e, ppf ppp pf wlipnj
low 'blob p ppessiire ' feeis dragyvpuld pfye Raf^ a ' Rf.ckpl fpr
gyi listless, tired,' it' is" merewhat he would get.
ly
a sympiom of the underlyFurth.errnore, this cprnpuling ', condittoii. The "debility
sory prffPQsal W9p|d give tpe
p 'epds ' ' correcting. The' Blb'pd
federa l gpvprnmenf enprrppus
pressure will takp care of " 'jt*- .
ppwer tP 'cqptr ol the prapticp
" ." '"'
"'"
pelf..
of medj cjn .e, mtpflducjpg ip
No , low blood pressure does
America a system of medicine
not affect mentality or rn'emp y committee, and limiting free
choipp 'pr Tmff i 'MPif cef sF .' :-pry
¦'" ;Yes, perspps wifh Pressure
|t wppj d lpyyp !r tf|e flfjplity pf
in
tpe ib vyer' ppp'rpa ra'pges
l
,
pedj ppt care gj vipg fpderp
^
ie
¦
. 'f $m, w
w f? fypJw
govprprpppt employe^ th p pq^fji ^
al-

%$} ?¥ &
^. tp YttR^mm
ppysicfans.
wppld

fam||y
ft
proyp to pp^ a crpel hpax pp
the el %ly, leading t(j,erp tp
belipye "fppy wpul'd get fpjt

PE fpyER^p.

Opr prpsppt ypluptary system pi health cap fpr fhp
aged 'c p m h ip es vpjuptary
heap j nsup'ppp fftV thpsp ' ap)e.
to piirphasp' it and th p UprrMills 'tpw for ppipjhg ipQS.e wpp
need tj elp m payipg fpr jmpdical care'. More than 9,509,600,
pr 55 percept , of thp.- aged, op
theif own initiative , already
p a v e prpfpctpd flicrpsplyes
against the cost pf ' unpipppt3d i l l n p s s ppd pcci,c)ppts
hrough hfiplth ipsppapep . Ap d^,
he pgpp; are ^uymg foalfpj ppurpppp pt^> fpst pr ralp tpap
any q/hpr age grpup.
' The Kerr-lWilJs lajv , passed
fiy ppp'gpcss jp lip, eijpb|fi ?
the in dividual statps t,P guar*
antcp tp eypry aepd ApicVjpap
who peep[s hp !p tfi e ppaltli carp
pe feqipres. .' In ' qM ^ ' tp
povcripj g tpose pp pip age aspistp 'n cp, the law is de'siSfipd
[o pp'pefit pll Ptppr pldpr ' pppgons >ylip ppuld ppt . lppBt fflp
"post pf a spripps . pr flFPlpnfjp fl
illness. fSpcl) state caj ) Eaflprj i
(he prpgrahl to ' pippt it? ' pvvii
nartipp lar " h P e d s. Jt iiyjpi(f.s
Wasfp of tax dpl'lprs py ' hp |Rj ng op|y tli'psp w)ib need hpjp
and 'permiflmg t))p ,sp|f-p||pf) t
lo proyj de-fpp tppjp pwj) parp
llirough vpluntary mQthpds ,
Wprreri W '. Haesl 'y , M.D .
J?rpsidpPt, Wipoiia Cppnly
Medical Socjpty

,

with
pp^.d"
fpgs which remain within pprrpal rapgps : ""' \ ""
Dppr Pr. Mplpep : *\Iy
son , i§, fips %](-? Palsy.
We h'pyp ' ppyer hpprd pf
this ppfprp '.' '."^e is ' fpakipg
good 'Rr'pgpps's yy'tb thera"py. Ap thpp affppffect§7
—Mps. j \J. js.:
Bell's Palsy is tj ip namp
applied to peurj fj s in a brapch
of the 'n e r v e in the fpppCauses vary from infection ' to
pxppsupe to drafts fp ipjury.
to yar'PUS (p FW pt iptpxjpa¦ .>
tipps. .
.
.
As long ps tpp ypppg rnap
is rpakipg gppp ppogrpss, ppmPl ' e'-'t e "pgepprafj op ' gf fl|e
pp);.yp, vyiffippf aftpppff pefs , is

SHifp !iMy-

Recpvpry is usually s'pw,
vapyipg frpm a fp 'jy " Wpelcs ' tp
ypprs. ' fp sppip. a ' rnild paral ysfs pf nppf pf fpp 'fapp p>
cprpes ppfmppent. Thp §t pp dy
rpcpvppy j p yppr spp s ppsp is
pp excpffppt sigp , pp^ypypr.

Meet Me
Fuse tp Face
i
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exppssivefy

W- wmtff lW .I(»Mr
thsulh
tpan * tbftge
fiigppr

<
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^W if T t i m
^AMl^MA^H^BuPwJL ''

TUCSpN , Ariz . \iW-Aflcr thp
first day pf scbpol , fjpsf grader George Lee Freeman tpld
pis niptpcr he wanted to go to
school eprly flip nexf (|ay ,sp
}ic cp'u|d wprk up a pfisf-pr f)y
playing op ffVc ipppkpy pprs. .
lteaspncd t||p ypupgsfpr:
"They 'y 'p gpt an awful Prp fty
nurse at school. "
' rT

oivfpGD Lqy^Ty

UAf.TI!vJORE (/p-U happened p q t liing aflpr Upcsiden). Kcpiipdy 's ppprrjipprKjation tpat Amerj ppps d 'npk
nior<) milk.
Ntjar Mercy Hpspilal, t h e
driver of a sort drink tru ck
sal tpfj ng hjs hincli anil wa.sh.

"in lr

mm ¥ir!>

BMW I * ''W^XMBABM

milK'

t* f t A

For Fapfj Afj put Qur

Sporis Et)uipmen|
Policy!
14 W? lP!l VRH 3(1 f}h«"t %
type of coverage we can give
you on your boat, guns, motor ,
cameras . . . in facf, all yppp
. spprfing enpipmepf. ' ff' s (|)p
pppfpcf pp llpvf f pp spprfgp]pn
. . . onp Hlpf givps; ypu complete covernge ,

STENEHJEM

A. R. (Aft) pPP ¦
' Wk E. Third
Cuitom Tailor

rhfiTinnnftiinnirnnwn aiianft

Insurance A gency
207 Batt Broadway
Rhonu 3289

Armed Forces
KEITH W. RICHER , son of Mr.
and Mrs. Emil W. Richer, 520
Chestnut St., has graduated from
M a r i e Aviation Mechanical
Sihool at the Naval Air Technical
Training Center, Memphis, Tenri.
The four-week course covered the
uses of hand and power tools, basic electricity, mathematics a n d
basic physics.
¦

*
AWARD WINNER . -..'¦ ..' Wuuman WflUam
Hopkins, winner of two awards for an etching
entered in an exhibition at the Milwaukee Art
Center, is seen here with several of hii works.

WSC Instructor
Wins Prizes at
Milwaukee Show

William Hopkins , an art and industrial arts instructor at Winona State College, has been awarded two prizes for an etching entered in the Biennial Wisconsin
Print and Drawing Exhibition at
the Milwaukee Art Center.
A new member of the Winona
State faculty this semester, Hopkins, who lives at 365 W. Sanborn St., did the etching, "Cobalt
Implosion," as a part of his work
for a master of fine arts degree
at the University of Wisconsin.
In weaving, his woolen "throw"
has been accepted for exhibition
at the art center 's Designer Craftsman Exhibition .
The etching will be on exhibition
in Milwaukee until Dec. 9.

Hopkins is an art and industrial arts instructor
at Winona State College. His award winning
etching will be on exhibit at the center into
December. (Daily News photo)

cipally at the high school and college levels.
He was a member of the staff
of the University of Wisconsin before joining the Winona State faculty this fall.
¦ '
¦
••¦ •

CouncilStudies
Two Taverns

Issuance of two off- and on-sale
3.2 beer licenses, usually a routine
matter of approval or rejection ,
was held over for further study by
the City Council Monday night.
The license applicants are William Cieminski and Robert A ,
Mayer. Cieminski asked for a license at 251 E. 3rd St.. and Mayer
requested permits for a tavern at
315 Steuben St.
Studying the applications, aldermen found themselves faced with
a question of policy. Both had
been approved; on the routine
grounds of character , credit , and
community standing by P o 1 i c e
Chief George Savord but both men
hold industrial jobs and stated in
their applications that they intended to operate the businesses with
the help of wives or part-time assistants.
Savord asked the Council to determine whether it wished to deviate from a previous policy of not
issuing licenses to part-time operators. Discussing the problem of
precedent involved, aldermen decided to hold the matter over until
the next regular meeting; Nov. 19.
Savord said there was no connection between two applications
aside from the fact they had been
submitted at the same time.

A HOPKINS previously had received awards for oils, water colors,
sculpture and painting at Milwaukee, Park Ridge and Madison ,
Wis.
His sculpture has been includ ed in an exhibit for international
tour in Europe and in the United
States selected from the Walker
Biennial Exhibit in Painting and
Sculpture. A current University of
Wisconsin traveling exhibit of art
contains his graduate work in intaglio and wood engraving. He also
is represented in permanent collections of the Library of Congress
and the Wisconsin Salon of Art,
as well as private collections.
Hopkins attended the University
of Florida at Gainesville and the
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee and Madison where he received his bachelor of science de- Ikes to See Movies
greie (cum laude) in art education , On Montana Hunting
a master of science in applied art
and the terminal degree of mas- Stories and movies about Montana hunting and fish ing are on
ter of fine arts.
the program for the meeting of
HE'S DONE professional work the Izzak Walton League Thursin sculpture , architectural design day at 8 p.m. at the cabin in
and commercial art as well as in- Latsch Prairie Island Park .
dustrial production and inspection. On the program will be Willard
Hopkins has been an instructor Matzke, Cliff Murray, Leon Inman
in art at levels ranging from pre- and Stanley Hammer. A wild Monschool to adult education but prin- tana game lunch will be served.

Red Cross Unit
To Visit Durand

D II R A N ' D, Wis. (Special) -A
Red Cross mobile blood unit will
be at St. Mary 's Hall here Monday between 2-7 p.m.
Accent is being placed on advance donor registrations. Every
healthy person between 18-60 was
urged to make a definite appointmen t to give blood. Persons under
21 and single must have consent
slips signed by parents. Mmes. R.
J. Bryant and Glen Heit, co-chairmen of the proj ect , have printed
forms.
Advance scheduling cuts waiting time. Each donor can register, undergo a brief screening to
determine physical fitness, give
blood , stop 20 minutes for refreshment s and leave. All takes less
than a half-hour . Walk-ins are
welcome, but frequently have to
'
wait. ' . .. .
Prospective donors may call
Mrs. Bryant or Mi's. Heit designating the time they wish to visit
the bloodmobile or they may drop
them a postal card.
Blood received here is stored in
St. Paul ., classified by type and
ready when needed for emergency. Frequently this advance work
means saving a life.

Carnal Knowledge
Case Held Oyer
In District Court
A carnal knowledge case origi
nally scheduled for trial during the
current term of District Court here
has been continued over the term.
Bichard L. Dean, 25, 676 E. 4th
St. , who previously had pleaded
not guilty to the charge allegedly
involving a 16-year-old girl , was
to have had his trial this term
but Monday, on motion of his attorney, P. S. Johnson , continuance
of the case over the term was
granted by Judge Leo F. Murphy.
County Attorney S, A. Sawyer represents the state.

/¦
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High school seniors and graduates have until Nov. 16, to apply
for the Navy's Reserve Officer
Training Corps. Applicants will
take the nationwide competitive
examination Dec. 8.
Designed to supplement the officer output of the Naval Academy, the NROTC program makes
it possible for a young man to
earn a regular commission while
studying at a civilian college of
his choice which has a NROTC
unit. All tuition, fees and books
are furnished by the Navy and the
student receives a retainer fee.
Application forms are available at
high schools, Navy recruiting stations or from the Chief of Naval
Personnel, Department of the
Navy, Washington 25, D.C.

Regional Airport Complainls Made
Hearing on May 28 On Soot From

Cooperation of air cargo shippers and commercial air travelers
was requested this week by City
Attorney George M. Robertson Jr.
in completing information forms
needed for future hearings in Civil Aeronautics Board regional airport , investigations.
Public, hearings in the investigation involving 14 cities served
by North Central Airlines were set
for May 28, 1963, by Edward T.
Stodola, CAB examiner, it was announced this week. Formal notice
of the exact N* and place of
the hearings are still to be set,
the examiner announced .
LOCAL FIRMS using air freight

are on loan- for the purpose by
order of Gov. Elmer L. Andersen
as evidence of the state's interest
in the case.
Officers will record distances,
road and weather conditions,
elapsed times, number of stops,
traffic conditions and obstacles encountered.
North Central was ordered by
the CAB to furnish figures on passengers enplaning and deplaning
at all points in question for the
five years, which ended Sept. 30,
1962, and an analysis of flight
cancellations or over-flights for a
year prior to Sept. 30.
Information to be required of the
Federal Aviation Agency includes
exhibits of costs necessary to equip
airports for adequate handling of
Convair-340 planes. A summary of
federal funds invested in each airport and the cost of installation
and maintenance of FFA navigational aids also will be required
items of information.

Two Industries

ing inspector, George Rogge, who
also is charged with enforcement
of smoke abatement measures.

Deposit Forfeited
For Careless Driving

Frank W. Matejka, 1751 *W. Wabasha St., forfeited $30 bail in
municipal court today on a charge
Industrial
smoke
problerns of careless driving. He was arbrought two vigorous complaints rested by police at Franklin and
from city residents at Monday 5th streets at 1:11 a.m. Saturday.
night's City Council meeting:
A petition signed by seven residents in the vicinity charged that
an excessive amount of smoke
LET
and soot was discharged by the
Thurow Industries wood box manufacturing plant S65 W. 3rd St.
Wood wastes were used by the
GET YOU PREPARED
firm for fuel, the petition alleged,
FOR
and the chimney was described as
too short, allowing smoke to descend ; low and penetrate doors
and windows of neighboring houses.
R. D. Whittaker, president of
Whittaker Marine & Manufacturing, wrote the Council that soot
and cinders from the Northern
States Power Co. generating
plant was discharged daily on
THESE
his property. Paint on automo\&?
biles and boats is pitted by hot
cinders "constantly covering our
area ," Whittaker 's letter conclude
ed. .' •
PRICES ort
Aldermen moved to refer the
o&
~
matter for action to the city build"FIRST QUALITY"
>s

DON'T WAIT!

ARENZ

or express are being asked to keep
a daily record of s h i p m e n t s
through Jan . 15, 1963, Robertson
said. Requested: information includes shipment numbers, weights,
destination, consignee and whether
shipment is by truck to another
airport rather than Max Conrad
Field.
THE INVESTIGATION is t h e
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special ) - Passengers are being requested second
of its kind in the nation
A.3.C. Robert Kohrs, son of Mr. to answer questions about types of and
instituted by an order
was
and Mrs. Alvin Kohrs was recent- transportation used to get to the
June 29, 1962. The fi rst was
ly awarded a skill level of 5 with airport; time required to make the dated
the New England investigation , inoxygen-nitrogen generation plants trip ; fare , if by taxi; reason for itiated March
"
after graduating from tech school flying; destination ,- and from what under study. 23, 1962, and still
as a skill level three and receiv- part of the- city the trip originat ,- It seeks to determine
in part if
ing six months training at Can- ed- - . ' .
; . ' ' ' there is justific ation for combining
non AFB, Clovis, N.M. Kohrs is The studies are conducted by the Commercial air
service facilities
how eligible to supervise and be city with the cooperation of air- at Winona and La
Crosse into a
responsible for oxygen-nitrogen line, personnel, Robertson said, and Single installation. Also
at issue
generation plants. He is a 1961 will furnish information required are proposed consolidations
of
graduate of Goodhue High School. by the CAB in the conduct of hear- commercial air terminals
for the
ingsfollowing pairs or complexes of
_
KELLOGG , Minn. (Special) Wisconsin cities: Appleton-OshMarine L. Cpl. James F.: Pavell- REPORTS ALSO wilt be compil- kosh-Clintonville, Green Bay-Clinka, son of T. Sgt. and Mrs. Fran- ed on travel condition s from Wi- tonville, Land O' Lakes-Rhinecis Pavellka , is serving at the Ma- nona to the La Crosse airport by lander. Marshfield-Wausau , Marshrine Air Station, Isakuni , Japan. Minnesota state highway patrol - field-Wiscon sin Rapids-S t e v e n . s
His unit provides support for Ma- men , using state-owned automo- Point , and Wausau-Wisconsin Raprines in their field exercises.. His niobiles. The men and equipment ids-Stevens Point.
father is stationed at Naples, Italy,
at Shape headquarters.
on the basis of his interests and
aptitudes: He is a 1962 graduate
*
CHATFIELD , Minn.-Pfc. B a r - of Loretto High School.
¦ ' ¦ ' ¦'¦ ¦ ¦ "
¦
rel W. McConochie, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh R. McConochie, re- HARMONY •
, Minn. (Special ) cently participated in FALLEX, a
large-scale NATO exercise in Ger- Roger Lund , son of Mr. and Mrs. Judge Leo F. Murphy, Winona ,
many. He is. .a courts and boards Leslie Lund, has returned home was to leave here today for St.
clerk in headquarters detachment after receiving his honorable dis- Paul where he and other District
charge after serving for four years Court judg es from throughout the
of the 85th Ordnance Battalion.
in the Navy,
state will a t t e n d a three-day
¦
¦ ¦ ' ..• ' ' ,.
judg es' conference that b e g i n s
.
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special)-The
address of Pvt. Galen Thompson , FOUNTAIN , Minn.—Army Pvt. Wednesday.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Paul D. Lange, son of Mr. and Jurists from c i t i e s throughout
Thompson , is: NG 27947322. Co. Mrs. Harry F. Lahge, completed the nation will participate in the
N. Training Reg. BCT Platoon the light-vehicle driver course at seminar sessions at which various
The Schwinn Traveler is today's
1, Fort Polk , La. He is stationed Fort Leonard Wood, Mo. He en- aspects of judici al procedure will
tered the Army in June, 1962, and be treated.
most popular—and most beautiwith the 32nd National Guard.
Seminar
topics
include
pre-trial
ful — lightweight bike. Comes
James Ekern , son of Roy Ekern , completed basic training at Fort
work and civil cases, elimination
fully equipped with white saddle
completed basic Naval training at Leonard, Mo.
of causes of delay in jury cases, bag, white grips, whitewall tires
Great Lakes, 111., and will be stationed at Memphis, Tenn. He is LANESB0RO, Minn.-Second Lt. jury management , the judge's re- and two-tone saddle. SEE FT
TODAY!
spending a two-week leave at his Marjorie A. Asleson, daughter of sponsibility in divorce cases and
Mr;: and Mrs. Arnim E. Asleson. simplifying methods of proof.
home.
LAY BY NOW FOR
The address of Russell B. Briggs
recently completson of Mrs. Irene Briggs is:
ed the eight-week LAKE CITIAN BACK HOME
CHRISTMAS GIVING
SR 688-12-45, Co. 558, USNTC, San
officer orientation LAKE CITY. Minn. (Special) Diego 33, Calif.
course at t h e Mrs. Edward Corleus, rural Lake
. . ' ¦• ,"
Medical F i e l d City, who was a patient at Lake
BLAIR , Wis: (Special)-Lt. GorService S c h o o l , City Municipal Hospital 10 days,
Sales & Service
don Otterson , who has been staBrooke A r m y was released Saturday and re- 420 Mankato Ave. Phone 5665
tioned at Kaiserslautern , Germa ny
Medical
Center, turned to her home.
for three years, arrived home and
Fort Sam Housis waiting to be discharged. He
ton, Tex. T h e
Asleson
received his flight training under
Army nurse is a
the ROTC plan while attending the gldUUdlC Ul UdliraUUlU 1UB1I OCIIUU1
University of Wisconsin.
and received her B.S. degree from
St. Olaf College. Northfield.
CALEDONIA, Mlnn.-A.B. R obert L. Nelson , son of Mr . and Mrs. GALESVILLE , Wis. (Special ) Nels A. Nelson , has been reas> Pvt. l.C. Norman Herold, son of
signed to Greenville AFB, Miss,, Mrs. Norman B. Herold , Galesfor technical training as an Air vilie, is hospitalized in Germany
Force personnel specialist. He was after fracturing his left leg from
selected for the specialized course a fall off a ladder.
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SAVE ON QUALITY
BOYS' — MEN'S
DRESS RUBBERS

If you want a low-priced car
„.with a Wide -Track ride...
either buy a '63 Tempest

Ak .
^ ¦^A
^^

...or forget it

Drivers like Wide-Tracking, we found. So we widened the track on Tempest this year and now you can enjoy its roadleveling stability to your heart 's content. Nobody else in the low-priced field has it, but that 's their problem. What 's
more, nobody else gives you a choice of the 4 that goes around acting like a V-8 or a 260 h.p. V-8* that acts like nothing you ever saw before. Try one soon, at your W---T

Pontiac dealer 's.

¥¥106 - THICK TCMpOSt
"OP""-' « •>'" »"•

NIOHT, UC-TY
WMCII »0U» HAH HI00INS ." WC0NH0H

SEE YOUR A U T H O R I Z E D PONTIAC DEALER FOR NEW-ACTING USED CARS , TOO

C. PAUL VENABLES, INC.

110 Main St.

Winona

Getting Ready
To Open

Live Gum
Rubber
or

^Hj^^^^L ^

^^^^

Boys' 2 to 6

^^^HH |B^ Medium
^B|Wide
Extra Wide
SHOP AND COMPARE

Johnson & Second Sts.
Winona, Minn.

YOU'LL FIND LOWEST
RUBBER PRICES AT

firenz
7S West Third

Winons

Auction to Open
St. Mary's Festiva l
A new attraction of St. Mary 's
Churcb annual three-day fall festival will be a public auction.
Items valued at $5 or more have
been donated by parishioners and
will be sold Saturday at 8 p.m. at
the parish hall. Alvin Kohner will
be auctioneer. Don Blake is chairman.
The festival will open Saturday
with the auction and games and
booths. Projects for booths were

Leah Moller
Becomes Bride
Of Paul Smith

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Williams Jr.

/Camera Art Dhole)

St. Charles
Cotter Freshmen
Couple at Home Hold Mixer
After Wedding
Bill and Bob Knopick and Bob AlST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special )
—Miss Faye Ellen Millard, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Millard ,
became the bride of Howard Williams Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Williams, at 2:30 p.m.
Oct. 20 at St. Matthew Lutheran
Church.
The Rev. Norbert A. Retake performed the double-ring ceremony
before an altar decorated with
white pompons, yellow cbrysanthebums, candelabra and palms. Mrs.
Vernon Urban played traditional
wedding music and accompanied
Mrs. Willard Luehman, Mrs. Jack
Patterson and Mrs. Donald Schultz
who sang "The Wedding Prayer."
A poem, "Your Wedding Day,"
written by the bride's mother, was
read by Mrs. Frank Koch. Elmer
Simon, Altura, Minn., sang^ "The
Lord's Prayer."
THE BRIDE, given in marriage

by her father, chose a princess
style floor-length gown of white delustered bridal satin. The wide
scoop neckline, V-back, threequarter sleeves and high midriff of
the bodice were edged with bands
of., scalloped Venetian lace. The
full box-pleated skirt extended into a chapel train. Her illusion
veil was held by a crown of pearls
and she wore pearl earrings that
had belonged to her late maternal
grandmother. She carried yellow
roses and stephanotis with streamers of pearls, centered with a
white orchid.
Mrs. Arthur Jewett, Minneapolis, was matron-of-honor, and Mrs.
William P. Heim, Elba, Minn.,
was bridesmaid. They wore streetlength sheaths of emerald green
velvet fashioned with bateau necklines, short sleeves, satin midriffs and satin back panels. Their
face veils fell from matching velvet open-crown hats witti ppuf
roses in front , and .they carried
bouquets of large yellow chrysanthemums, bittersweet and croton
leaves. Mrs. James Bishop was
the bride's personal attendant.
Alan Campbell . Utica , Minn.,
was best man and Wayne Millard ,
brother of the bride, groomsman.
Anthony Knapp, Eyota , Minn.,
brother-in-law of the bridegroom ,
and Ronald Fix ushered.
A reception from 3 to 5 p.m.
was held in the church social
rooms which were decorated in
fall colors . Mrs. Anthony Knapp,
sister of the bridegroom , was hostess. Mrs. Jesse Glaesmer, Dover,
Minn., aunt of the bride, cut and
served the cake; Mrs. William*Hynes, Minneapolis , served ice
cream , and Mrs. William Larson ,
Lewiston, aunt of the bride, poured
coffee.
Mrs. David Diderrich , Rochester , registered guests and Mrs.
Alan Campbell, Mrs. Roger Harcey, Mrs. Lee Ploetz and Mrs.
Dean Tollefson arranged gifts .
Others assisting were Miss Kay
Timmerman and Miss Marlys
Burch who served the bridal table,
and Mrs. Robert Bearden , Mrs.
Ted Larson and Mrs. George Larson.
For travel to Northern Minnesota and Wisconsin the bride wore a
dark brown wool two-piece knit
dress with brown accessories and
an orchid corsage .
The bride is an electrocardiograph techniciain at the Mayo
Clinic and the bridegroom is employed by United Building Centers,
Inc., St. Charles. The couple will
reside in St. Charles,
Mr. and Mrs . Howard Williams
entertained at dinner at Del'a Cafe
following the wedding rehearsal
Oct, 19.
¦
GALESVILLE MUSIC CLUB

ETTRICK , Wis. ( Special)-Mis.
Dean Helstnd, rural Ettrick , has
announced that the Gnlcsvillc Music Club chorus , of which she is
the director , will meet tor rehearsal Monday at 7:30 p.m. In the
Isaac Clark room in the Galesvillc
Bank. The annual Christmas vesper service presented by the music group will be given at 4:30
p.m. Dec. 9 at (he Galesvillo Presbyterian Church. Mrs. Don Poss,
Gnlcsvillc, is accompanist.

MR. AND MRS. ROGER FLATTUM (Jean Hunter) are at
home at 73& E. 3rd St., following their marriage Sept. 22 at
Central Lutheran Church. Parents of the couple are Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Hunter, 209 W. Mark St., and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Flattum,
. 579 W. Sanborn St. The Rev; L. E. Brynestad officiated at the
candlelight ceremony. Attendants were Miss Joan Lake, Miss
Joan Larson, Gary Flattum, Jerry Przytarski , Richard Rud , Kasson , Minn., Roger Rumstick, George Gonnion, Sandra Hunter and
Kent Flattum. Both bride and bridegroom attended Winona Senior
High School. The bridegroom is a student at Winona State College.
(Edstrom Studio)

laire were masters of ceremonies
for Cotter freshman mixer Friday
evening in Cotter activity room.
Maureen Kreger had charge of
invitations; Mary Schultz, entertainment; Gary Kotlarz , Ron Zeise
and Ron Schneider, arrangements;
Sandy Wicka, Judy Thompson,
Mary Stork and Kathy Bernatz,
games.
Members of a singing group were
Carol Riska, Mary Prondzinski,
Kathy Pellowski. The freshman
band is comprised . of Bill Schuh,
Jim Nogosek, Bill Nogosek, Jim
Holmay, Bob Suchomel, Jeff Cilley,
Paul O'Brien, Dan Nixon and Mike
Cichanowski.
Freshman faculty, members were
chaperones.

Job s Daughters
Honor Parents
At Dinner Meet
Parents were , guests at the dinner and meeting of . Bethel 8,
Job's Daughters, at the Masonic
Temple Monday evening.
A Thanksgiving favor , made by
the girls, was presented to each
parent by the senior custodian,
Joan Green, after they were escorted to the East, welcomed and
introduced.
Honored queen Ka(hy Boyum,
thanked the girls for working on
the table decorations which carried out a Thanksgiving theme.
They were assisted by Mrs. Merrill Peterson. She also thanked
the girls for their participation
in "Go to Church Sunday."
Kathy Shira announced a bake
sale would take place at Kindts
Grocery Nov. 17.

Gene Comero,
Bride at Home
In Nebraska
ARCADIA , Wis. (Special) - Mr.
and Mrs. Gene C. Comero are at
home at 1535 South 84th St., Omaha , Neb., followin g a wedding trip
to Miami , Florida.
The former Miss Rose Ann Boberg is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin V. Boberg, Arcadia ,
and Mr. Comero is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Comero, Independence, Wis. The couple was
married Sept. 29 at the Our Lady
of Perpetual Help Catholic Church .
The Rev. Charles E. Leisle, performed the double-ring ceremony.
Miss Barbara Creeley, organist ,
accompanied Stanley Wiersgalla ,
soloist.
Sisters of the bride , Miss Mary
Boberg, maid of honor , Mrs. Richard Sobotta , Mcnomonie , Wis.,
bridesmaid , and Miss Theresa Boberg, j unior bridesmaid , were her
attendants.
Roger Comero, Independence ,
was bestman and Richard Sobotta ,
Meromonie, groomsman. Ushers
were Melvin Comoro, Eau Claire,
and James Boberg. Arcadia.
TJic bride attended St. Joseph
School of Nursing, Omaha , Neb ,
The bridegroom is employed nt the
headquarters office of Union Pacific Railroad , Omaha and attends
Omnhn University. Both are graduates of the Arcadia High School,
BLAIR MNC CLUB

BLAIR , Wis. (Special) - Mrs.
Sidney Lee will be hostess to the
Blair MNC Club Friday afternoon.
A cranberry program, "Heritage
of Flavor ," will be presented by
Mrs. Donald Erickson . Mrs. Don
Hulbrc fits 'e is club president.
OPEN HOUSE

LANESBORO , Minn. — Open
house will be held Sunday from
2:3 to 4:30 p.m. nt the Sons of
Norway Hall honoring Mr. and
Mrs . Albert Culbcrtson on their
2!>tli wedding anniversary . No invitations are being sent.
GILMORE VALLEY PTA

Gilmorc Valley PTA 'will meet
Wednesday at fl p.m. nt the school.
Dr , J. V. Wadden will speak on
dental health. Lunch will be served by Mrs. George Webber and
Mrs. Everett Rose.

Y.M.C.A. HEALTH SERVICE
Your health Is: Difficult to Regain, Easy to Maintain
MASSAGE — INFRA-RED — ULTRA-VIOLET — STEAM
^

Call "Remp1' Shealy
8-152 ] Appointment
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special)Miss Leah Moller, daughter of
Helmer A. Moller, Owatonna,
Minn., and Paul A. Smith, son of
Mrs. Harvey J. Smith, . Viola,
Minn., were marred Saturday at
Plainview Church of Christ.
Bronze colored chrysanthemums
were used as decorations for the
ceremony performed by the Rev.
Larry Ramsey. Mrs. D. G. Mahle,
Plainview, was organist and Don!
ald Moller, solojst.
Miss Lucille Peterson, Madelia ,
Minn., was maid of honor and
Ivan Smith, Plainview, Minn., was
groomsman. Donald Cravath and
Steve Kanz, ushered.
The bride wore a floor-length
gown of silk organza embroidered
with flowers. It had a scalloped
neckline and fitted bodice. She
carried white carnations and yellow roses and wore a veil held
by a pillbox hat . She wore a heart
shaped amethyst, a gift of the
bridegroom.
A reception was held in the
Presbyterian church parlors. For
a trip to Southern California the
bride chose a two-piece brown
dress with matching accessories.
After Nov. 10 the couple will be
at home at San Diego.
The bride is a graduate of Madelia High School and the bridegroom, Eyota High School. He is
second class peJm officer in Ine
U. S. Navy. , ^ . ' .
NORSE SUPPER

LANESBORO, Minn. .(Special)-Bethlehem Lutheran Women will
serve a Norse Supper here Thursday at 4:30 p.m. at the parish
house. Traditional Norwegian delicacies will be featured.
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Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sobota

Grace Brogan ,
Richard Sobota
Exchange Vows
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special)—Miss
Grace Ann Brogan became the
bride of .Richard Sobota , Independence, Wis., Oct, 27 at Ss. Peter & Paul Catholic Church , Independence. Miss Brogan is the
daughter of Mr, and Mrs. Charles Brogan , Adams, Wis., and Mr.
Sobota is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
John A. Sobota, Independence.
The double-ring ceremony was
read by the Rev. Herbert Zombrowski before an altar decorated
with yellow, white and bronze
baby chrysanthemums and lighted
candles in candelabra. Traditional
music was played by Mrs. Regina
Reinholt who accompanied the
adult choir. The choir sang as the
bride placed red roses at the
statue of the Blessed Virgin.
THE BRIDE, given in marriage

by her father , wore a white floorlength gown of peau de soie fashioned with fitted bodice, threequarter-length sleeves and scoop
neckline detailed with Rosepoint
lace and sequins. An Insert of lace
motifs accented the skirt. She carried a white prayer book with a
cluster of red roses. Her English
illusion veil was held by a queen 's
crown of pearlized orange blossoms, net and pailettes.
The bride's nieces, Debra and
Diane Haines, Arcadia , daughters
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Haines ,
were flower girls. The bride s sister , Miss Susan Brogan , Adams,
was maid of honor , and Miss Jo
Skroch , Milwaukee , nnd Miss Eileen Cayo, Milwaukee , w e r e
bridesmaids. They wore peacock
floor-length taffeta gowns styled
with fitted bodice , elbow-length
sleeves, scoop necklines and wide
panels extending from the back
neckline to the hem of the bell
skirt . Their headdresses were a
flat rose pouf edged with tulle.
They carried white, yellow nnd
bronze carnations. The flower girls
wore similar gowns in twilight
blue.
Georgo Wozney Jr., Whitehall ,
cousin ol the bridegroom was best
man. Groomsmen were James
Smicja and James I'e'geson , In-

(Klngt Sludlo)

dependence. The bride's brotherin-law, Joseph Haines, Arcadia,
and the bridegroom's brother-inlaw, Dominic Marsolek , Independence, ushered.
The bride's mother wore a twopiece green wool knit suit with fur
collar and matchin g accessories.
Her corsage was yellow carna,.
tions. The bridegroom 's mother
wore a navy dress with matching
accessories, and a corsage of pink
carnations.
FOLLOWING THE ceremony a

Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Hackelberg

Allen Goetzman, president of
Winona Valley Riders Saddle Club,
Saturday evening at the club annual banquet at the Oaks made a
presentation of a $147 -check to
Robert Przybylski, vice president.
The check, collected from members and friends of the club, was
a surprise fund to be used by
Mr. Pryzybylski for the purchase
of a. new horse. His horse, Trixie,
died following a precision drill
practice in August. Members, under the direction of James Richtmah , Fountain City, Wis., and Terry Zimmerman, St. Charles, Minn.,
decided then to start a replacement fund for a horse which Mr.
Przybylski will purchase and have
ready to ride in drills next season.
Special guests of the club Saturday were Dr. and Mrs. N. A.
Roettiger arid Otto Kloetzke, along
with the more than 65 members
attending the banquet.

Ajjmy A

Frances Johnson
Is Married
At Trempealeau

the ceremony. The Couple is at
home in Galesville, Rt. I.
The bride is a graduate of Arcadia High School and the bridegroom of Trempealeau High
School. They have been employed
ARCADIA, Wis. — The marriage at Arcadia Industries where the :
of Miss Frances Johnson/ daughter bridegroom will continue to work.
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Johnson , ROSARY SOCETY
Arcadia, to Carroll Hackelberg, ARCADIA, Wis. (Special ) — The
son of Mr. and Mrs. Archie Hackel- Rosary Society of the. St. Stanisberg, Galesvillc, Wis., took place laus Catholic Church will meet
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the church
Oct. 27; at Mount Calvary Church recreational rooms. Following the
parsonage, Trempealeau.
meeting a social hour will be held
The Rev. Odean C; Tieman , pas- with Group 6 in charge with Mrs.
tor, officiated at the ceremony. John Motszko as chairman.
Mrs. Orville Hackelberg, Arcadia ,
was the bride's attendant and Or- ARCADIA LEGION, AUXILIARY
ARCADIA, "Wis. (SpeciaD-Tickville Hackelberg was best man.
The bride wore a white sheath fer-Erickson American L e g i o n
dress and jacket with a white net Post of Arcadia and the Auxiliary
hat. Her corsage was of red rose to the Legion, will hold their anbuds. The matron of honor wore nual joi nt meeting Wednesday at
a red wool dress with matching 8 p.m. in the Legion Clubroorns.
net headdress and a corsage of The annual ham luncheon will follow the meeting. Two movies will
white chrysanthemums.
The bridegroom's parents were be shown. Members are asked , to
hosts at a 5 p.m; supper following bring their wives and husbands.
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j LONDON FOG MAINCOAT

Warm, comfortable outerwear that ' takes the
in
- season' ^6: weather and the occasion
stride. Choose the coat or jacket to meet
l
y°ur neeQ from ' our ' new Fall and Winter
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50TH ANNIVERSARY

HI HUM , wis, — open house will
be 4ield at the Chimney Rock
Lutheran Church from 2 to 4 p.m.
Nov. II) honoring Mr. nnd Mrs.
William JS. Olson on their golden
wedding anniversary. No cards j| All Cotton Rain or Shine Coat. Washable nnd water repellent.
are being sent,

50% to 60% OFF

I LONDON FOG CRUISER

j Ij GRAIS ORIGINAL

V Fabulous selection of jew elry, etc., to be closed out at %
C
BIG DISCOUNTS!
S

I BRUSSELS FAIR STORE ]
L

Saddle Club
Donates Money
For New Horse

M
breakfast was served to the bridal party and a reception from ,2
to 6 p.m. was hel d at Club 93.
Mrs. Kate Pampuch , Mrs. Violet
Christiansen , Mrs. Gregory Symiczeck , Mrs. Roman Marsolek and
Mrs. George Wozney, all of Independence were in charge of the
kitchen. Mrs. Marsolek nnd Mrs.
Wozney are aunts of the bridegroom.
Waitresses were Mrs. Dominic
M a r s o l e k , Independence , Mrs.
Ralph Sobota , Alma Center , Wis.,
Mrs. Andrew Kliraek , Independence, and Mrs. Roman Sobota , Independence. The wedding cake
was served by Miss Margie Demuth , La Crosse. Gifts were displayed by Miss Pat Hughes aqd
Miss Jean HcrzcRcr , La Crosse.
Miss Linda Marsolek , Independence, registered guests. Coffee
was served by Miss Karolcc Hogden, Galesvillc , Wis .
The bride is n graduate of Arcadia High School and St. Francis
School of Nursing, La Crosse. She
is employ ed as a registered nurse
at St. Joseph' s Hospital , Arcadia.
The bridegroom is a graduate of
Independence High School and attended Win'ona State College. Ho
is affiliated wllh Mobile Service
Station , Independence.
I . . . for double duly performance. The Nepal all cotton shell . . .
For travel to - Northern Wiscon- 1 plus Sherpa zip-out liner, takes this coat through rain and wind
sin the b»ide wore n red wool
and weather. MAINCOATS arc full cut with topcoat construction
sheath with matching accessories |
and a corsage of white rose buds,
The coupl e is at home in Independence.

r cLoskoiiT SALE: ]
I

assigned to the eight church guilds
under the leadership of these
chairmen: Kiddieland , Guild 1,
Mrs. Hugo Curran and Mrs. S. H,
Holubar; fish pond, Guild 2, Mrs.
Ray Bonine and Mrs. Allen Bestul; old-and-new, Guild 3, Mrs.
William King and Mrs. Bruce Morcomb; candy and baked goods,
Guilds 4 and 8, Mrs. Leonard Albrecht , Mrs. Duane Peterson and
Mrs. Fred Naas; cake walk, Guild
5, Mrs. William Sonsalla and Mi's.
D. A. Hittner ; Christmas, Guild 8,
Mrs. James Hartert and Mrs. Robert Bundy; gift shop, Guild 7,
Mrs. Henry Kroll and Mrs. Gordon
Selke. Quilts made by women of
the parish will also be for sale.
The festival will open Sunday at
11:30 a.m. with a turkey dinner
from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Children under five will be admitted
free. Monday from 1 to 3 p.m.
the festival will cater to St. Mary's
School students.
Money raised,' from this annual
festival is used to help defray expenses of operations of the parish
church and school.
General arrangements chairmen
are Mrs. Anthony Winczewski and
J. T. Burke.

159 Ecur Third Strest {Naar Bus Depot)

\

I

§j Corduroy Goal Coat with a choice of wool or Sherpa lining. A
5| coat that is comfortable and always at ease nnd attuned to tha
j | fast pace of today 's living. Colors' Olive , Rust , Black or nine.
% Sizes: 36-42
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Christmas Wor kshop
Set for YMCA Friday

Mr. and Mrs. Terrenee Halvorson

Carol Fazendin
Becomes Bride
ST. CHARLES, Minn. — Mr.
and Mrs. Terrenee Halvorson are
at home at 720 Stryker Ave., St.
Paul, following a trip to Niagara
Falls.
The bride is the former, Miss
Carol Fazendin, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. B. A: Fazendin , and Mr.
Halvorson is the son of Mrs. R.
0. Halvorson, Pekin , N.D. The
Rev. Kenneth la Van performed
the double-ring ceremony Oct. 27
at St. Michael's on the Hill, St.
Paul.

chester, brother of the bride, was
groomsman . William Votruba, St.
Paul, and Bud Widhol m, Cannon
Falls, ushered.
A dinner and reception for 165
were held at the Maltby Reception Center, For travel the bride
wore a three-piece red knit suit
with black accessories and an
orchid corsage.
¦
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¦
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ST. JOHN'S BAZAAR

FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Special) — The bazaar and food sale
sponsored annually by the Women 's Guild of St. John 's United
Church of Christ will be held in
the church social room Saturday
at 3 p.m. The public is welcome.
GEORGE Schnell , St. Paul , was Lunch will be served from 4 to
soloist. Rodney and Laurie Hal- 6:30 p.m.
vorson, Lakota , N.D., nephews of
the bridegroom, were servers. RUMMAGE SALE
White chrysanthemums, gladioli .L.AiNUS£SUKU, jviinn. (special)—
The Women's Society for Chrisand roses decorated the altar.
tian S e r v i c e of the Methodist
The bride, given in marriage Church here will sponsor a rumby her father , wore a. floor-length mags sale Friday at . 2:30
white satin brocade gown made p..m. at the yrw Hall. Lunch will
with full princess skirt and cath- be served. Miss Cecil .Ward anedral train. The scoop neckline nounced donations of articles may
and long sleeves were edged in
left at the hall Thursday evenseed pearl trim and the baspue be
ing.
bodice was studded with seed
. pearls. Hef illusion , veil was held 50TH ANNIVERSARY
,by a crown of seed pearls and lii iTKHJK , wis. (special) .— Atcrystals. She carried a bouquet of tending the golden wedding anniwhite roses and chrysanthemums versary of Mr. and Mrs. William
centered with orchids.
Bartholomew at the Wendell AmerMiss Delores Fautsch, St. Paul, ican Legion clubrooms in Minnewas maid of honor and Mrs. Jo- apolis Saturday, were Mr . and
seph Fazendin > Rochester, sister- Mrs. Lester Thompson and Mrs.
in-law of the bride, bridesmaid. Sara Myrland , Ettrick ; Mr. and
They wore m oss green satin bro- Mrs. Oren Bue and Mr. and Mrs.
cade dresses with bell-shaped Kenneth . Bue, the Mmes. Anna
skirts. Their jewelry was a tiny Wheeler, Mary Torkelson and L.
pearl cluster drop necklace with K. Underheirn , of the Hegg area ,
matching earrings, gifts of the Mr. and Mrs. Archie Wheeler and
bride. . Their bouquets were of Mrs. Julia Bue, Blair; Robert
yellow roses and white chrysan- W h e e l e r , Galesville, and Mrs.
themums.
B l a n c h e Halverson and Miles
Daniel Harvorson, Pekin, broth- Wheeler , Whitehall. Mrs, Barthoer of the bridegroom, was best lomew is (he former Clara Underman and Joseph Fazendin , Ro- heirn of Hegg.

Christmas crafts to delight the
hearts of do-it-yourself handicrafters will be demonstrated and on
display at the annual Christmas
craft workshop Friday at the
YMCA from 1 to 8 p.m.
Among t h o s e demonstrating
projects will be Mrs. W. W. Lowe
of the City Recreation Department, various crafts; Mrs. Irvin
Bittner , salvage craft ; Mrs. H. J.
Hansr, Central Elementary School,
children's crafts ; Miss Dorothy
Rick, City Recreation Department ,
children's crafts; Miss Ann Rupp .
Washington Kosciusko S c h o o l ,
children's c r a f t s; Mrs. A. G.
Large, tin can craft ; John Streater and Roy Burger, YMCA , Christmas cards.
Displays of finished articles will
be arranged by Y-Wives Christ-

mas Craft Class of the YWCA;
Mrs. Harold Libera, hand knit
Christmas stockings; Bruce Reed,
Christmas wreaths; Mrs. Frank
Eichman , trees. There will also
be a workshop where those attending may make an article.
Three commercial craft companies from Minneapolis will show
new craft materials and demonstrate new articles.
The public library will display
craft books available at the library. There will be a small admission fee for this annual event
sponsored by the Group Work Organization comprised of professional workers from Boy Scouts,
Catholic Recreation Center , Girl
Scouts, Park Recreation Department, Red Cross, YMCA and
YWCA.

Peace Corps
Is Chautauqua
Club Topic

PTA Units Hear
Psycholog ist
On Discipline

A new member, Mrs. R. D. Cox,
was presented to. " members o "
Chautauqua Club Monday afternoon at the home of Mrs. A. E.
Stoa. Miss Hortense McKay, sister of Mrs. Lloyd Gilbert,, was a
guest. .
Mrs. Earl T. Fleming gave the
topic for discussion, "The Peace
Corps, under the leadership of
Sargent Schriver. " She recalled
earlier attempts at such an organization and the formation of the
present corps. Qualifications and
screening of applicants for the
corps was explained. Teaching,
health education, school building
programs, agriculture and road
building are among the occupations offered to workers. The average age ol cotps personnel is 25.
Mrs. H. R. Munson reported on
the Halloween UNICEF collections
and a donation was voted to the
Winona Community Chest fund.
A mitten tree will be decorated
at the '.'.- Nov. 19 meeting at the
home of Mrs. G. W. Engstrom.
Mrs. J. T. Robb Sri, will give the
paper. Mittens will be sent to Minnesota Indian children. Members
were urged to include pennies or a
note from a child with the mittens.- .'. . . .
Mrs. Murison assisted Mrs. Stoa
at the coffee hour following the
meeting;
Winona County Medical Auxiliary will hold a sewing meeting
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the home
of Mrs. E; E. Christensen, Pleasant Valley.

The combined units of Central,
Madison and Jefferson elementary
schools PTA heard Dr. Bruce Balow, director of the psycho-education clinic of the University of Minnesota speak "Monday evening at
Madison School on "Discipline."
Dr. Balow was introduced by
Robert H. Smith, Senior High
School principal.
Everyday problems of normal
parents with normal children and
their adjustment was the discipline Dr. Balow referred to in his
topic. He stated that major waves
of behavior control are won or lost
by the time the child begins
school. The parent-child -interaction in the years when the family
is the child's world are all important.
Frequently when a child misbehaves, the parent's solution is to
punish , as a means to socialize the
little savage. The child's frustration, in restraint, leads to his hitting, kicking or temper tantrums.
The more mature parent holds
frustration to a minimum, allows
some aggression to go Unnoticed
and refrains from retaliation.
Punishment in itself is not
wrong . . . but the wise parent
anticipates problems and removes
trouble sources before difficulties
arise. Established routines and
rules prevent conflicts, allow the
child some choice of action and
reward good behavior.
Leland Johnson, Jefferson PTA
president , presided at the opening
of the meeting. Lunch was served
by the combined kitchen committee of the three schools.

PUBLIC CARD PARTY

LADIES AID

m

.

MEDICAL AUXILIARY

~~

FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Special)
—A public card party sponsored
by the Lady Foresters will be held
Sunday at 8:15 p.m. at St. Mary's
Hall. There will be lunch and
prizes and 500 and sheephead will
be played,

LEWISTON, Minn. ( Special) The Ladies Aid of St. John's Lutheran Church will meet at 2 p.m.
Wednesday at the school auditorium. Hostesses are Mr*. Walter
Grutzmacher and Mrs. Walter
Stellwagen.

to Northern Minnesota. The
Judith Hovelson travel
couple is at home at 609 Oak St.,
Minneapolis.
FELLOWSHIP NIGHT Elstad Lutheran Women will meet
The bride, a graduate of St. FAMILY
Becomes Bride Mary's
EYOTA, Minn. (Special ) — Dr. Thursday at 2 p.m. when the proSchool of Nursing, RochesFlock, a biochemist of the gram on stewardship will be prehas been an operating room Eunice
Mayo Clinic who attended the 5th sented by the Mmes. Tryre DyOf Robert Hanek ter,
nurse at University Hospitals, Min- International
C - o n g r e s s of Bio- bing, Peter Hanson and Arland

PRESTON, Minn. (Special) —
The marriage of Miss Judith Kay
Hovelson, Minneapolis, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Hovelson,
Preston* became the bride of Robert Dale Hanek, Minneapolis, son
of Dr. and Mrs. George Hanek ,
Rice Lake, Wis., Oct. 27.
The Rev. John Payne performed
the 2:30 p.m. ceremony at Preston Methodist Church before an rltar decorated with chrysanthemums in fall colors and bronze
candelabra . Mrs. Claude Cutler
was organist and Eugene Hubbies,
Minneapolis, soloist.
THE BRIDE wore a floor-length
gown: of white lace over taffeta fashioned with boat neckline , long
sleeves and chapel train. Her tiered veil of illusion net was held
by a flower headpiece of satin
with pearl trim. She carried yellow
roses and stephanotis.
_ Mrs. Jay Johnson, Minneapolis,
sister of the bride, was matron
of honor and Miss Marsha Ebert ,
Preston, bridesmaid. They wore
spruce green peau de sole sheaths
with matching pill box hats.
Clinton Rhodes was best man,
Michael Bell, groomsman and Jay
Johnson usher.
Mrs. Douglas Utley, Preston,
and Mrs. Jay Johnson, were hostesses at the reception held in the
Village Hall following the ceremony. Miss Susan Springmire, Rochester, Minn., was in charge of
the guest book with the Misses
Kathy Winch , Stewartville, Minn.,
and Patricia Winch , Rockford , 111.,
cousins of the bride, assisting.
THE BRIDE won a beiga wool
dress with brown accessories for

neapolis. The bridegroom is a senior in the University of Minnesota
School of Medicine.
Dr. and Mrs. George Hanek were
hosts at the White Gate, Preston,
for the bridal dinner following the
rehearsal Oct. 26.
OPEN HOUSE "

LAKE CITY, Minn , (SpeciaDThe Wabasha County Deanery is
represented by five women at the
convention of the National Council
of Catholic Women meeting in
Detroit this week. Delegates are
gins. .. ' ¦'' - . ' .. ' ' ¦
Mrs. B. A. Flesche, Mrs. John
Ring, Lake City ; Mrs. Marion
RURAL ROBINS
EYOTA, Minn . (Special) — The Pfeilsticker, Wabasha; Miss Agnes
Rural Robins Club met Thursday Passe, Kellogg ; Mrs. Andrew Wagafternoon at the home of Mrs. ner, Elgin .
Frank Branch. A cooking lesson ELSTAD LUTHERAN
was given. Mrs. Russell Allen was LANESBORO , Minn. WOMEN
(SpeciaDassistant hostess.
VETERANS DAY DINNER

¦

W

•

Eagles Auxiliary met Monday
evening at Eagles Hall with Mrs.
Bernard Smith presiding. M r s .
Bradford Johnson reported on the
sauer kraut supper sponsored by
the group. The attendance prize
went to Mrs. John Kozlowski and
prizes in cards went to Mrs. Peter
Giemza , 500; Mrs. Walter Hoppe,
schafskopf. Hostesses are Mrs.
Allan Foss and Mrs. Roy Searight.
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Have You... —.
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given your "Day 's Pay the Fair-Share
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Campaign? You can do it the easy
way through payroll deduction where
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you work or on the monthly installment plan throug h the Community
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CAFE-TIER
CURTAIN BUYS
rag. 1.98
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ALLERGY FREE
BED SIZE PILLOW
reg. 3.98
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Acrilan1* triacetate fulUsite
pillows at great savings.
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Top savings now on a bevy of fresh new fall Wt
to highlight your fall and winter wardrob*. Shop
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• IS RUNNING

DEER RIVER , Minn. (AP ) —
Henry John Sinkola, 66, of Deer
River was killed Monday night , the
Highway Patrol reported , when
the car he was driving crashed
into the rear of a lowboy trailer ,
parked along U.S. 65 about five
miles south of the No. 27 junction ,
south and east of here.
The. death raised Minnesota's
1962 traffic toll to 567, compared
with 634 a year ago.

• Replacement movements now available right in Winona. No
need to send your watch to the factory for service. Same price
as at factory. Save time, postage and trouble and get a new
movement for your old.

EAGLE* AUXILIARY
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1.98values

Deer RiVer Man Dies
When Gar Hits Trailer

nWNEIK
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Timex Watch
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Elstad. H o s t e s s es include the
Mmes. H e n r y Storhoff , Victor
Flattum, Melvin Olson and Clifford Jenson.

|~~— SPECIAL NOTICE f0>™—,

EYOTA, Minn. (Special) — The
American Legion and Auxiliary
will commemorate. Veterans Day
Sunday with a potluck dinner at
noon. All members . and families
are invited. The auxiliary w i l l
meet Monday evening and will entertain the Dover-Eyota faculty at
a coffee hour Thursday in honor
of American Education Week.
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NCCW CONVENTION

EYOTA, Minn . (Special) — Open
house will be held Sunday from l
to 5 p.m. at the home ot Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Nichols in honor of
her mother, Mrs. Jessie Mae Hig-
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W * •»

chemistry in Moscow in 1960, will
speak of her experience and show
slides of Moscow and Leningrad
Sunday at the Family Fellowship
Night at Faith Community Church
in Eyota.
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Mandarin style coat with onmaximum comfort, cozy for
winter wear. Sizes 34 to 40.
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Any Softener.
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Our famous CARVED CURL
CUT, Creme Oil Shampoo, Styling and choice of Eyebrow
Arch or Manicure . . all for
only
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t PERMANENTS THAT SATISFY .
• FREE HAIR COLOR CONSULTATION
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476 East Broadway
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Phone 6960
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I MOST COMPLETE STOCK
IN THIS AREA!
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Modern Beauty Slioppe
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I CALLAHAN'S
LIQUOR STORE
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BRICKYARDS IN 1891 . . . This is a view
of the Philip Biesanz Brickyards in Gilmore

.

I
Leonard J. Tschumper
1 119¦ Main¦ Open Fri. to 9 P.M. Sat. to 10 P.M.
•_
$ .

valley and was located along Highway 14, across
from St. Mary's College.
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GET RID OF THAT

Fuel-Hungryr—Monster!

Get a really
effieent BRYANT
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Biesanz. Highway 43 now runs across the bottom
of this photo. The pictures are all from the
Frank Biesanz collection.

1884 BRICKYARDS . . . This photo shows
the Voelker and Groff Brickyards near Sugar
Loaf in 1884. The yards later were sold to Frank
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SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
101 Exchange Bldg.

4th and Center

DRIVERS

i

10% Cash Discount
on

ALL HEARING AID
BATTERIES
Fresh Factory Stock
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CAREFUL

OLDTIME QUARRYMEN . . . Before modern
machinery supplanted Hie hulk of their labor, it
took this many men to quarry Biesanz travcr-
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AUTOCONOMY

• Nation-wide claims service)
• Service from • local agent)
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THIS OFFER GOOD FOR INDEFINITE
PERIOD

F. A. GIEHLER

CLARK & CLARK, Inc. I Above Kresge's
H. W. Clark — Frod W. Naa»
!17 Center St.
Phone 2904

1
§

5l' z W. 3rd St.
WATCH and CLOCK REPAIR

i RADEMACHER'S i<

tine in the hills west of Winona , The year was
1895 and the rare stone was just being recognized
as a vnlunble and decorative building material.
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59 West Second Street

ENTER TAINING?
Treat Your Guests to
Our Dolicous

CHICKEN
DINNERS

4 pieces of golden
%
l .\ l
' I brown chicken,
$
i
trench fries, tanny
I
^ MV l
I
(C.rryout
''"• r°"S
"!? ,?
butter
*nd
Only)
|
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| J/UL f o u r t Jittchm.
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Highway 61 and Orrin Street
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Make Your
/ 0fj P ?
HOLIDAY PARTY "^'-j f \
RESERVATIONS iH i

Early !

NrC i

Planning a Christmas parly for friends or Inisinoss associates? A phone cnll to us will reserve
our prlvnte dining room for your exclusive use.
No matter how lnrgo your group, ypu enn bo
assiii-cd of excellent food,, beverages nnd service, Phone 3359 today!
.

WILLIAMS HOTEL

Annex—Teton Room—Safa ri Room
Captain's Quarters
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Memorial H^pM

m$r M- Gilfefri

Winona Fwflgr§J§
Willarl J.. Uf mkf i

„»-Vfc - (SpeMl)-Peter Funeral seryfeps fpr.^fljar4 L.
M. Giiperg, *6, died Sunday Npe^ke, 6l5lDacftia St., jw*ve>ld
morning 9$. .'Buffalo
Memory} Joday at 2 p.m. §t Favyppjj ; puiierHe. had
Hospita), jlgn^ovi.
beep
ill four gays,
M Engji sh LHfheran_ Ghurch,
MONDAY
He w^ MF" Sept. 7, 1886, son offj ciating. §uFfa| was in 'iypodAdmissions
Fountain of Mr. anf l^frs. Mathias Gilberg. fawn Cemetpry.
P a t t y • Drazkovyski,
¦ ¦'" ' ; • . 'Pallbearers were: Merlin Jprde,
UfJ km fS .#e aie& kf c mm Rpgor
City, Wis.
Dayfr ^fld j eski,
; Ronald Corey, 17§n W. Wabasha Iffrr A ¦mw^-lmmt ¦«? Conrad^unspp,
Troke,
Richard
E
m
m
9j
^i
Mmm
°{ trustee fpr if) Jljprry Brand, •" f£u}as and
W ? P^Hfch
St.
Mrs. Joseph Eischen , ,1725 Gil- QmW,
year? and ij yiilage trustee. He
more Ave. .
wiiiiatn H? ©j llwfr
married, Mabj e Thompson " here in
c
ho}idpn
,
251
e
s
S,
jj rs.. C h a r 1
Funeral services for William H.
1918.
Jackson St.
OUhpff , 522 E ;- king St!, will be
iSjrs. Victor Orlikowski, 855 E. Surveyors include his wife; pne Wpdj iesday 2
brother, ^jelyin , Eau Claire, and
4 -# P-fa-"$ Breitlow
5th' St.
Funpral Home, tJje #pt. ^nil
one
e
r,
Sigyal
Mrs.
f^ary)
fM .
Mrs. George: Gorfier , Peterson ,
Ceisj feld, St. . Martin's Lufhjeran
¦
SPYfflfflft $m flaire.' be
Minn;
fjfjurch, officiating. "Burial will be
¦
held j# ^yoodlawp Gpjjp 'ery. '¦' • '' ¦,
Mrs. C l y d e Kramer, Altura , *mm\ Sgmces ^j ll
at
2
p.rn.
Mfednesday
it Ekya Friends rjiay bal). to^ay frpm 7
Minn.
Huntley, Fountain lutk&m .Glfupch , thfe i&i. Cal- to 9 p.m. " ' ,, '¦'" ¦ ' " ' ¦" '
Baby Susan
¦
'
"
vin Larson officiating. Burial will Pallbearers will be: B. O. KosCity , Wis. •
Mrs. Henry Przybylski , 4035 W. be in the church cemetery.
tuck, Lewis H. Prigge, J. W. KarFriends may call from tonight sten, Lewis Brand , Victor
5th" St.
RonMrs. L o u i s Giesen, Fountain until 11 a.m. ' Wednesday at nenber g and Albert Tushner.
Kjentvet & Sons . -Funeral - 'Home .
City, Wis.
Eleva, and after noon at the
•
Jerome Porter
Discharges
church.
Funeral services for Jerome
Bonnie Zeller, 117% . Main StPorter , .754 E. 2nd St., will be held
Rjrs. Earl Benson ar$" p'apy,
Otto Bess
at 8:30 a.m. Wednesday at Wat
Rushford, Minn.
CITj:, Wis . (Spec- kewski Funeral Home and at . 9
Selmer Rain , §1- Charles, Minn. ial)FOUNTAIN
—;|Qftp Bess, about 60, native a.m. at St. John 's Catholic Church ,
jhn S. Murray, Cochrane , Wis!
lArs. Ronald center and baby, here, djedT at Fargo, N.D., Sat- the Rt. Rev. Msgr. James Habiurday foj|pwing a heart attack. ger officiating. Burial will be in
1740 W. Wabash;? St. . ..
He was tnia in Town of Buffalo, St. Mary 's Cemetery.
Bronk
and
baby,
.
Franklj
ij
fljrs
near Foffnfaip City, son of the Friends; may call at the funeral
Rt. 1.
and Len a Stoph home after 2 p.m. today. The RoMrs. James Heer and baby, 277 late Eajyaf^f
'eyer married,
Bess.
n
sary will be recited at 7:30 by
'
""'
Ife
'King
St.
E.
.
Sjjryfyor? are: Two brothers, the Catholic Order of Foresters
Fred Steyer , Cbcjprane, Wis.
Mrs. Llewellyn Benson and ba- Walter, f ountain pity, and Ed- and af 8 by Msgr. Habiger.
'" "" ward , Braag, Buffalo Cpupty, and
byj Rushford , Mini)! "'
,
Harry H. Loeding, 417 Harriet one sister, Mrs. Fried?¦ ^blke
: " "' """'
- . '¦• ' "' ' Fargi).
st.
Th'^ funeral service will be at
Fargq Wednesday afternoon.
OTHER BIRTHS
A. Richter • .-. - .
BLAIR , Wis, (Special ) —Mr. and ,ST. Charles
:
qJARLES,
Minn. ^Charles
'
Mrs. Gene Toraason, St. Paul, a A:
'r, 84, died Monday at 3
son' Sunday. Toraason is the son p.m.Richtp
at nj s home of a coronary Seven members of the Winona
of Dr. and Mrs. Goodwin . Toraa'. Hp had not been ill pre- State College students left today
attack
Blair.
son,
for the fall meeting of the Minviously.
)
W HITEH ALL, wis. (special - ; He wag bop April 22, 1878, in nesota State College Student ComAt Tri-County Memorial Hospital : Elmira Tpjynship, Olmsted Coun- missions at Bemidji State College.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Thompson, ty, to Mr.
The student governments: of the
apd Mrs. August Rich- five
Ettrick, a son Oct. 30.
state colleges meet twice a
ter.
He
roared
Map
Emerson
Oct.
Mr. and: Mrs. Maynard Larson, 12, 1909, in ElpiirrTownghip.
year to discuss common problems.
T%e
Whitehall , a daughter Friday.
couple farmed ' )n thie areS until The . convention convenes WedGRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (Spe^- retiring m l?2n jpd rnpying "into nesday and will run until Saturcia|)—Mr. and Mrs. William Mc- St. Charles. '
" . ' ¦• '
.'"
Enery, a son Sunday. Mrs. Mc- He yias a past rnpn)ber pf the t,gpn Dudycha, Austin , will head
Enery is the former Elizabeth Hillskle ' Mr ';y and "a tfie Winona State delegation. Fiye
Connelly, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. past member pf f^e officjal boar^ rp.enlb'ers of the WSjC student pop)J. A. Connelly, Lanesboro.
of St. p ^afj es M£Mst Cburcli: mjs sion and two officers of the
LA CROSSE, Wis. - Mr. and Suryiyob are: Hjs jyife;'" pp^ gfat|wj de organizatiqn "will fecorriMr 'is. Thomas Schini, 1106 S. 28th spn,.Gharlps J. Richter , ^chest'er; pany " I> u d y c h a. Miss Ge'ftrude
St.j La crosse , a daughter today W oaugh^er, ' Mrs. ' ' M\\airn Jj lrieh is adviser.
at a La Crosse hospital . Mrs. (Doris) Md?ipra, pwafpnna; four ¦fhe five commission members
Scrj ini is the former Shirley Pas- |^WdMpR ; .one; brpffier , blip are: Dana Bluhm , Lake City; Carsehj , daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ricljter, St. Pfiaries, anp f oree mas- ole Greenwald , EJlysiaf); James AlLouis Psssehl, Winona Rt. 3.
ters, Mrs. H. J. ?eriV a^(f "Mfg. fonso, St. Paul; 'Larry Thompson ,
Smith, SpringFred Carpenter, ^Chester, arid Caledonia , and Tom
• ¦¦'¦' ¦ . ¦ ' ¦¦ -". " r' ¦-.
Mrs. Chris Polvin, St. Gharies. field.
Three . brothers and one sj ster'Ti jaye Sue Roth , South St. Paul , and
" '" '
died.
Robert Young, Cpllingswood, N.J.,
Forfeits:
" Fuppral services will be Wpdnes- afe attending as officers of the
Lynn IL Brown , 827 E..' Front day
i p.m. at St. Charley Met}}- ppnvention,
St.,' $15 on a charge^ of driving pdjPt atChurch,
the Rev. Fred Spari- ' ' 'ijthe . convention was held in Wia motor vehicle Villi "no valid dorfe officiating.
. Burial will hp jri pph^ last spring.
driyer 's license. He was arrested Hillside Cemetery
.
by police at 3rd and Liberty Friends '
rpay call at Jacobs Fustreets at 1:37 a.m. today. ' :
nera) Hprne'
Wednesday nppp £>r. £ reen Speaker
Clarence Walker, Slater, Iowa, and at 'the oh'until
urch after l p.m. '
$25' on a charge of speeding, 40
4f fijawatha Bird
m.p.h. in a 30 m.p.h. zone. He
Miss Mipnie Bataglia
Wednesday
was arrested by ppjice at G^flmpre AL^A, Yf is. (Special) - Miss fyeefiflg
*
Avgnue and Cumrnings Street at Minnie Bataglia , 83, died sudden- Dr. William Green , wildlife bio12:30 a.m. Monday.
ly at her home here Sunday about logfs t qf . &e U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Mrs. Martha J. Collins, 672 E. 8 j).m. She had been in failing Setyicp her'ef will speak at WedWgpasha St., $10 on a charge of health several weeks.
nesday's "rpeeting of the Hiawatha
failure to stop for a traffic sig- She was born here Nov. 5, 1878, Valley Bird Cfub at 7:30 p.m. at
nal. She was arrested by police daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Lake Papk Lodge.
at Broadway and Main Streets Bataglia. She spent her entire life Dr. Creep \vili speak on "The
at 7:30 p;m. Monday.
in Alma, attending public school Ecology 01 the Hiawatha Valley"
and often helping care for the with special emphasis on the region's bird life , particularly walarge family.
WEATHER
Survivors are: One sister , Miss terfowl.
Frieda, with whom she lived; a Changes in bird and animal haOTHER TEMPERATURES
sister-in-law,
Mrs. Myrtle Bafaglia bits in the Hiawatha Valley causTHE WEATHER ELSEWHERE
ed by building of dams , establishBy THE ASSOCIATED PRESS and son , Lyle, Nelson , and pteer ment of pools and other mannieces
and
nephews.
¦
Six
brothers
High Low.Pr.
made devices in the Mississippi
44 34 .. and one sister have died.
Albany, cloudy
a rnembcr of -Unused River and adjacen t land areas will
Albuquerque, c)qar ... 69 39 .. She was
'
'
The economic as4ij 30 .. Ch|irch pf Cp risParjfi the Wpmap's be considered.
Atlanta , clear ..'
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44 33 .15
Chicago, clear
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will
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47 26 .07
Cleveland, clear
'jjn . Any iptpresfed perspp ' may
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^lma
cemetery.
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Depver, clear
afteo|d.
Des Moines, clear .... 44 3? -' .
Mrs. B. A Syverson
44 26 . '. BLAIR , Wis. (Special)—Mrs ;
Detroit, clear
, d).ed Saturflay afternoon
operator
B.
Fairbanks, cloudy .... 36 21 .. A. Syverson , 83, died Monday evpaf $t. LuKe's rlpspita}, ' Pppepix ,
Fort Worth , cloudy ... 74 60 . .. ning at Tri-County Mgrnp'riaf hos- ^riz „ where he had fjeen a patji ent
49 39 .. pital . Whitehall. She rj aa a ' strptp smce May.
Helena, cloudy
84 71 .. two weeks ago.
Honolulu, clear
to Preston frpm Spar' ' '.
f it caip.e
;
Kapsas City, cloudy ... 47 39
The former Nora Augusta Sol- ta , Wis., in 105.4 apd. rnpypd ' to
Los Angeles, clear ... 65 54 .. berg, she was born Aug . ' 3,' 187$, Xrja ona a year ago because of ill
¦
" " . '
52 32
Me'rnplns, clear
in Town of Preston , daughter"' pf (jpa llh.
77 58 .. Olaf Solberg and his wife , Karen Among the survivors are his
Miami , clear
41 31 .01 Iversdatter Berc .
Milwaukee , clear
wife and a son,. Roger , Preston.
Mpls., St. Paul , cloudy 37 27 .. She was married to Bernhar d A.
Nej v Orleans , clear ... 70 48
Syverson Aug. 24 , 1897, at First
2-State Funerals
New York , cloudy .. ' ,. 48 36
Lutheran parsonage , Blair , by the
41 33 .. late Rev. S. S. Urberg , They farmOrnaha, clear
William D. Ehing
84 4!)
Phpenlx , clear
ei| in the Dig,erljp )te place in '^ p.v - ALMA , Wis . (Special)—The Rev.
Portland ,3 Me., cloudy 42 34
nolds Coulee and later the B. A. J. C. Thompson , Lyster Lutheran
¦Portland ,' Ore., clear ¦
¦" a ' /nilp ',wp,sf pf
¦
¦
. 56 37 .3,0 Svyerspji farm
Church of Church galley , will ofRapid City,' clear ..... 04 VS .. Blair on Highway S3'. Mr. Syver- ficiate at fuperal sepvices at Stohr
St. 'Louis, clear ./ .... 45 3.2 .. son died Jan.' 31, 1S? 1.
Furieral ' Home here at 3 p.m.
Mrs. ' Syverson later moved to Wednesday for William D. Ehing.
Sn|l Lake City, clear , 62 29 ..
San Francisco , c|car , 70 5p . ¦ Blair where shp liy<^l until infirm : Burial will be ifl A|ma Cemetery.
Settle , clear ' .... '. ', .. ' SS 46 .07 ities set in and she resided ' in
Washinglqi) , clfllidy ... 4 .4. 33. .63. cqnyalQScent hqmes J)t Husljcr ,
Henry G. Stephens
Wis.,' Blair and Whitehall. "Wc LEWISTON , Minn. —F u n e r a 1
(T—Tra ce»
was b,|j nd ^pvera) ypars. §|j e was
DAILY RIVER BULLETIN
Stephens
' Flood Stage 24 hr. a member of First L u t h e r a n services for Henry G. Thursday
p.m.
will
be
held
at
2
Stag? Today C|ig. Churcft a, nd Ladj es A Id, .
St yVatkpwskJ Funeral Home , WiRed Wing
14 2.4 - .1 Sdrvivors are: Four sons, Odell , nona , the Rt. Rev. Msgr. N. F.
Willj
nni
n,
,
I
Mp
n
;
Wifipna
;
Uelyj
C.p
Late City
•!
j Gndkowskj ,' St. Stapislaus CathoWabasha
12 6.8 - .2 Blair, and John , Mauston : ' three lic Church , officiatin g. Burial will
4.3
Alma Dam , T.W
JlPHj ftfPRs . Mrs M.-|b |e Pptkfi, Wi : bp jn Immaeidatc Conception Cem2.3 -|- .1 nonii ; Mi 's. Charles (Ol i ve) Jed- etery, Wilson!
Whitman Dam
Winona Dam , T.W . .. 3.5 .. .. llckn , Minneapoli s, and Mrs , Ar- Friends may call at the funeral
thur (Alice) Beck , Black River home after 2 p.m, Wednesday.
13 5.0
WlfJONA
Trempealeau Pool . .. 10.1 — .1 Falls; three sisters , Mrs. Selma
Michael J. Sullivan
Trempealeau Dam .. 4.3 -|- .1 Jahr . Welch Coulee ; Mrs, Caro¦ .. ™ • • • ¦ lyn Stage , Superior , Wis., and Mrs.
Dakota
, Minn. (SpeciiiD WABASHA
!|.3 - .2 Mildred Ingebretson , Santa Ana , The funeral service for Michael
Drpshach Pool
,
,
Mcr2.1 |- .2 Calif., nnd one brother Alf
Drpslach Dam '
Sullivan , 15 months , who died
. . . 12 4.9 -|- .1 rillan. .Two sons, Albert and J.
La Crosse
Sunday nt St. Elizabeth' s Hospital
hayp
.jnrnps,
dipd.
Tributary Sharps
here ' from ' accidentally drinking
Clij ppewa at Durniid .. 2.7 -|-.0 The funeral service will be keroscncwvill be Wednesday at 9:30
Thursday
at
2
p.rn.
at
First
LuZumbro at Theilmiin .. 28.5 — .2
Rqv. jiC. p.rn. at St. Felix ' Catholic Church ,
Trempealeau at Dodge . -0.3 — - theran Church here , the
- Bui{arwi|| the Rt. Rey. Msgr. John A. Mich
M.
jJrber
g
Of0c|aMn0.
."I
1.7
Black at Galesvillc
f
officiatin g. Burial will be In St.
L«" Crosse nt W. Sulci)) . 2,2 — .7 be In uesl Haven Cemetery.
devotional , service will Felix Cemetery.
family
'
A
6.6 .;• .2
Root at Houston
Friends mny cnll this afternoon
be held Wednesday at 8 rf.m. at
RIVER FORECAST
evening at Abbott-Wise Funerui)M
may
Chnpel.
I'Yedcrixon
I'llends
Gottenberg
)
(From Hastings to
Horne.
al
the
chapel
Wednesday
aftcall
at
There will be little change in rivsurviyprs named jn the
er stages In this section for the erf]flpn «fw> TKjflw fflflriilw fWfl Bpsjij eq previously
arc a |)8|f;
obituary
at pie cliurch after noon.
ncj et 24 hours.
brother , Randall Joseph ; his, mj<
George Bickelhaupt
tcrnnl grandmother , Mrs. MarTODAY'S BIRTHDAYS
PRESTON , Minn. - George Blc garet Bleo , Wnbnslin , and his paAnn Marie Dolollc , Rushford , kclhmipt . former Preston insur- ternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
ance man and hardware store Willnrd Bechcl , Arknnsaw , Wis.
M 1111. 3.
Visiting houri: ««$<$! ffnj? surglca/
M l/infc: 2 'o 4 and ?,. # 8;3J p.m. (ty
children under 12).
A&ternlry pallenis: 2 Jo 3:30 and 7 to
." "
f i tp.m. (adults only).

7 WSG Students
To Attend State
Government Meet

Munici pal Court

Warm Wstf mr Rites Thursday Evening Classes
AgQinTpntorrow For Rev. Hemer For HighSchool
P rop Oy tsUrgm
Partly .cloudy weather is due to
move into 'thje lyinpna area after a
pleasant
e^epypn ^ay.
¦
Starting " today ' §t 33, the thermometer mpyed to 47' at noon,
passing Monday's high of 41 and
hegdj ifg ]f pr \he highest reading
of tpe rnpnthl 49 pn Nov, 1.
Lj TTi-^ temperature change is
forecast for topighlt when the low
is expecteid tp bp in the 30 to
35 range, yVejdppsday will be partly cloudy witp ' a.fii gh of 50. Warmer weather wjfh no precipitation
indicated is¦ tfip ouj look for Thursday.
. ""
Winona had a high of .35 this
day last year apd a low of 24All-time high for Nov. G was 71
in 1916 and the W for the day —1
in 1951. Mean for the past 24 hours
Was 37. Normal for this day is 40.
Minnesota temperatures were
milder today than Monday and
the lowest reading in the state
was 26 at International Falls. St.
Cloud had 28 and Duluth 29.
Mostly cloudy skies and chilly
temperatures greeted early voters
today at WISCONSIN election
polls.
'

Heavy fog blanketed thp Miljvau|ee area , bu't lifted by rriidmorijing as tiip sup broke tfrrougj)
thYpjpuds apd sept tb\e' tpnnpj epar
lure into the ^0s.
Tenj peratur.es M°f?^a y n \$l$
were below (Freezing irj rpost seer
(ions of the §tatp,
wif h' the Ipw pf
recorded pt Lpne Rock. Other
^
nriiniiniira re^djpgs included Belo)tppek/ord area 2$, Siifienpjr-pujuth
sector 29, Park Falls, E^u Clairp
and jLa Crosse '.3p, ~.^.flwau|ce'e anp
Madison 31, Waii'sau 32 and fireep
" '¦¦/ . pa yp .

THE HIGHEST temperatyw In
tlje state Mopday \yas 46 ip ' th 'e
^eloft-Rockrwd area. v "
A few light snow'' flurries were
reported, in the extreme north
j!4onday,x while a few Hgnt showers tell in Jh'e soufteast. Theof Milan
wau^e* area recorded .01
mch for the only measurable
amopnt pf precipitation in the
gtate. ,
'. The warmest spot in' the pation
Monday was Imperial , Calif., wj tn
&0 degrees. The coldjest ''early today was Alpena , Mich., with 12
above zero.

Aldermen to Begin
Landfill Dmussian

Meeting for a three-hour session
Monday ' night at City Hall , the
City Council disposed of a large
amount of« miscellaneous business.
Aldermen voted to hold a special
meeting next Monday, night at 7
p.m. to tackle the multi-faceted
problem of establishing a sanitary
landfill waste disposal area and
operation . Little has been done
thus far to come to grips with
$ie project-' , for wbj ch a $75,000
appropriation was "included in next
year's city budget. Aldermen expect a long series of work sessions
will be necessary to harnmer out
the detalis of the operation.

OTHER BIJ$INESS:
t A claim for $375 damages by
Mrs. Esther Kuhlman , jl09 Sioux
'Sjt .-i yyas referred to thp- city atWjffles ' Mrs. Kuhlman said she
had injured a foof arid leg stepping
on defective ' pavement at 3rd ard
Market, stfepts..;
' .-• ' A tr^sh hauler 's license was
issued fop one unit to Melvin
Tljprrias, '474 E. Belleview St;
Vjl pance p'p rmits werp granted
tp Gfiegory ^Teresek, Lake Park
Lodge, Nov. 30; Winona 'Musicians
Union, Red Men 's Wigwam , Nov.
9, and Donald Bublitz , Bpd Men 's
Wigwam, Nov. 10.
¦ ' . •: Two parking spaces on Main
street and two spaces <p Broadway will, be vacated for use by
patients of Dr. D. V. a»ardman ,
103 W. Broadway, and })r. L. L.
Korda , 10314 W. Broadway. Aldermen voted to amend the parking
ordinance on receipt of a complaint that high school students'
cars took all available space in
Hie area. The spaces will be twop.our zones.
' • A first estimate of $1,443.25
pn '- fjhe sanitary sewer contract for
jMiax Cpnrad Field by the Frank
b'taugh)ip Plumbing & Heating
(Co. v 'as" oirderpd paid.
'
f the Ar thurVC. Swenberg conshrucjtipn firrii, «ed' VV|»g. was
paj d ^,208.05 fpr cpps^ttj pn of
a' rietaming darp and reservoir
abpye' (Clark's tape, tjrie p)ird estimate pf '&6$2.jii pn the curb and
gytt«r. AQhfract fop Hdke Addition

IMONPOVI , Wis. (Special)—The
Rjey! Albert G. Hemer, 64, pastor
at Trinity Lutheran Church, ftfon :
dovf, for 37 years and formerly a
lieutenant colojjel ahxj chaplaid in
fhe '32nd Division . 'Wis.cpnsin Na :
.ipnai uuara , ^lea
Monday morning
Organ|zat|on of eyenipg class.es
if Buffalo Memr
irial LIo 'sp i t a j t^ provide instruction ' for" stulere 'aftep ' seven dents who drpp - out of Klgb
ppnJJs of failing school arid later decide that '{$jey^
wish ' to "complete requirehienfs
W wa ? *?9F»J fqr a ^j plgma yya^'di^ij fsed 'kdri ^larpra 21, 1838, day night by tne Board of Eduaf p . e p d s- cation.
burg, T/ff e., son oj " Superintendent of Sch9pls _ A.
Mr. a n d Mrs. L. Ne/son saicf that mgh op
schppl
f rye
Seorge Hj e m e r '. dropouts, of "^he pasf four
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DENNIS THE MENACE
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DEAR ABBY;

Halloween Is
For Little Tots

. ^^^^^^
Hi^^^k. '

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBYi To what ages should the Halloween custom
of going from door to door for Tricks or Treats be limited?
We welcome little ones in costume (some accompanied by their
parents) early in the evening. But what about "kiddies " up to
18 years old who go from door to door with sacks, baskets and
pillow cases asking for . a '"treat"? This annual event has provoked considerable discussion. What is your opinion?
TRICKS OK TREATS

¦ ' . ¦¦
¦
S^^E^^^^^^ILfl^
^H^I^I^^^V' fl^^lh
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DEAR T.O.T.: Halloween should be left to the little ones
who still believe in witches, goblins and ghosts. It's the responsibility of parents to control their children who are too
•old for such fantasies. There is something pitifully childish
about a 15-year-old "begging" candy or a taffy apple,
DEAR ABBY: Is it all right to use a nicknam e on an engraved wedding invitation? My
fiance has been called "Buddy" ajl his life.
If someone called him "Bertram" he wouldn't
even turn around. My mother says Ave have to
use "Bertram " on our . wedding invitations.
Could I put "Bertram (Buddy) Finklehoffe" on
the invitation and be correct?
ENGAGED
DEAR ENGAGED : Sorry - only full
given names are used on a formal wedding
invitation. -

.' . * HOIV COME YAALWAYS 6©JO ME TO eeo BEFORE

DEAR ABBY: One of your readers signed
"STUMPED" asks, "Can a dog be trained to
.
:« ..A- A..-1 it.:.. t...
:
.
-r _ :_ , . t-o » » rm. - „
is yes. AHU una namnignLS : me answer
Sleep Qays insieaa 01
ing will %vork on almost any dog within 24 hours. It-is common
practice to feed a dog once a day. After eating, the dog will, lie
down arid go to sleep. It is obvious that "Stumped" feeds her
dog in the evening. If she feeds her dog in the morning he will
CORNISH
sleep during the day and stay awake all night.

MARMADUKE

Abby

DEAR ABBY: You be the judge. If. a fellow called you up
and told you straigh t out that he had ju st broken \ip with his
steady girl and was not going to take her to the Prom but he
would like to take you if you were.not doing anything that night ,
would you go? Or would you refuse? "LET ME BE NAMELESS"
DEAE LET: If I had nothing else to do that night and .
wanted to go to the Prom, I'd say,, "Thank you, I'd be de.
. . .. ..
flighted. " ..
DEAR ABBY: I am 10 years old and want to get married on
the moon. Do you think they will have a rocket ship that will
. get to the moon by the time I am old enough to get hitched?
;' . : NEAL S.
.'.:: ' ; ' ' .' -,
DEAR NEAL: Hitch you wagon to a star, son. Your chances are good: (And if you have a sister, take her along. I
understand there is a man in the moon. )
What's oil your mind ? For a personal reply, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to Abby, Box 3365, Beverly Hills. Calif.
COOL GUNS

This one makes up. in being
timely what 'it lacks in being new.
Don't forget if. you put a cold gun
away, the change to room tem-

perature will cause moisture condensation. Left unattended this can
cause nasty rust. The safe way:
let gun warm up, then dry, oil
lightly and put away safely.

Sure we sow the sign! That 's why we 're
hiding him j

APARTMENT 3-6

By Alex Korrky
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MARY WORTH

By Saunde/s and Ernst
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NANCY

By Ernie Bushmiller
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REX MORGAN, M.D.

By Da , C(jrt|l
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Jelled Hawkeyes Face
Gophers Rushing Defense

IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP) -After
stumbling along unimpressively
for half the 1962 season, Iowa's
Hawkeyes appear , to have jelled
just in time for the stretch run
in the Big Ten,
When the Hawkeyes bumped off
Ohio State 26-14 Saturday, the
Iowans lived up to pre-season billing and operated with the efficiency long expected of them.

laws'* young lint apparently
came of age against- the Buckeyes,
twice in the second half halting
Ohio State drives to protect an
early three-touchdown lead.
The Hawkeyes went into : the 1962
campaign boasting one of the Big
Ten's most talented backJields in
quarterback Matt Szykowny, halfhacks Larry Ferguson and Bobby
Grier and fullback Bill Perkins.
But Siykowny was injured for
a. couple of games, Ferguson had
some trouble regaining his 1960
form after sitting out .1961 with-BjJ
injury and P«rkins didn't perform
as expected and sophomore Victor
Davis beat him out.
Tha first tint — without a senior in it — had its bad moments
and the backdield didn't overcome
its own errors long enough to
sustain mucht offense. Veteran end
Cloyd Webb got shuffled off the
first team with: uninspired play.
But that all ended against Ohio
State. The Hawkeyes put together
t±e right combination for a change
and the Buckeyes felt the sting of
a frustrated team finally realizing
its potential.
Now the Iowans art bent on
making up for lost time — starting
Saturday afternoon in Memorial
Stadium to Minneapolis when they
challenge Minnesota and the
mighty Gopher defense.
The Hawkeyes brought their season record to a respectable 3-3 by
¦whipping Ohio State and stand 2-2
in the Big Ten, good for a 6th
place tie with the Buckeyes.
Iowa will, throw its floating-T
attack against a Gopher defense
which has hold foes to an average
of only 25 yards a game on the
ground this season/
But Northwestern beat the Gophers with Tom Myers' passing
and the Hawkeyes have hopes of
doing the same with Szykowny's
aerial thrusts.
The senior quarterback has completed 41 of 71 passes this season
for 531 yards and five touchdowns.
He is a gifted athlete who can run
as well.
Heading the Hawkeye running
attack are Ferguson, Perkins and
Grier. Ferguson has . gained 271

Minor Injuries
Plague Gophers

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -^ Minnesota, whose hard work preparing
for Michigan State paid off with a
28-7 victory Saturday, began heavy
preparations Monday for the invasion of the Iowa Hawkeyes this
Saturday.
There was some discouraging
news from, the training room. End
John Campbell, a stalwart in the
unbending Gopher defense, appeared doubtful for the Iowa
game.
Campbell twisted a knee agairjst
Michigan State and his recovery
is not promising in time for the
Hawkeyes. Ray Zitzloff moved up
to take his place , with Dan Drexler and Dave Lothner backing him
up.
Other major Gopher ailments included Bill Munsey's sore ribs,
Jerry Jones' bruised shoulder and
Al Fischer 's nausea. Fischer was
hospitalized, but his ailment had
not been definitely diagnosed. He
was under observation for a hard
knock he got Saturday, but influenza was also suspected. All are
expected to be available.
With a sellout crowd of about
65,000 virtually assured , the game
will be televised locally by educational Channel 2.

Iowa Prepared to
Run or Throw

IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP) —Iowa
Coach Jerry Burns apparently
isn't too scared o£ Minnesota 's
bruising defense.
"I linvo great confi dence in both
phases of our attack ." the Hawkeye coach said Monday , "and that
was increased by our running and
long drives to boat Ohio State. We
will be prepared to run or throw
as conditions dictate. "
Iowa came out of the Ohio State
game with no serious injuries.
m

Coach Not Ready
To Fire Himself

CHICAGO W — Chicago Bear
owner George Halns is not ready
to fire coach George Halns of the
National Football League team.
Halas -was asked at the Chicago
American's quarterhack club
Monday "if you didn't own the
Bears, liow long would you put
up with a coach like you?"
Papa Bear chuckled and replied:
"Wo lire 4-4 so far this season
and I would give the coach a 6080 chance to continue, "
Halas said that after the game
Sunday, when the Bears were
trounced by Green Bay 80-7, ho
becan to feel his IIRC .
Hulas Is in his 43rd season of
professional football and his 35th
as head coach of tho Bears.

yards on 68 carries, Perkins 192 10 aerials for 157 yards,
on 34 tries and Grier 179 on 44 What the young t line lacks in
shots.
heft it makes up for in speed,
'averaging only 200 pounds a man
Pleats* end Paul KrauM has froni end-to-end.
been the top receiver, catching 15 The Hawkeye offense uses only
passes for 203 yards and a touch- one tackle, freeing one lineman
down. Ferguson is neatt -yith 12 for the floater position manned by
receptions for' 169 yards and one Krause. a junior He weighs only
touchdown, while Webb has taken 168 pounds, and sophomore ends

Tony Giacobaazi and Louis Williams Jr. 201 and 180, respectively,
to pull down the averages.
The tackle Is Gus Kasapis, a
523-pound lettered junior. At
guards in the first line are Wally
Hilgenberg, 209-pound junior, and
Mike Reuly, 211-pound junior. The
center is Gary Fletcher, 210-pound
junior.

CATS AIM AT CLEAR TITLE

^

Badgers Want Crown

Wildcats Lead

Gridiron Poll;
Minnesota10th

ped Michigan State and Purdue to
the once-beaten ranks with Wiscons" . and Minnesota.
The results offer Wisconsin a
clear chance to win the title on
its own because it plays seven
rather than six conference, games
and numbers both Northwestern
and Minnesota among its remaining rivals. The Gophers are the
only other club in the top five
to be assigned seven conference
The Badgers got tholr help last games, and they already have lost
weekend. Upsets saddled defend- to the Wildcats.
ing champion Ohio State with a
"Our attitude I'm sure will be
second conference loss and drop-

MADISON, Wis. tfl—Wisconsin's
football team knows what it's up
against Saturday in meeting Northwestern, but it welcomes the opportunity to move to the top of
the Big Teh conference.
"We don't need help from anybody else now," said Coach Milt
Brunn in appraising Wisconsin's
title chances. "We just have to
gvi out and do our job."

Wagman Testifies

better this week than last," Hid
Sruhn in looking ahead to the
Northwestern clash. Against Michigan last Saturday, the Badgers
had to labor to shake off the doldrums that set in after their loss
to the Buckeyes.
T h e Wisconsin - Northwestern
game is a sellout, the first for
Camp Randall since the Badgers
played Iowa in 1959 before a crowd
of 65,255.
The visiting Wildcats will find
at least 10,000 of their own rooters
in the stands. That's how many
tickets were issued to the Evans,
ton school.
Although both squads take pride
in their defenses, a personal duel
between quarterbacks Tom Myers
of Northwestern and Ron VanderKelen of the Badgers is expected
to touch off a high-scoring ball
game. :
Both men are excellent passers.
And both are blessed with tfive
receivers.
Against Indiana Saturday, Myers only totes the ball when
there's no alternative.
,
Paul Flateh/ is Myers' favorite
target. VanderKelen has Pat Richter, Wisconsin's top choice AllAmerica honors at end.
Northwestern's running attack
is powered by fullback Bill SUK
A
gle.
"We'll have our hands full with
him running and Myers throwing,"
said Brunn. "Between them they
can realiy chew up yardage."
Saturday's game will be the 50th
meeting between Wisconsin* and
Northwestern. The Badgers hold
the edge in the series, 29 to 16.
Four games have ended in ties.
At Evanston last year, Wiscon*
sin whipped the Wildcats 29-10.
The . victory killed Northwestern's
title hopes and set off a threegame winning streak for Wisconsin.
¦

By WILL GRIMSLEY
Associated Press Sports Writer
The rash of weekend upsets
caused the biggest shakeup of the
year today in the college football
rankings but Northwestern clung
to the No. I position and found
a potential Rose Bowl rival,
Southern California, breathing NEW YORK (AP) - Confessed
In the course! of his testimony,
down its neck.
basketball briber Aaron Wagman Wagman named Dave Goldberg of
has testified that he entered into Chicago and St. Louis as Molinas'
Missouri, Wisconsin and Minne- an arrangement with Jack Moil- backer.
resota moved into the top ten,
nas in 1957 because he needed Wagman testified to at least two
placing Michigan State, Washing- backing in connection with the fix"fixed" games in which Molinas
ton and Auburn, although not in ing of basketball games.
was ; involved. He said he and
the same spots. The order underWagman wat the prosecution's Green arranged for Richard Hoffwent considerable juggling.
Behind Northwestern and South- first witness Monday at Molinas' man; 25, of Columbia, S.C., to
ern California , The Associated trial on charges of bribery and dump a game between South CarPress' weekly poll placed Ala- conspiracy. Molinas, $0, a former olina and Georgia at the Gator
bama, Mississippi, Texas, Arkan- Columbia University and Fort Bowl tournament in Jacksonville,
sas, Missouri, Wisconsin, Louisi- Wayne Pistons basketball star who Fla., on Dec. 29, 1957. He said
now t e a practicing attorney , was Molinas put up the money for a
ana State, and Minnesota.
Northwestern,
which
barely barred from pro basketball sever- $1,000 bribe..
squeezed past Indiana 26-21 on a al years ago for betting on his
H» testified that Molina* told
late rally, didn't command the own team's games.
¦
him
he paid $1,500 to Leonard
"
.
big block of first-place! votes Wagrnan,, awaiting sentencing
CONFERENCE CHAMPS . . .Dr, Nels Minne,
sentation from the background are eight memafter pleading guilty to 27 counts Kaplan of the University of Alashowered on it a Week ago.
president of Winona State College, presents the
bers of the championship, squad, left to right,
of bribery and conspiracy in the bama in connection with the AlaThe Wildcats received 24 of the 1961 college basketball scandal, bama-Tulane game in February of
1962 Northern States College Conference footMarv Cunningham, Jerry B-aMars, Arley Ihrke,
m
Gary Pahl, Glen Schneider, Merle Grothei Jerry No. 1 ballots—less than half oi said Joseph Hackert and Joseph 1959. Wagman said the "deal*' was
ball trophy to head coach Madeo (Moon) Mollfor
Alabama
to
win
by
so
more
nari. With Molinari is line coach Bob Keister and
Wedemeier and John Lautijan. (Daily News the 49 cast by a special flanel of Green were with him when the than three points. Alabama, with Not'l Basketball Ass'n
sports writers and broadcasters— arrangement was made.
Nt nmn KhBdulad too*/ . or Monday.
photo)
assistant coach Glen Johnson. Watching the preKaplan among the scoring leadwith 9 each going to Alabama and
WBDNHSDAY'S OfcMBS
Boston at Cincinnati.
Hacktn hat pleaded guilty to ers, won by two points—74-72.
Mississippi , 6 to Southern Cal and
LM Anstlt* at Sin Francisco.
The trial, being heard by Justice New
1 to Texas: Southern Cal, 14-0 several bribery and . conspiracy
York at ¦ St. Louis.
¦. .
winner over Washington, had counts in the basketball scandal. Joseph Sarafite and a jury of
strong support for the second, Green is under Indictment both eight men and four women, will
Not'l Hockey League
here and in North Carolina, which resume Wednesday, It will be in No o«m«i schtdultd today er Monday.
third and fourth slots.
OHMES
Points are computed on the conducted a concurrent investiga- recess today because of the elec- TorontoWEDNESDAY'!
at Ntw York.
tion.
basis of ten for a first-place vote, tion.
Boston at Chicago.
nine for second, etc. Northwestern
Golden Gloves boxing prac- had 442 points compared with 409
tice will not be held at the for the Big Six conference power
mmi»mAMAm **^mAw *mm *^^m—Mmmm m~m ^mmm» ^mi^^mmemmmmm *wmmmmmmimmm
West End Recreational Center house. '¦
The top ten with first place
because of the •lection.
Tho next t>ractic* session votes in parentheses:
I. Northwestern (Ml
4«
for the boxers will be at 7:30
AU61E KARCKER
1. Southern Calif. («)
4M
p.m. Saturday at the center.
1. Alabama (»)
in
{»)¦
4.
Mlululppl
J7I
Sports

To Cage Fixing

Golden Gloves
Behind Ike Drills Changed
Eight-Ball
Editor

RAY YOUNG, publisher of the Wabasha County Herald at
Wabasha, last week received a letter from a "fan" who watched
the Mondovi-St. Felix football game -won by Mondovi 1^13.
The fan, who identified himself as "D. P. Robertson of Minneapolis, Mum.", askedI that the letter be published in the Wabasha
paper and then sent to the Winona paper. He supposedly was passing
through Wabasha, likes high school football, saw the lighted field
arid stopped to take in the gameThe letter begins in part with the statement "The one thing
I deplore is the blaming of officials when everything doesn't go
right" and then it launches into a criticism of the officiating of that
particular ball game.
Because the officials reportedly were from Winona, the writer
asked that the letter be passed along to.the Winona paper. -'
PUBLISHER YOUNG printed the letter and passed It along
with a note: "Here's a letter we received this week and we are
passing it along to you as suggested by the author—plus 47 other
people here in Wabasha."
Young doesn't Identify the "47 other people" and I wonder if
he sought to identify "Mr. Robertson." A check of Minneapolis
directories does not list any such person.
Be that as it nfay, it's quite obvious that the rulesmakers have
been wrong for more than 100 years. Here they have placed the
whlstle-tooters out on the field when, after all, they could see a lot
better if they were up in the stands.
This is not to condemn nor praise the officials who worked that
game or any other one. And I've seen several in which disputable
decisions arose on which the final result was determined.
"Robertson " called the contest "one of the finest games I have
seen in over 40 years." He should have left it at that.
It is never our policy to criticize in print the work of any official in an athletic contest.
Until such time that ath letic events are alV put on film , then
reviewed by a board of non-partisan officials the next day, and
the final score then mutually decided upon, and the story submitted to the newspapers and radio and tclewiston stations f o r
presentation to the public, until then toe will have to continue
using fallible human beings as officials and abide by their decisions which most often must be made with split-second thinking.

•

•

Soviet Teams
Set for Series

NEW YORK (AP) - The invasion of Soviet athletes on U.S. soil
began Monday night with the arrival of the Russian men's and
women's
national
basketball
teams for a series , of games
against U.S. teams.
The men's basketball team will
play a U.S. all-star team in Madison Square Garden Thursday
night in the opening of an eightgame tour, The women will play
six games here.

5. Texai • (!)
ITS
i. Arkansas
17»
7. Missouri
144
1. Wisconsin
1li
?. Louisiana state
10]
10. MINNESOTA
»J
Tin otritri: Ptnn Statt, Oregon, Georgia
Tech, Miiml of Fla., Washington, Army,
Dartmoutti, Auburn, Oklahoma, Florida,
UCLA, Kansas, Michigan State, Oregon
State, Arliona State, West Virginia.

VALLEY RIDERS
NAMES WINNERS
T e r r y Zimmerman won the
men's high point trophy at the
Valley Riders . Play-Day Sunday at
Stan Bolands.
Kathy Carlblom copped the women's high point trophy. Twelve
events were held.

WHO WfLL BE BOSS?

Cardinal Feud Brews
With Devine, Rickey

ST. LOUIS, Mo. (AP)-General
Manager Bing Devine of the St.
Louis Cardinals says he has a
"great respect" for Branch Rickey. Rickey, newly appointed club
consultant, says he and Devine
get along fine. But reports are
that both have threatened lo juit
if they have to work with each
other.

A feud hat arisen over who It
going to run the ball club, the
St. Louis Globe-Democrat said
Monday night in a copyright
story .
Rickey, the story said, has
shown every evidence since his
return of taking over complete
operation of the Cardinals, the
club with which he created the
farm system in the early 1920s.
Although both men reportedly
have been persuaded to stay on
arid try to work things out, the
turmoil In the front office seems
likely to remain.

•

Then, Rickey Issued several
orders, the Globe-Democrat said,
which virtually countermanded directives previously given by Devine.
Rickey told The Associated
Press In New York he knew of
no instance when he countermanded any of Devine 's directives.
Rickey said there were no real
differences between him and Devine and none that can't be ironed
out,

•
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needed from Devine, the newspaper said.

•
AROUND ROCHESTER , they're starting to talk about a new 9ra
in high school football, now that the Rockets have rolled to a Big
"We'll probably have different
Nine championship with a star-studded backfield of underclassmen.
views on certain things. " Rickey
coach,, was
From IBM to ¦1957T l when
. - -, oresent
.. _ —
i
. head
.
—- John Drews,
said, "but that's healthy. We 're
both Interested in doing somean assistant, Rochester either won or shared in
thing to improve the club. That's
five straight championships.
more important than any differSome are saying that tho only thing that might
ences we might encounter. "
Interrupt a new era would be should Rochester
And the club brass?
have to go to a two-high school system because
"I can 't conceive that there
jf its expanded enrollment.
would be any misunderstanding,"
said Cardinal owner August A.
However, tho Rockets very likely will not have
Busch, But, he added, the reportsophomore fullback star Rich Field around too
ed
feud "will be my first order
Devlnt admitted, tha Globemuch longer. His father, It Is revealed, is a Mayo
of business tomorrow, "
Democrat
said,
that
he
had
been
Foundation fellow and may leave Rochester at
Dick Meyer, executive vice
surprised by some developments.
the end of the present school year.
The Globe-Democrat said the president of the club, said he had
Wonder if Drews might be thinking about rent- first evidence of a division of learned some differences of opinion
,
Drews
ing out his spare bedroom next fall?
authority came when Rickey an- exist between Devino and Rickey.
swered questions by newsmen But , Meyer said: "Bing Devine is
general manager. "
BIG NINE POSTMORTEMS! When Albert Lea crushed Red Wlno concerning club personnel without still the
¦imiw i I
¦»—————
¦
¦»—¦———— ^¦
consulting
Devine,
who
was
presfor its sixth win of the season Friday, it marked only the seventh
ARENZ WORK SHOE
ent.
time in the history of Tiger football that A.L. has won six games
Rickey met with Manager JohnOR WORK OXFORD
in one year. Jim Gustafson-coached teams have done it three ny Keane and George Silvey, di.
times' i ; : The Big Nine was blessed with'sparkling under-dassmen rector of player procurement, who
this season. Mel Stcnsrud of Alb«rt Lea, a junior, gained 939 yards were flown in for the meeting. A
and has 1,267 for his career. He needs only 401 next season to break Cardinal official said Rickey could
jthe school record . . . Owatonna gained 101 yards in the air against have gotten nil the information he
Austin with eight completions in 10 . shots. A fumble recovery by
MmmmmA * Mslres
Austin on the Owatonria foilr-yard stripe turned victory into defeat.
k^H^HHL
to
Money
. . , "Little Bertha," a historic cannon trophy, was reclaimed by
I When yw» need money— |
Faribault by virtue of its win over Northficld. It is a symbol of
I <25 To '600 l
Hie rivalry between the two schools.
I At Public Finance we 're |
»
t
•
J your Vind of people, nnd !
OFF THE CUSHION t End Don Lehman wat named most valuI we like to do bueinesa with I
¦
people like you.
able player by Michigan Tech players and Bob Lurtsema was
j
chosen as the Huskies' most outstanding defensive player . . .
Austin Pacelll closed out its season with a 12-7 loss to Garrigan
High of Algono, Iowa . . . Crusher Lisowsk l , who meets Moose
^^JJJ SOLES
Evans in the headlincr Friday night at the Catholic Rcc, takes a
¦
c o *n t *4 , i i e * J
I
dim view of mat stars of tho past. "They were all bums," he says.
1 W CDoata Bids.
riiaiM I W I
"They couldn't carry my left shoe into tho arena."
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Watkins Posts
2;734; Fiffh
High Series

Pin Topplers league at Westgate
Bowl burned up the lanes Monday
night as league leading Watkin 's
Mary King posted 2 ,734, the fifth
highest series of the season. The
team's 952 single was ninth high.
Leading the assault of eight 500s
in the league was Esther Kelm's
570 for Kalua Klub. It was the 10th
high series by women bowlers for
the season . Other 50Os included
Helen Englerth , 567; Esther Pozanc 212-556; Ellie Bugh 552; Irlene
Trimmer 537, Audrey Gorecki 536,
Thelma Pellowski 517 and Alga Stever 501.
WESTGATE BOWL: Community—Floyd Broker cracked 224-623
for Schlitz Beer as his mates rapped 1,066. Attie Blumentritt hit
224 for Hackbarth Feed Mill.
Alley Gaters — Shirley Squires
posted 219-543 for Curley's as the
quintet chalked up 905-2,640. Virginia Schuminski rapped 504, Alice
Stevens, 505.
Ladies—Mary Serwa -socked 205482 for Silver Dollar Bar- Her
mates clipped 869-2,410.
Junior Girls — Diane Hohensee
tipped 419-249 for Ten Pins. Lucky
Strikes pounded out , 637-1,274. ;
HAL-ROD LANES: City — Ray
Bambenek socked 625 for Oasis Bar
as the* quintet smashed 996-2.945.
Hal Biltgen clipped 222 for HalRod Lanes.
VFW T- Mary Wnuk chalked up
214-558, for Berriie's DX. League
leading Fountain Brew cracked 1,028-2,798., ¦; "
j unior Girls — Judy Schneider
tipped 160 for Lucky Strikes as the
quintet posted 618-1,169. Carole
Kollofski rapped 278;
W I N O N A ATHLETIC CLUB:
Monday League — Rich Schreiber
socked 232 and Bill Chuchna totaled 232 for Phillip's 66. The team
smashed 1,071-2,851, 10th high series of the series. John-1 Bell Jr.,
wrapped up 585.
Go Getters — Mary Jane Kramer socked 174-476 for Kramers.
The quintet cracked 861-2,486.
RED MEN'S CLUB: Class B James Hermes clipped 495 for Sunbeam bread as the team chalked
up 2,548. Francis Hofer socked 188
for Schmidt's Beer. Poerer tipped
900
KEGLERS LANES: Satellite Larry Donahue paced league . lead*
ing Lang's Michelob's 870-2,498 with
164-464;
WESTGATE LADIES
Westgate Bowl
W
V
17 10
Grulkowskl Beauty Shop
The Oaks '- . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Is 11
Silver Dollar Bar :
H 11
Sams Direct Service
. . . . . . . . 12 IS
Codntry Kitchen ' ¦ -.' ....:. .¦
10 17
Tloughan Rusco
.10 IT
MONDAY LEAGUE
Winona Athletic Club
W
L
Cd Buck's Camera . . . . . . . . . . If 11
Phillip 's 66 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 I
I
Schllli Beer
. 1 4 13
1st National Bank
14 13
East End Coal Co.
U 15
Polly Meadow , . . . . . . . - • ¦ • • TO 17
GO-GETTERS
Winona Athletic Club
W
L
Don Springers
U f
Kramers Plumberetfe* . — ,17 10
Markle Stevenson
II . 11
Graham ft McGuire
14 13:
Warnkens Meats
* 18
Hub Bar . . . . . .
» If
PARK REC JR GIRLS
Hal Rod Lanes
W
L
lucky Strikes
10
4
Pin Dusters
»
5
Jets
»
5
Hal Rod All Stars
7
7
Alley Cats
7
7
9
Sharks
J.
Pee Wee's
S
•
Happy Go Luckles
4 10
RED MENS CLASS B
W
L
Red Mens Allies
Doerers
if 11
Schmidts Beer
15'A nt%
Sunbeam Bread
15 11
Bubt Oldtimers
TVi Wh
KEGLERS SATELLITE
Keglers
W
L
Langs Mlchelob
24
3
Nesbltts
19!* TVs
Sunshine Cafa
.19
I
'. . . . UVi 13M
S. S. Kresge
Coca Cola Co.
13 14
Lanebralns
12 IS
Spectaculars
S 22
Goofs
3 21
COMMUNITY
Westgale Bowl
W
L
Silver Dollar Bar
JI 'A t '.i
Hackbarth Feed Mill
. 20 10
Schlitz Beer
20 10
Sunbeam Bread
It 11
Winona Ramblers
17VJ ll'A
17 13
Schmidt' s Beer
Blumentritt Store
11 17
Miller High Hie
11 1*
Parmer 's Exchange
f 14
Coca cola
.
J 25
PIN TOPPLERS
Westgale
W
L
Watkin 's Mary King
ISVI SVi
Winona Paint & Olasi
11 »
Main Tavern
II 10
Kalua Klub
11 10
Lincoln Insurance .<.
10 11
Vic 's Bar
9'A 11V4
Hamernlks Bar
I 12
Welly 's
7 13
ALLEY GATER'S
Westgate Bowl
W
L
Curley 's Floor Shop
21
f
Valentine Trucking
17 10
Montgomery Wards ..
. . . If 11
Tavcrna Barbor&Deauty Sply. 14 13
Wfllfnms Hotel
11 14
Bud's Bar
11 13
Nash's
* 18
Winona Dally News
f 11
WESTGATE JUNIOR GIRLS
Westgate Bowl
W
L
Lucky Strikes
«
0
Ten Pins
t
0
Alloy Cats
7
1
Lucky Devils
,
5
3
Gutter Busters
4
4
Alley Oatnri
4
4
Blue Angels
4
4
Pin Smashers
3
5
Lucky Four
2
i
Strlket les
1 f
Pin Hawks
1
7
Ball Baby 's
O
i
CITY
Hal.Rod
W
L
KWNO Radio
21
*
Bunke 's Apco
.... 20 10
Wally 's F. City
17 11
Spoodwaih
if 14
Hal-Rod Lanes
If 14
Llnahans Cale
If 14
Graham & McOuIre
15 IS
Oasis Bar
14'A 15'A
Merchants Bank
13Vi UVs
Pepsi Cola
12 18
Dubt Beers
10 20
Hotel Winona
10 20
ST. MARTIN'S LADIES
St. Martin 's
W
L
Coca Cola
21
4
,
Dreltfow 's
If II
Farm A Garden
15 12
United Building Center
13 12
Winona Typewriter Service ,. 12 IS
Skolly Girls
11 If
Paint Depot
f 1»
Ooede 's Chick Hatchery .... I If

Deer Shiner Caught
DUUJTH . Minn. (AP ) - Edward Ahonnn , 25. Kettle liiver,
Monday was fined $250 on a
charge of shilling deer southwest
of CJoquet.

200 Farmers
Want Ads
Explorer Post 2 Most Markets
Closed Today
Start Here
NEW YORK W>—Stock and comHear NF0 Plea Third in Match modity
exchanges in this country
Central Lutheran Church Post are closed today for Election Day.
Chicago livestock market will
copped third place in Theopen,
For Cooperation 2,theWinona,
be
however.
Gatnehaven Council Explorer

Foul Bailers Win
In T Volleyball

BLIND ADS UNCALLED FORD-2, J, 3!, 45, S5, 56, 59

Foul Bailers stopped Sticky Fingers 15-13, 16-14 in Monday night's
YMCA volley ball action.
In other games Net Hangers
stopped Foot Faults 15-7, 15-3 and
Satan Chasers rapped S«t-eruppers
15-0, 7-15, 15-4.

Never Bend
Early Choice

CHERRY HILL, NX (APICain Hoy Stable's Never Bend has
been installed an early odds . on
choice at 2-5 today as a field , of
seven juveniles was . entered for
Saturday's running of the $272,530
Garden State.
Manuel Ycaza is to ride Never
Bend, winner of last week's trial .
The field of prospective entries
for ' .. the mile and one-sixteenth
race was held at seven when the
noon deadline passed Monday
without any owner posting the required $10,000 supplemental nomination to make any 2-year-old
eligible. ;
Rounding out the field are
Gedrge D. Widener^s—Crewman,
a possible second choice with Willie Shoemaker listed to ride; Ada
L. Rice's entry of Eight Proud
and;Delta . Judge; R. F. Bensinger's In the Pocket; Harbor
View 's Master Dennis and William B. Robinson's Rural Retreat.
the field of seven will be the
smallest in the history of the race.
The winner will receive $163,518.

STATE

(Continued from Page One)
bert Hanson expected between
15,000 and 16,000 to turn out ,
which he said was very strong
for an off-year. There were several local issues and hot county
races to spice interest.
Long lines queued up at some
balloting places in : Minneapolis
and suburbs and there were indications more were voting this time
than two years ago.
At Sheridan Grade School In

Richfield , some 200 had dropped
off to do their duty before hustling
off to work. There were two lines
of 150 or more by 8 a.m. Some
men who came to vote before work
drove away when they saw the
lines and planned to come back
before supper.
Registered voters at . St, Paul
were turning out at a fractionally
higher rate than they did four
years ago. A check of 18 test precincts showed 67 per cent of eligible voters were going to the polls
as of 9 a.m., compared with 66
per cent during the same period
of 1958.
Interest was high in the suburbs
where lineups were commonplace.
Overcast skies didn't dull interest and a vote of 1,250,000 was
expected over the state. If the prediction came true, it would be a
record for a non-presidential year.

RECEIVING KEY AWARDS . .. Left' to right, Susan Kling and
Dan Curran, Taylor, Allen Evenson, Alma Center, and Owen Hanson, Hixton, receive the highest county 4-H club honor from Thomas
Gomer, Black River Falls. (Betty Epstein photo)

4-H'ers Cited
In Jackson Co.

BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.—
Two Taylor youths, one from Hixton and one from Alma Center,
received key awards at the Jackson County 4-H achievement night
program Saturday at the high
school auditorium . here.
The recipients were Susan Kling
and Dan Curran , Taylor ; Owen
Hanson , Hixton, and Allen Evenson, Almsi Center. Dan is president of the Wisconsin Youth Council.
Further honor will go to the
young people at the key award
banquet at Madison during Farm
and Home Week in January. The
honor is based on points made
through 4-H club work and is the
highest a club member can win.
Presentations were made by
Thomas Corner, Black River
Falls, representative of Cities
Service Oil Co.
Marian Kopp, 17, Taylor, received the largest
n u m b e r of
award s at t h e
program.
S h e received
nine awards, one
each in the following — f o o d
p r e s e r v7 a.- '
tion , foods a n d
nutrition , gardening, dress revue,
juni or leadership ,
favorite foods reMarian
vue , g i r l s
acnievement v award , nome economics award and clothing.
Marian is president of the
French . Creek Falcons 4-K Club
and is a senior at Taylor High
School.

Divorces Granted
In District Court
Republican incumbent Gov. Elmer
A bitterly fought race between

L. Andersen and' his DFL opponent , Lt. Gov. ' Karl Rolvaag,
topped interest on the state ticket.
Another drawing sharp lines in
the 5th Congressional District , in
Minneapolis, was the attempt of
State Sen. Donald Fraser, DFL,
to upset veteran GOP Congressman Walter Jiidd. ,
Voting appeared h e a v y at
Crookston in the 7lh Congressional District , with 334 ballots cast
up to 9 a.m. a strong indicator of
a record turnout for a non-presidential election year. Based on
previous experience , the noontime
vote may come close to two years
ago.
Sunshine and a perfect fall day

greeted voters at Redwood Falls
where the turnout Was as heavy
and possibly heavier than two
years ago up to 9 a.m. according
lo election clerks.
Duluth, however, reported light

voting in early hours. A sampling
of voter turnout indicated a level
of that for the 1958 general election and substantially under two
years ago. Tho weather was good.
Observers at Braincrd felt the

Two divorces were granted hy
Judge Leo F. Murphy Monday in
District Court here.
Both cases went by default with
no appearances by the defendants,
each was brought on grounds of
cruel and inhuman treatment and
P. S. Johnson represented the
plaintiff in each case.
One action was brought bv Mrs.
Virginia R . Strand , 31, 1172 Gilmore Ave., against Harley A.
Strand , 37.
The Strands were married in
Winona June 8, 1957, and have two
children , Mrs. Strand and Mrs.
Violet Pavek , 1172 Gilmore .Ave.,
were called as witnesses.
Mrs. Margaret Dingfelder , 18,
212 E. King St., was granted a
divorce from Melvin Dingfelder ,
22.
They were married here July 2,
1960, and have no children. Mrs.
Dingfelder and Collete Sobcck, 212
E. King St., testified.
turnout was about even with the
presidential election two years ago
and ahead of 1958. In I960 15,000
votes were cast in Crow Wing
County compared with 11, 700 in
1958.

Dodge Neighbors
Pick Moga's Corn
DODGE, Wis.. (Special)—Neighbors of Raphael Moga picked over
65; acres of corn for him while
he, is confined to the La. Crosse
Lutheran Hospital, victim of a
farm accident.
His forearm was Ulcerated Oct.
23 when he attempted to remove
a belt fronti a corn shelter and
his glove caught between the belt
and. pulley. Surgery was performed a week later to relieve infection.: His condition is much improved.
Helping with the corn picking
were David and Roy Hoesley, Fred
Kiekhoefer,. James Pellowski, Len
Seracki and Joseph Wener. Mrs.
George HOesley helped with feeding the crew. :

Burner, Power
Units Purchased

Bids for two equipment p u rehases by city departments were
opened and contracts awarded at
the Monday night meeting of the
City Council .
Two 250.CO0-BTU gas-fired. - heating units for the street department garage at 201 Stone St., were
ordered purchased from Winona
Heating & Ventilating Co. for an
installed price of $1,181.
Three other bids were submitted: American Plumbing & Heating Co., $1,295; Frank O'Laughlin
Plumbing & Heating Co., .$1,295,
and Kraning 's Sales & Service, $1,398.
Held over from the Oct. 15 meeting for further study, only two of
four original bids for purchase of
an auxiliary power unit ,'at the
Gilmore A.venue-Vila Street sewer
lift station were, found to meet
specifications , according to City
Engineer James Baird . .
Successful bidder was Fairbanks, Morse & Co. with an offer
of $3,762 for a natural gas powered 40-kilowatt auxiliary electrical
generating unit. The remaining bid
of $4,548 was submitted by the Interstate GM Diesel Co.

Bids Being Asked
On County Tax
Writing Machine ,
Winona County Auditor Richard
Schoonover was authorized by the
County Board of Commissioners
this morning to advertise for bids
for a new tax writing machine. .
The county is required by state
law to advertise for bids for purchases exceeding $2,500. However,
when the specifications are drawn
only one firm will be able to bid
—Addresso graph-Multigraph Corp.
That's because the county 's old
tax writing machine is an Addressograph . The Addrcssograph
plates the machine uses (which
could be used in a new Addressograph) are worth about $12,000
in material and labor if the county
decided to buy a competing brand
and had to replace the plates to
fit the different bj;and.
The machine is used for preparing the real and personal property tax list.

ON ASSIGNMENT BASIS

School Director Suggests
Shelter for Every Family

Prior assignment of every family in the city of Winona to an
approved fallout shelter in the
event of nuclear attack was suggested Monday night at a meeling
of the Board of Education.
Discussed as a measure to eliminate panic among persons seeking
shelter should an emergency arise,
the iiuggestion was made by Board
President Lawrence Santelman
during a report by Superintendent
of Schools A. L. Nelson on slops
taken by the school administration
to prepare agains t possible emergency situations.

SANTELMAN said that since
surveys made by stale , Civil Defense and Red Cross authorities
indicate that public school buildings would be among tho prime
shelter areas in time of attack "It
might bo wise for us to iniliate
thought for planned use of shelters, hoping (hat it would never
have to be used.
"If every family is assigned to
a certain building in case of atUiek ," Santelman said, "it would
help eliinnintc tlie possibility of a
stampede of persons to one place. "
Nelson had noted that three detailed surveys have been mwlo of
public school buildings to deter-

mine how well the structures are similar structures in tho city for
protected against fallout. Plans for all citizens of the communit y."
student use of buildings In limes
THERE ARE about 500 rural
of emergency have been distributed to the principals , Nelson said. school children now attending (he
public schools here , the superin"WINONA, IT would seem, It tendent said. . Bus drivers have
not a prime target area ," Nelson deposited duplicate keys to their
continued , "so under normal con- buses in tfio superintendent's ofditions we could expect enough fice and in case of emergency
warning should an atomic device school employes will go directly
be exploded in the Twin Cities area to the buses and transport children
to get all of our people home to their homes if bus drivers are
before tho fallout reaches us. "
not available.
Nelson said that (here are stocks Directors thought the ( idea of
of food in Hie Senior High School preparing a plan which would adbuildin g .sufficient to sustain the vise each family where it should
student body for several days and , go If there is a nuclear attack
should there be a contamination was a good one. They agreed that
of tho public water supply — con- Winona 's civi l defense director ,
sidered unlikely by board mem- George McGuire , might bo invited
l>er.s—the problem could be solved to attend a board meeting and disby drilling shallow wells In the cuss such planning. Rny Gorsuch ,
basements of each building and in- 1st Ward director , said he was
stalling simple lift pumps.
sure McGuire would "bo "tickled
The school administration . Nel- pink to have some group like ours
son said , feels that if possible tho express an interest in such planchildren should be returned lo ning. "
their homes and then go to a Direct or-nt-Lnrge L. R. Woodshelter ak a family unit.
worth .said he thought the plannin g
"That would be our first course would he good hut didn 't think
of action if emergency develops ," the board should undertake any
the .superintendent told the board. food st ocking or well drillin g in any
"No doubt our facilities (hen of I he buildings , Other hoard memwould bo used along with other bers agreed on this point.

PLAINVIEW, Minri. (Special) An audience of over 200 from
Wabasha County and surrounding
areas heard Robert Casper, vice
president of the National Farmers
Organization , Winterset, I o w a ,
urge more cooperation among
farmers at a meeting at Community School here Monday night."
Alfred Morris, Kasson, member
of the NFO board of directors,
announced that delegates from all
counties in a 16-state area will
attend the national convention at
Des Moines, Iowa, Dec. 5-6i

Scout Jifle match : Saturday at
the Sportsmen 's Club, near Chester, Minn.
Held in conjunction with the
National Rifle Association , Internatiohal. Business Machines Post
113, Rochester, walked away with
first place followed by Hed Wing
Methodist Church Post 31.
Three Winonans placed among
the top 12 in the individual competitioji which was won by
Clague Hodgson, Rochester. They
•were Roger Hannon, Post 6, Post
6, seventh; LaVerne Schanner,
Post 2, 10th, and Byron Bohnen.
CASPER PR EDICTED tha* "co- Post 2, 12th.
operative agriculture is coming
into the picture."
Cooperative agriculture will pro- WINONA MARKETS
vide small farms with the same
Reported by
profit as larger fanners, he said,
Swift & Company
and profit provides farmers their Buying hours are from 8 a.m. to 4¦ p.m.
through Friday.
y •' >
only source of income. Contrary Monday
These quotationa apply i% of noon today.
to the practice of labor, farmers All livestock arriving alter Closing time
will be properly cared for^ weighed and
do not strike;
priced the following morning:
He warned that if fanners do
HOGS
The hog market is butchers 25 higher
not get together and solve their than
yesterdays close,' Sows steady.
problems, their children will leave Strictly meat type additional 20-40 cents;
the farm. He pointed out that fat hogs discounted 2<MO cents per hunfarmers themselves must take the dredwelgto.
Good togs, barrows and gilt*—
responsibility of seeing that they 160-180 ..
:............. 15.00-16.00
1B0-2OO
16;or>16.25
get their fair profit. He indicated 203-220
,. . ls.25
that it was up to them instead 220-24O ....... ;.......... 16.15-16.25
15.85-16.15
of to the college people who learn 240-270
15.25-15.85
about agriculture from books and 27M00
300-330
14.75-15.25
330-36O
.....s,
14.50-14.75
transmit it to farmers directly or
Good sews—
through magazines and papers.
270-300 .;- .. ;............... , 15.00-15.25
"Other cooperatives tell us what 300-330 ....... ,.,...,
14.75-15.00
; . . . . . . . . . . . . , . , . . . .; . ; 14.50-14.75
to do with our commodities, why 330-360
365-4O0
14.00-14.50
don 't we Organize into coopera- 40M50 ....... ................ 13.75-14,00
450-5OXI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13.25-13.75
tives, control . our prices and thus Stags—
.
control our profits? Then we would 450-doivn •'..
10.00
have control of our own business •450-ujl . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . ; . 9.00-10.00
Thin
and
unfinished
hogs.,
discounted
on our ¦ own' farms," the speaker
CALVES:
'
'
¦¦
said. '[ ' ¦

. '. .

';' .

EXISTING COOPERATIVES are

offered the opportunity to join the
NFO marketing agency within the
autonomy of their present ; group,
Casper said. It isn't the purpose
or . desire of the NFO to replace
existing marketing groups, he continued. It is rather "our hope that
all existing marketing groups that
are willing and determined to
battle for fair prices for farmers
will bring the entire organizing
strength : of agriculture under a
legal structure for the purpose of
pricing and selling our products."
"We never sold farmers anything but a dream " Casper said.
"It has been a wonderful dream
— let's keep it growing. "

La Crescent Man
Still Unconscious

LA CRESCENT, Muin. -The
condition of A. R. Hanson, 47, La
Crescent, remains very serious at
St. Mary's Hospital, Eochester,
the Mayo Clinic said this morning.
Hanson has been unconscious
since receiving a skull fracture
from a fall at the Commodore
Supper Club here about 9 p.m.
Oct. 26. He received the fracture
from falling against a bar stool
or the bar after being struck in
the chin by Frederick Long, 41,
Chicago , who is out on bail following arraignment , on a second
degree assault char ge.
' ¦
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'
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Blooming Prairie
Player Killed
While Hunting
BLOOMING PRAIRIE, Minn.
(AP) — A star halfback for the
unbeaten Blooming Prairie high
school football team, Ronald L.
Holmes, 16, was killed today in a
hunting accident.
Sheriff Everett Stovern of Freeborn County said Holmes was
hunting with a friend , Ronald J.
Dagestad on a road near their
home. Dagestad , walking ahead ,
heard a shot , saw Holmes fall.
The sheriff said Holmes apparently stumbled and was kitted by
the discharge of his own shotgun.
The youngest of ( eiglit children ,
Holmes was the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Holmes Si\ , farmers
near Geneva.

Blair Youthr 19,
In Fair Condition;
Tumbled From Car
BLAIR , Wis. (Special)—Nineteen-year-old David Syverson, son
of Mrs. James Syverson, Blair, is
in fair condition at St. Mary 's
Hospital , Rochester, today with a
skull fracture received In an accident Saturday. The Wayo Clinic
said this morning he is conscious.
David was transferred to St,
Ma ry 's Monday from Tri-County
Memorial Hospital , Whitehall ,
where he had been a patient
since the accident at 2 a.m. Saturday. According to reports , he
was sitting on the trunk of a car
which was being pushed. When
the driver stepped on the gas the
car lurched forward and Syverson fell lo tho pavement.
The accident happened near
the Bluske store in Blair.

PRODUCE

CHICAGO (AP ) — (USDA) Live poultry : wholesale buying
prices unchanged to 2 lower;
roasters 2(iVa-27',i; special fed
white rock fryers lSVii-20; heavy
hens 17-mi.
CHICAGO <A PT~ (USDA ) Potatoes arrivals 40; on track
253; total U.S. shipments 398;
.supplies liberal demand fair; market about steady; carlot track
¦sales: Idaho russets 3.75; Washinj lton russets 3.00; ' Minnesota
Nforl li Dakota Red River Valley
round reds 2.15-2,35.

GRAIN

MINNEAPOLIS Of) - Wheat receipts Monday 316; year ago 320;
trading basis unchanged ; prices,
Vi higher; Cash spring wheat basis, No. 1 dark northern 2.37Va- Card ef Thanks
'.
2.39Vs ; Spring wheat one cent pre- KULAS—
U
• .- • '
mium each lb over 58-61 lbs; We wish to extend our heartfelt thanks
kindthe
act%
of
and
appreciation
for,
spring wheat one cent discount ness, messages of sympathy, beautiful
each xk lb under 58 lbs; protein floral and spiritual offerings received
relapremium 11-16 per cent 2.37%- from txir friends, neighbors and
tives In our sad bereavement, the k>s»
2.74 7».
of our beloved father. We especially
No 1 hard Montana winter wish to thank Rf. Rev. N. F. Grulkowski, Rev. Dominic Eichman and Rev.
,2.25%-2.63>4. 7
Robert Kulas for their, services, the*
Minn - S.D.
No
1
hard
winter
choir, those who contributed the ser¦¦' '
'
vice
of their can and the pallbearer*.
2 ,18ft-2.6i%. .;. ; .
Mr. & Mrs. Floyd Kulai
No 1 hard amber durum 2.57t4
2.65 nom; discounts, amber 5-7; REESE—
I wish to express . my sincere thanks
7
during;
to
my
friends
and
relative!
who
durum 7-ia.
my recent stay at the Community MeCorn No 2 yellow 1.02.
morial Hospital sent cards, flowers and
Oats No 2 white 61-68; No 3 white gifts and 'to those who visited me. Spe59-66^; No 2 heavy white 65%- cial ttianks to Rev. Mennlcke for his
prayers and visits, Dr. Deaalller and
70; No 3 heavy white 64%-67.to the nurses for their wonderful care,
Barley, bright color 1.00-1.28;
Mrs, Earl Reest
straw color 1.00-1.28; stained 1.00- WACHHOLZ—
We wish 'to express our heartfelt thank*
1.25; feed 82-96.
and appreciation for the acts of kind«
Rye No 2 1.14-1,18.
ness, messages of sympathy shown us
during our recent bereavement, the loss
Flax No 1 3.07.
of our beloved mother. We expeclally
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.33%.
thank the Rev. Witte for his services,
the choir, the pallbearers arid all who

us In any way.
The sand launce, betier known assisted
The family of Mrs. Bernard
as sand eel in some localities,
makes excellent eating, particular- Loit and Found
ly when covered with cornmeal. WILL THE PARTY that took

(1st Pub. Tuesday, Oct. 30, 1?«)
State of Minnesota ) ss,
County of Winona ' ) In Probate Court
No. R837
' In Rt Estate of
Waller Joseph Zelse, also known as
Walter Zeis*, Jr., Decedent
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative of llit . above named
estate having filed her final account and
petition for settlement anil allowance
thereof and' ,for distribution to the persons thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on November 23, 1962, at
The veal market is steady.
ll-.M o'clock A.M., before 1l\ls Court In
Top choice
. 28.00
the probate court room in the court
Choice . . . . . .,. . . . . . . . ; . . . . . . 25.00-26.00
Good
.- , .. ;•
21.00-24.00 ' house In Winona, , Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be given by publication of
Commercall to good ......... 18.00-21.00
this order In the Winona Dally News and
Utility . .. . .
.. 16.00-17.00
by
mailed notice as provided £>y law.
Boners and culls
15.00-down
Dated October 29, 1962.
CATTLE
E. D. IBERA,
The cattle market is steers & heifers
Pi Jafe Judge
strong lo 25 higher; cows & bulls steady,
(Probate Court Seal)
Dryled steers and yearlings—
S.
D.
J.
Bruskl,
Extreme top . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27.75
Choice to prime ............ 25.00-26.75 Attorney for Petitioner.
Good to choice
23.2545.00
Comm. to good ..,,...,..
(1st Pub. Tuesday, Oct. 30, 1962)
16.00-21.00
V..;' .:.;.. 16.00-down State of Minnesota ). ss.
. Utility .
Dryled heifers—
.
County of Winona ) In Probate Court
Extreme top ............
26.75
No. 1S,*«
Chofce to prime ..........; 24.00-25.75
In Re Estate Of
: Good to choice ............ 22.50-24.25
Mae
L.
Curran, Decedent
¦
Comm. to flood
16.00-20.00
Order for Hearing on Petition for
Utility , . . . : . ....
16.00-down
Administration; Limiting Time to File
,
Cows—
Claims and for Hearing Thereon.
Extreme J fop ............... 15.00
Leroy B. Curran having llled herein a
Commercial .;. . . , . . . . . . , . . . . 13.25-14.25
petition for general administration stating
Utility .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;
12.25-13?50
that said decedent died Intestate and prayCanners and cutters
13.00-down ing that Mildred Linden be appointed adBulls—
ministratrix;
Bologna ,.: . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . 15.00-17.00
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing thereCommercial
. 14.50-15.50
of be had on November 23. 1962, at 11:00
Light ! thin
14.50-down o'clock A.M., before this Court In the
probate court . room In' Ihe court house
Winona Egg Market
In Winona, Minnesota; that the time withGrade A (lumbo)
.....; .37 in which creditors of: said decedent may
"
Grade A (large) ..-,..
.
.32 file their claims be limited to four months
Grade A (medium)
.19 from the date hereof, and that the claims
Grade A (small)
.12 so- filed be heard on March 7, 1963, at
Grade B
19 10:00 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
.
Grade C
.15 the probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that notice hereof be given by publication of
Froedtert Malt Corporation
order In the Winona Dally News and
Hours: 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.,- closed Saturdays this
by
mailed notice as provided by law.
Submit sample before loadingDated October 29, 1962.
No. 1 barley
$1.05
E. D. LIBERA,
No. 2 barley
.95
P robate Judge.
No. 3 barley
.90
(Probate
Seal)
Court
No. 4 barley
.85
S. D. J. Bruskl,
Attorney for Petitioner.

Bay State Milling Company

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No,
No,
No.
No,

Elevalo "A" Grain Prices
Hours: 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
' (Closed Saturdays )
1 northern spring wheat .. ....$2.27
2 northern spring wheat
2.25
3 northern spring wheat
.. 2.21
4 northern spring wheat
2.17
1 hard winter wheat ......... 2.08
2 hard winter wheat
2.06
3 hard winter wheat
2.02
4 hard winter wheat
1.98
1 rye
1.09
2 rye
1.07

LIVESTOCK

ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, AAlnn. UFI — USDA Cattle 6,000; calves 2.0OO; active trade on
slaughter steers and heifers at strong
to 25 higher prices; cows fully steady;
bulls steady; choice 1050-1230 lb slaughter
steers 38.00-28.75; mixed good and choice
27.5C-28.00; good 25.50-27.50; choice slaughter hellers 27.0O-28.O0; good 24.50-26.50;
utility and commercial slaughter cows
13.SO-I5.50; few commercials 16.00; canner and cutter 12.00-13.00; high yielding
cutter 13.50; utility and slaughter bulls
18.50-19.50; few 20.O0; commercial and
good 18.00-19.00; canner and cutter 15.50I6.O0; vealers and slaughter calves generally steady; top on vealers 1.00 higher;
hlgti choice and prime vealers 29.00-31.00;
lew 32.00; good and choice 26.00-28,00;
good and choice slaughter calves 21.0025.00; medium and oood 550-700 lb feeder
steers 25.50-26.75.
Hogs 16,00; trading fajrly active; barrows strong to 25 higher; gilts and spws
fulty steady; load 1-2 222 lb barrows and
gilt! 17.00; 1-2 190-240 lbs 16.50-16.75; lew
lots . 200-225 lbs 17.00; bulk 1-3 180-230
lbs > 16.25-16.50; 230-250 lbs 16.00-16,50; 2-3
250-300 lbs 15.50-16.25; few 1, 2 and medium 160-190 lbs 16.00-16.50; few 1-2 250-300
lb sows 15.50; 1-3 270-400 lbs 14.50-16.25;
3-3 400-500 lbs 14.0014.75; few 3 500-600
lbs 13.00-14.00; choice 120-160 lb feeder
pigs 16.50 to mostly 16,00.
Sheep 6,000; trading active; slaughter
lambs fully steady; slaughter ewes unchanged; feeder tombs steady to strong;
choice and prime wooled slaughter lambs
19.00-20.00; mixed good and choice 17.0019.00; good 15.50-17.00 ; utility 14.00-15.50;
culls 11.00-14 ,00; most utility and good
shorn slaughter ewes 5.00-6.00; few utility
to 6.50 ; culls 4.00-5.O0 ; tew small lots
moitly fancy wooled feeder lambs 17.50;
most choice and fancy 16.00-17.00; good
14.00-16.00; common and medium 11.0014.00.
CHICAGO
CHICAGO W - USDA — Hogs 6,000;
butchers strong to- 25 higher 1-2 190-230
lb butchers 17.25-17.75; mixed 1-3 190-230
lbs 16.75-17.50; 1-3 230-270 lbs 16.25-17.00;
ml»ed 1-3 320-400 lb sows 15.00-15.50 ; 3-3
40O-5O0 lbs 14. 00 15.00; 500-650 lbs 13,7514.25.
Caftla 2,000; eelves 100; slaughter steers
strong to 25 higher; load prime around
1,250 lb slaughter steers 33.25; couple
lads high choice and prime 1,235-1 ,275
lbs 31.25-32.25; choke l,!00-) „100 lbs 30,50-31.50; part load high choice and prima
1,030 lb heifers 29.15; few loads choice
875-950 . lbs 37.50-29,00 ; utility and commercial cows 14.25-16.50; utility and commercial bulls 17,50-19.50; few good vealers
3S,0O-3/.0O; standard 30.00-35.00; load medium 700 lb feeding steers 33.75.
Shep 1,000; slaughter lambs steady;
few lots choice and prime 90-110 lb wooled slaughter lambs 30.00; bulk good nnd
choice 17.00-19.00; deck high choice and
prime 102 lb shorn slaughter lambs with
tall shorn pelts high yielding 20.50; cull
to oood wooled slaughter eww 4.00-6,00,
(1st Pub. Tuesday, Oct. 30, 1963 )
Slate of Minnesota ) s>.
) In Probate Court
County of Winona
No. 1.1,291
In Re Estate of
William Nolop, Decedent
Order lor Hairing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The represenlallue of Ihe above named
eitnte having llled Its final account end
petition (or settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution to tho persons thereunto entlllcd j
IT 15 ORDERED , That the hearing thereof be had on November 23, 1962, at 11:00
o'clock A.M., before this Court In Ihe
nrobnte court room In the court house
111 Winona, Minnesota, and that inollce
lioreof be given by publication o| Ihli
order In the Winona Dally News and by
mailed notice as provided by law.
Dated October 29, 1962.
K. O. LIBERA,
Probate Judge
(Probate Court Seal)
3, O. J . (IruiM,
^Itornay for Petitioner.

7 / , N 0 T . ;i c a . '7
TMi newspaper will be respenslble for
only o n e Incorrect Insertion of any.
classified advertisement published In
the Want Ad section. Check your ad
and call 3321 - If a correction must be
made. -

Wachhol;

4

a man's
overcoat by mistake from St. Caslmlrs
Parish¦ Hall, Sun. evenlns. Please Tel.
. .
5907.
7

Flowers

- 5

FLOWER BULBS—Imported from Ho Iland. Tulips, Narcissus, Hyacinth, Crocus. Beautiful colors. Tausche's Westn*t»

t-lMrrlwnrft.

Personals

7

ARE YOU A PROBLEM DT<!NKER?-Man
or woman, your drinking creates numerous problems. If you need, and want
help, contact Alcoholics Anonymous, P(oneer Group, Box 132, Winona, Minn.
LOSE WEIGHT safely, easily and economically with Dex-A-Dlel tablets. Only
98c. Ford Hopkins.
GET . THE BIG" CHANGE NOW!I It's
new . . . It's better, the perfect motor
oil tor today's cars, that LDO (Long
Distance Oil), by Standard of course.
DALE'S STANDARD, 41h J. Johnson.
.
.
Tel. 9B65.
.
;
FOR THE WOMAN who doesn 't have
everything—supply her with plenty of
soft water from CULL ICftlX. Tel. 3600.
YOUR.' WRISTS ARE SHOWING. Cuffs
expertly repaired. WARREN BETSINPER, 6SV2 W: 3rd.
ASK ABOUT our lay-by plan on CHRISTMAS . TOYS. Select what you want now,
make a small down payment, and regular amounts applied on your account
wllj make your holiday a worry free
happy one. ROBB BROS. STORE, 576
:
.
E.. <th. Tel, 4007.
STEM AND CROWN repair, (we mean
watches) 24 hour dependable service.
"We charge it. " No carrying charges.
RAINBOW JEWELERS7 next to the
post office on 4th.
,
LOV E AT FIRST BITE! This Is what
happens when you eat at RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 126 E. 3rd. Open 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY to all you guys born
In November, Including THE INNKEEPER. RAY MEYER , WILLIAMS
: HOTEL.

PORCHES ENCLOSED

Many styles to choose from
JIM D. MOHAN, 160 Franklin. Tel 8-2367

HOME OWNERS INSURANCE
Protects your home, personal 7
property, medical payments,
personal liability. All in one
policy.
Sweeney 's Insurance Agency
922 W, 5th Winona Tel. 7108

(First Pub. Tuesday, 0<t. 23, 1962)
State of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona ) In Probate Court
No. 15,288.
In Re Estate of
Michael Stalka, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Pinal Account
and Petition for Distribution.
Auto Service,. Repairing
10
The representative of the above named
estate having filed her final account and NO JOB TOOTBIG or too small for Us. . .
petition for settlement and allowance
we do only quality work. BROWN MOthereof and for distribution to the persons
TOR SERV., 408 W. 4th. Tel. 5691.
thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing Building Trades
13
thereof be had on November 15, 1962, at
10:00 o 'clock A.M., before this Court \n OUR FLOOR COVERINGS blend with
the probate court room In the cevrt house
any decor, and at a cost that will
In Winona, Minnesota, amd that notice
please you. HALL-HAFNER FLOORS,
hereof be given by publication of this order
920 W. 5th. Tel. 4276. Free Estimates,
In the Winona Dally News; and by mailed
notice as provided by law .
Business Services
14
Dated October 19, 196J.
E. f>, LIBERA,
J55s lor all wool hard finish coat and
Probate Judge.
pants, tailored for you. 200 patterns
(Probate Court Seal)
to choose from. A. R. Knapp, tailor,
Harold J. Libera,
Morgan
Block.
.
Attorney for Petitioner,
DON'T PATCH flberfllai with any old
gunk. Let us repair your boat with
(1st Pub. Tuesday, Oct. 30, 1942 )
the same material It' s made of. WARState of Minnesota ) ss.
RIOR MFG., 5035 6th St. Tel. 8-3866,
County of Winona ) In Probate Court
F LTR NAC&VAC—L OW cost, high power
Pile No. 15.441
vacuum cleaning. Costs less than any
In Rt Estate Of
other cleaner . Bob HARDTKE, 168 E.
Mary J. Meier, also known *s May
King. Tel, 4016.
Meier and as Jessie M. Meier, Decedent
Order for Hearing «n Petition for Probate HRST
IMPRESSIONS ARE LASTING
of Will, Limiting Time lo File claims
. . . so If the carpel in your office,
and for Hearing Thereon
business place, or home Is rather doubtS. D. J. Bruskl having filed a petiful looking, let WINONA RUG CLEANtion for the probate of the Will of said
IMG SERVICE renew it's color and
decedent and for the appointment of S.
vitality. Tel. 3722 or stop In at US
D, J. Bruskl as Executor, which Will Is
W, 3rd. today.
: __ '
on file In this Court and open to InspecSAND FLEAS Eradicated . Results guartion;
anteed . Karl's Pest Control Service , Tel.
IT IS ORDERED , That the hearing there¦
'
8-1787,
of be' had on Novembtr 23, 1962, at 11:00
O'clock A.M., before this Court In the
18
probate court room In Ihe court house Furniture Repairs
In Winona, Minnesota, and that Elec~~
R
EF
IN
ISHI
NO
and
minor
F
TT
RN
T
T
URE
tions to the allowance of said will, If
repairing. Reasonable prices, pick up
any, be filed before said time of hearing;
and delivery. Free estimate. Tel. 9d«
that the time within willed creditors of
noon and evenings, Robert Graves.
said decedent may (lie their claims be
limited to four months from the dale
hereot, and that the clelms so filed be Moving, trucking, Storage 19
heard on March 7, 1963, at 10:00 o 'clock MOVE " WITH ^CARE "" EVERYWHERE,
A.M., before this Court In Ihe probate
clean vans, expert packing, free esticourt room In Ihe court house In Winona,
mates. Agents for Republic Van Lines.
Minnesota, nnd that notice hereof be givWINONA DELIVERY 4, TRANSFER,
en by publication ot this order in tho
404 W. 4th. Tel, 3112.
Winona Dally News and by mailed notice
as provided by law.
Dated October 29, 1942.
E. O. LIBERA,
(First Pub. Tuesday, Oct. JO, 1962)
Probate Judge.
Stale of Minnesota ) KS .
(Probate Court Seal)
County ot Winona ) In Probate Court
S . D. J. Bruskl,
No. 15,411
Attorney (or Petitioner.
In Re Esttla of
Monica KIcdrovyiM, Ward.
(Pub . Data Tuesday. Nov. 6, 1962)
Order lor Hearing on Petition
NOTICE OF HEARING TO
lo Sell Rani Estate
CONSIDER ASSESSMENTS
The guardian ot said estate * -vmj
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN .that the tiled herein a petition to sell certain real
City Council of the City of, Winona, Minn- estate described In said petition)
esota, will meet on Ihe l»th day of NovIT IS ORDERED, That the hearing)
ember 1962 at 7:30 o'clock In the even- thereof be had on November 21 , 1962. at
^
Ino ot said day In Ihe Council Chamber
o'clock A.M., belore this Court In
In the City Building on the southwest 10:<5probate
court room In the court house
corner of Fourth nnd Lafayette Streets Ihe Winona, Minnesota, and that notice
In said City for the purpose at consider- in
given
by publication of this
hereof
be
ing and acting upon (he asfsessmenf made
Ihe Winona Dnlly News and by
upon property deemed benefited under order Innotice
by lain.,
Job No. 6267 by the casstructlon of curb mailed Octoberas 26,provided
19(2.
'
Dated
nnd gutters on Clark '1—""tyine between
D, LIBERA,
E,
Lake Boulevard and State Highway No.
Probate Judge,
61 at the following locations, to wll:
(Probate Court Seal)
Ralph J. Cnrlblom, Lot U, Block * , \ Harold
J. Libera,
Paul H. and Ellrabeth M. McJemes , Attorney
lor Petitioner,
Lot IS. Block 2, William F. Holden
and Knlhryn R, Holden, Lot 14,
(First
Pub. TuV4oy, Oct. 23, 1962)
Block 2, Bernard R. and Ardls A.
Schurmkl, Lot 11, Block 2, Carl and State of Minnesota ) ss.
Velma Clardy, Lot 12, Block J, G. County of Winona ) In Probate Court
No, 15,250
M. and Callsta W. Grabow, Lot 1,
In Re Estate at
Block 1, all In Johnstone 's Addition;
Josephine Stalka. also known as
A. M, Kramer, Lot 10 and Lot 9,
Jotefa Stalka, Decedent.
Lot 2 nnd Lot 1, Block 1, John D,
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Cecelia M. Wood. Lot I. Block I,
LaVerne Casper, Lot 7, Lot 6, Lot 4,
•id Petition for Distribution .
Block ), Donald R. and Nola S. HoiThe representative of the above named!
ley, Lot i, Block 1, and Harold and estate having tiled her final account and
Marlorle Cooper, Lot 3, Block 1, all petition for settlement nnd allowance
In Kramer ' s Third Addition,
tiiereol and lor distribution lo tha persons
thereunto entitled ;
all In the City of Winona, Minnesota.
The assessment Is on> flit with the City
IT IS ORDERED, That the hoarlna
Recorder and Is open to the Inspection fliereot be had on November 15 , 1962, at
of all Interested parties.
10:00 o'clock A.M., tiefore this Court Irs
All ob|ecttons to laid assessments must the probate court room In the court housa
be filed In writing, with the City R«- In Winona, Minnesota, and that notice
cordcr ot said City at least one day hereot be given by publication ot this order
(Sunday and legal holidays excepted ) In the Winona Dally News and by mailed
prior to said meeting and unless su|. notice as provided by law.
(Iclont cause to the contrary Is shown,
Dated October It, »»2.
the same will be confirmed.
6, O. LWERA,
Dated at Winona, Minnesota
Probate Judos.
(Probata Court Seal)
November 6th, 1"962
ROY" Q. WII.DGRUBE
Harold J. Libera,
City Recorder
/sltorney for Petitioner.
,

Pluniblisf, Roofing
21 Horiai,Cattle,Stock
43 Articles for Sale
SEE OUR LARGE SELECTION
ELECTRIC ROTO RQOTER
$W)Q SfceTtt7Na7tor!s
(¦•frlatratPrs. ' electric rarioes

m'ft
~ deWBr
J gRfcr S PLUMBING

_«7 e. <tti

.
r«»i. js«
ARE YOU"fl|TTEN by the remod«|lno, bug?
New WtcSen, launcjry urea, t»Hirppm?
We have thej finest quality fixtures. See
us for. etflnrtates. 7

FRANK O'LAUGHLIN

PLUMBING & HEATHS
Tel. 37QJ
VS1 E. "¦<__„.
NEW CONSTRUCTION — remodeilno, rtpain? ifflchint, pronipt, rfaunqbli
' »erv|etv

SAN ITARY

PUIMBING f HEAT! NG
. . . . -;¦
16» E, 3rj St.
Tel. 373T

Help Wanted—-Female

26

WOMANi 31 Of pW«r. to work evenings
part ilrtie In snack bar. Tel 3-3133
before 5.

Help Wanted—-Male

27

SALESMAW W A N T E D with . «|«CtrlCil
backj rourd to cover city or La Crosse
and surrounding territory. Five day
week, liberal car allowence and commissions. Excellent opportunity for right
man. Write? D-58 giving full particulars.
SINGLE MAN—for general farm work,
top wages plus bonus. Paul Schroeder,
Elgin, Winn.
SINGLE MAN-rfor general farm work,
very little heavy work, nq milking. Good
opportunity for right man, AA. W. Wlltse,
St. Charles, Minn.
TOOL ANO DIE makers. AUnlnium experlence 5 years. Growing La Crosse
Co. W"||e Box 36, L» Crosse, Wis.,
for eppolntment.
_

~~~ ~~

"TRAINEE --

MARRIED MAN, to 37. High school, good
car (ssintlal. Man selected will receive
8100 per week guaranteed during training. Apply Winona Hotel, 6- to » p.m.
Thurt., evening, Nov. 8. Ask tor Mr.
LaPean.

^ ROUTE " MAN ~~~

TO PICK UP orders from established customers. Open new accounts. Age 24-40.
S40b par month to start. Writs personal
summary to Box V-7, c/o Dally News.

Train-for PRINTING
*

" "

'>'- '

'

¦- ¦

Illl.W le p s ii

ft Hand Composition
Lirieeastirig and Piesswork
Write
GRAPHIC , AETS 7
Technical School
for Catalog .

•

Approved for Veteran Training
1104 Currie Avenue, Minneapolis
Situations Wanted—Female

29

WILL DO IRONING In my home.
per hour. Tel. 5787 or 8-2291.

75c

Situations Wanted—Male

30

LIGHT CARPENTER work, cement work
and odd lobs. Tel. 9389., Nick Lorang,
9 Lenox . :

Butiness Opportunities

37

THREET BEDROOM home for sals with
serylce station now rented, Immediate)
possession. May be seen after 6 p.m.
or Sat. and Sun. H. Slaby, Buffalo
City, Wis.
_
FILLING STATION located^~n West "Sarnia. Available at once. Purchase building and choose your own brand of gas.
ABTS AGENCY, INC.,
Realtors,
159
Welnut St. Tel. 4242 or after hours: E.
R. Clay 8-2737, Bill Pagel 4501, E. A.
Acts 3184, Bill Zlebell W4.

Investments

39

What can Mutual Funds
do for ihe?
How may I benefit from
them?
Am- 1 too old for them
to benefit me?
The answers to these and
many more questions may be
obtained by simply writing D-60
I)aily News, and carefully stating your name and address.
Money to Loan

40

NEED MONEY—There's no need for you
lo ever be without funds when ML&T
It nearby ready to help with all the
money you might need on low convenient terms. Call or visit MINN. LOAN
¦ ¦ ¦> THRIFT, Ut Wal nut. Tel. 8-2976.

loans — Insurance —
Real Estate

FRANK WEST AGENCY
17S Lafayette St.
Tel. 5140
(Next to Telephone) Office)

LOANS £25* ¦

PLAIN NOTE-AUTO-FURNITURE
170 E. 3rd St.
Tel. 2913
Hri. ; a.m. to 5 p.m., 3»t. 9 am to noon,

Dogs,Pets,Supplies

42

VEtiy GOOD squirrel dog for sale. Inqu ire 853 E. Broadway.
~
ENJOY THE DlsifNCffoN oTownlng I
Oalmatlon. Clarence Craven, 3 miles
S.VI, of Stockton, Tel, Lewiston 3754.

Horses,Cattle,Stock
-

_

43

'
PUlfE¥RErr3DROCDoa?i and giiti, vacdusted for cholera and erysipelas. Clifford Hotf,
Laneiboro,
Minn.
(Pilot
fAtj und).

TEAT DILATORS

79c

TED MAIER DRUGS'

_ _ AN|.MAI. HEALTH CENTER

VOUNQ HOLSTEIN j ^ULLS
of serviceable age, from high
producing herd. DHIA rec?
ords available. ,, '
RUSSELL PERSONS
St. Charles, Minn.
Tel. 450VY?

Houses) for Safe

.-

.

.

-

Wanted—Real Estate

Motorcycles, Bicycles

PICKUP CAMPERSr-CCJtSpTete with, or
without pickup. Alia Campllner Trtvel
Trailers, sleeps 4, 2 burner gas stove,
Ice box, 12 gal. wester supply. 1875.
LARSEN CAMPER SALES. 2VY miles
N.W. of Eyota, Minn, on Hwy. 42,

S9

OP MEVWE ' f*;- •

^^— '—r
¦

'—~

~

—
'
'

^

CUSTOM TRUCK BPOlES-tor your exact needs. Expert retmlr tool BERG'S
TRAILER, 3950 W. flirt. Tel. 4933.

Call Leo Hittner
Tel. 8-1247 Winona , Minnesota

FOR SALE—In very good condition, 1940
Lark, 2 door,
V-8,
straight stick.
Merrltt W. Kelley. Tel. 9172.
automatic
DODGE—1957, 4 doer, V-8,
transmission, radio and heater, reasonable. Tel. 199W.2, St. Charles, Minn.
FORD—1953, 2 door, straight stick, new
clean.
Inquire 640 E.
rubber, very
¦ .
.
Mark.
.
FORD—1954, V-8. 4 doer, standard transmission with overdrive, good condition,
ties; 362 Hamilton. Te|. 9481.

FOR SPORTS-MINPELVPEOPLE!
' -™* 1 FALCON
rM -rnr
STATION WAGON
J> I /V¦ J
¦
Standard transmission,
T
radio, heater, black llntsh, black and
white leather Interior, luggage rack,
whltewalli. Looks and drives like new.

WALZ

Buick-Oldsmobile-GMC
Open Mon., Wed. aeitJ Fri. Evenings
~
BE">^POrW
BE A SHOPPER

~~

with these

7 . "on;- . ¦;

Rat Poison
New Caj f Scour Tabs
Mastitis 0iiitmt2nt

30% OFF

On All Other Hilltop
1 Products In Stock
Such As
Wor-Mors

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
"BREEZY ACRES"
South on New Highway 14-61.
Open all day Saturday.

KROEHLER WEEK
SPECIAL

NEW IDEA '— -1 rovv corn picker, good
condition. Adolph
Schlesser, Arcadia.
Wis. Tel. lO-F-12 Waumandee.
WE HAVE MANY
different types of
mechanical feeders. Why not team ones
of these with a CLAY unloader and
really take the work out of feadlna
silage. OAK RIDGE SALES & SERVICE, Mlnnelska, Winn. Tel. Altura 7B84\.
USED MACHINERY
John Deere 227 corn picker
McCormlck 2M corn picker
John Deere No. 50 shelter attachment
Allls-Chalmers WD4S dlesel tractor.
K good selection of used corn elevators.
Several good used . plows.
Luehmann Implement Co.

Tel. 1?1

Charles,

St.

.

Minn.

¦
'
• ¦ . . '
For

Sales & Service

on
John Deere Machinery, New
Idea equipment, McCulloch
chain saws, Mayrath elevators,
Oregon chain and

USED
FARM MACHINERY
- SEE - '

DURAND

IMPLEMENT CO., INC.
Du:and , Wisconsin

Fertilizer , Sod _

49

"~
ProW DOWN
With Activated ShurGro Soi l Builder

It Hastens Decomposition
'
Sold At

VV. STAHR

3-pc. Sectional,
. smart new styling.
For that smaller living
room. Reversible foam
cushions.

Sam Weisman & Sons

INCORPORATED
<S0 W. 3rd __^_

$165 *•

Tel. S847

Rooms Without Meals

BURKE'S

FOR MEN—bedrooms, 1st floor,
bath and entrance. Tel. 4857.

FURNITURE MART ;
East 3rd and Franklin
Good Things to Ear

86

NICE , CLEAN sleeping room, gentlemen
preferred, 179 W. 4th. Tel. 3479.

65

Apartments,Flats

9Q

CENTRAL LOCATION-* room upsfafrs
apt., hot water furnished, adults preAlso, live
RUTABAGAS-Jl per
bus.
ferred. Tel. 8-2759 after 6 p.m.
ducks. George Bork, Fountain City. Wis.
¦ 4TH W. 218—3 bedrooms, fuiTbath, kltch'
Tel. 8-MU 7-47A3.
en, combination living and dining room,
Guns,Sporting Goods
66 screen porch, garage, oil heat, private
entrance, no utilities furnished. $85.
Tel. 3348.
SHOT GUN—12 gauge, pump repeater, 3
years old/ gocd condition. Tel. S-JB48. CENTRA L "
ARTS,—276 CelTfeT"Str~r7rlf
Norman Henderson.
floor, 2 all new deluxe partially furnished apts., with tiled baths. CarpetGERMAN MAUSER-8 mm sporting rl^
fie, $55; 12 gauge Stevens double ihoting and draperies Included. By appoint7
mm
Sportgun,
$25;
Swedish
Mauser,
m>nt only. Tel. 5017 or 6790.
i
er deer rifle, $35; two 32 automatic
WINONA ST.—3 room unfurnished »pt„
pistols; some old guns. Tef. 52(3. 609
adults. Tel. J6XT for appointment.
' '
W. 5th.
CENTRAL LOCATION-5 rooms, heated
MARLIN 32 Special lever action carbine
and carpeted. Tel. 7871 after 5.
deer rifle, like new, with sheepskin
^
. case. Only $40. Tel . 9280 after S:30 KING E. 111—4 room api.T^j ectric stovs
'
and refrigerator, heat and hot water
p.m.
furnished. Private entrance. Laundry fnctlltles. Available Dec. 1. _ _ _ _ _ _
FURNISHED OR
UNFURNISHED - up
stairs, 4-room apt., private bath and en. .trance, electric stove and refrigerator,
heat, hot water furnished. 716 W. Broadway, Tel. 6-3571.

TRADE-IN

your present gun on a new one.
Liberal allowance. Deer slugs,
ammunition and traps. Wo aim
to please.

NEUMANN'S

121 E. 2nd
Household Article*
-

Winon a
67

»Y PER DAY rental for electric carpet
ihampooer with purchase of Blue Lustre.
H. Choate & Co.

Machinery and Tools

SMALL modern apt., ground floor. Hoi
and cold water furnished. Contact Salvation Army Store, 501 W. 5th, or 224M
Olmsteed after 5.
¦THREE ROOMS "and bathT^ unfurnlsheel
apt. Central location. Stove and refrigerator, If desired. Rent $55 per montti.
Contact ABTS AGENCY INC., Realtor),
159 Walnut St. Tel. 4242.

69 Apartments, Furnished

FARM & GARDEN
SUPPLY •
Tel. 8-3769

91

.f

o '
1 ' p-L: OV ER
: - -U 1lei. 2848
y»

UP Exchange Bldg-

Family Comfort

Four bedrooms, two baths. New kitchen with bulll-ln GE oven, wood-paneled family room plus large living
room with fireplace. West central location. .

New! New!

Three bedroom rambler, with a large
living room-dinelte combination, big
lot. Trane gas heat, low down payment, thirty year terms.

Locally owned, yellovi and black, 33,000
miles, 39 miles per gallon, radio,
heater.

1956 PLYMOUTH
$695

T JIT

Hardt 's Music Store

$• 4 story bldg.
Elevator
"iV Heated

Available for retail or
manufacturing.
Available immecliatcly.

Roger Biltgen
Tel. 5359 .

_

Reduced

This splc and span two bedroom home
one block from the Lake park. Garage and a corner lot. Only J9,850.O0,

OV . ER
*ftl
V- lTei. 2349
I DE
Bldg.
W. STAHR

TO CLOSE ESTATE
975 West 2nd

6 rooms and bath , enclosed
front porch , furnace , oil heat.
Lot 41V4X150.
To be sold on sealed bids ,
accepted with 10% deposit unti l
1 p.m., Nov. 7th.
Terms: Cash.
Right reserved to reject any
or all hids and sale subject
to probate court approval.
Available for inspection 4 to 6
p.m., Nov. 2nd and 5th , or by
appointment.
Mcrclinnl s National Bank
of Winona Trust Dept.

"
'

Free estimates oh do-it-yourself and completely installed
systems.

One of Winona 's finest! Four
lovely apartments with private entrances, large screened porches-, Oil hot water
hont. 2cnr garage. 2-car carport. Excellent central location. Call us at once about
this choice income property.

SEARS ROEBUCK
& CO.

121 E. 3rd , Winonn Tel. 0-1551

. . ';. •
164 w. and . • - ¦ '
1961 THUNDERBIRD1
&^nf\C
Power steering, power
T) S/Vj
*rv'*• '. *' brakes, power bucket seats,
power windows, air conditioning, 2-tone
light blue and white, white sldewalls,
tinted glass, low mileage. Exceptionally
clean.

VVALZ

Buick-OldsHiobile-GMC
Open Mon., Wed. and Frl. Evenings

'61 Ford V-8

Falrlane 4-door. Fordomallc, radio,
other extras. Real value. $1795.

'60 Comet 6

Tufone Tudor. Locally owned and serviced. Standard
transmission.
Gives
maximum economy, Radio. $1495.

'56 Ford V-8

Station Wagon, 9-passenger. New tires,
radio, standard
transmission. Runs
; good, priced
right, $695.
We
Advertise Our Prices
^^^

MM

Games - Wagons - Trikcs
Kverytblng The Kids
Will Want for Christmas

Use A Lay-Away Plan

RESIDENCE PHONESi
E. J. Hartsrt . . . 3973
Mary Lauer . . . 4523
Jerry Berths . . . 8-2377
Philip A, Baumann . . . 9140

Ml Main St.

Tel, 2349

109

105 Johnson
Tel , 2396
Open Mon.-Wed -Fri. Til 9

JBEP SALES, PARTS and ssrvles for
Winona, Buffalo tnd Southern Wabasha
Counties. Your frjnchlsetj JEEP Dealer l
F. A. KRAUSE CO.. So. en Hvr/. } UU

Auction Sales

¦ ' ' ¦
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER. City tnd statt licensed
and bonded. ?52 Liberty St. (Corner
E. 5th and LlUsrty).Tel. 4980.

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

Evsrttt J. Kohner
15S Walnut
S-3710, after hours 7114
NOV. B-Thurs. 1 p.m. I miles S.W. Ot
Chatflald on Fillmore County blacktop
Hwy. 5. James Wentz, owner; Kohner
(V Tiffany, auctloiitsrs; Community Loan
«¦ Fin.. Co., clerk. : '
.' MOV. «-Frl. 10:39 e.m. 1 miles E. of
Caledonia, Minn. Herman D. Zlbrpskl,
owner) Schroedsr
Brosl,
auctioneers
¦ ¦¦ j
Thorp Sales, clerk.
,
NOV. 10-Sat. » miles H. of Alma. O*
car Averbedc, owner; Loos & Htlka,
auctioneers;
Chippewa
Valley ¦ Pin. Co.,
¦
¦
¦ . ,- .
'.
. clerk. . ' . . - ; . .
NOV. 10-Sat. 11 noon. & miles S.W. ot
Eau Claire or . 14 - miles ' -N.fi. of Worv
dovl on Hwy. 37. Chas. . Arhstad A
Etha Arnstad, owners; W. A. Zeck, aue>
tloneer; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
NOV, 10-Sat. 1 p.m. ISVi miles W. of
Eau Claire on County trunk E, James
C. Wagner, owner; Johnson and Murray, auctioneers: Gateway
Credit, Inc.,
'• ¦ ' ¦ ¦
.clerk.. . .:¦ - . . , NOV. 10-Sat. 12:30 p.m. Vh miles NE.
of Ettrlck, Wll. on County trunk . C
then lVi miles E. on town roalf, t
miles SE of Ihe Hegg store, Archie
T. Thompson, owner; Ray E, Arneson.
auctioneer; Norlhern Inv. Co.. clerk.
NOV. 12—Mon. 12:30 p.m. 6 miles W.
Ol Arcadia, Wis. . Sylvester . Roterlng.
owner; English & Kohner, auctioneers;
. Northern ".Inv. - Co.. clerk.

1 : Au-ctioii Sale

1 Having sold my farm, I will sell the followUig personal prop- |
I erty, located 3 miles east of Alma , Wis,, take County E three |
,
|
I miles east, then V4 mUe north. Watch for arrows on

I Sattttday* ; November 10 |

Lunch wUl be served.
35 HEAD OF HEREFORD CATTLE — This is an outslanding High Grade beef cattle, but cannot be Registered.
17 cows, to freshen in April; 1 Hereford bull , purebred; 17
calves, 6 months old.
MACHINERY — M c H tractor, very good; Mc tractor
cultivator; Mc 2-bottom, 14-inch plow; Mc double disc 8-ft.
grain drill, like new; Mc tandem disc; Mc corn binder ; Mc
I grain binder ; Mc 22-inch grain thresher ; Jbha Deere 8-ft. field
I cultivator; New Holland tractor side rake, liie new; New Hoif land tractor mower, like new ; New Holland hay conditioner.
I like new; 40 ft. comb, elevator with hopper and 3 h.p. motor;
1 8-ft. lime spreader ; 3-section drag ; rubber tired wagon; Gehl
g hammermill; small tools.
i
FEED — 4000 bales of good alfalfa hay; 850 bales of straw;
1 2000 bushels of oats.
§
PIGS — 12 Chester White feeder pigs; 4 Chester White gilts,
POULTRY — 150 laying hens.
i
TRUCK — Ford % ton pickup, 4 speed transmission, 8 ply
1
§ tires, overloads.
; potato
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS — Pump jack and motor|
1
1 digger; 250 gallon gas "barrel,
i
BALER — New Holland shay baler , like new. |
. MANURE SPREADER —New Idea tractor spreader.
i
TERMS: V* down and the balance in 6 equal monthly In1
I. stallments with a carrying charge of 3% added. Items of
I $15.00 pr less ¦ and¦ Feed, Cash. All settlements must be made
'- . '
i' day of sale.
'. ¦
I
OSCAR AVERBECK PROPERTY
I
RAY FITZSIMONS, OWNER '
I Chippewa Valley Finance Company, Clerk, Chippewa Falls, Wis.
Rep. by Ray Fitzsimons
1
1 Morey Loos, Elgin, Minn., & James Heike, Mondovi, Auctioneers
1
1

Sale will start at 12:00 o'clock.

¦¦

1
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38 Years fn Winona
AmM*
^»W
Lincoln-Mercu ry—Falcon—Comet
Open Mon. & Frl, Eve. 8. Sat. p.m.

For the
Finest
Selection of

V USED CARS

27

Gleaming Models
To Choflse From.
One Full Year
Guaranteed Warranty

Shop Our Lot Now

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Mon., Wed. & Fri, Evenings

AS IS!!

•57 FORD, 9-pass. Wagon. $495
•54 BUICK , 4-dr., V-8 .... $245
•50 BUICK, 4-dr
$75

WINONA
RAMBLER
Mnin Garage

(Hh & Mankato

Tel. 8-3647

Used Car Lot—3rd and Mankato
Tel, 8-3649

Grand Opening

WINN ERS!
1934 BUICK

Mrs. Carolyn Johnson , Winona

NOW OFFERED!

Contact Andy Knldunskl

Sales 4 Service

110 Exchange

I

MVMrigeration & Supply

TOYLAND
IS
OPEN
Biggest, Display Ever!

Imperial-Chrysler
Plymouth-Valiant

NYSTROM'S

Only

$300 down payment buys fhls three
bedroom home with new carpeting,
freshly painted, big screen porch overlooking a yard with a barbecue. The
house has an attached garage. Move
right In.
AFTER HOURS CALL:
Dava Knopp 8-2809
W. ' L. (Wlb) Helzer 8-2181
John Hendrlckson 7441
Laura Flsk 2118
Betty Darby 2991

20% off on bath sots.
10% off on heating systems.

Offer good for limited
time only.

'

wmmmmmmmmmmmmr

Don Ehmann TV Service

No money doivn.
Up to 5 years to pay,

Belvedere 2-dr, hard lop, V-l. Automatic
transmission, radio, heater, deep tread
tires, completely overhauled, 2-tohe
blue-white , one owner. Immaculate, •
real solid car.

Glenview Court

Beautifully landscaped home with carpeted living room, fireplace, equivalent of three bedrooms and family
room or four bedrooms; two baths.
Attached two car garage.

~
""
4TH E, 170W—small, 3 rooms with prjBENCH vfCE ex1enslon ladders, anvTl.
vate bath, newly carpeted , heated, air
screw lack, tiand drill, numerous other
conditioned, equipped laundry facilities.
small carpenter tools, to be sold as one
New furniture J90, used furniture IflD.
~
unit on bid , Available for Inspection
" Tel . 376"
WESTTO CATI O ri—Near St . Teresa Col' at 975 W, 2nd., 4 to a p.m. Nov, 2nd
lege.
If
you
need
4
or
5
bedrooms
tee
and 5th. Merchants National Dank of FOR MEN-llght housekeeping rooms, lit
this 8-room modern home. Hardwood
'
floor, private) bath and entrance. Tel.
Winona, Trust Dept.
Immediate
floors,
oil
heat,
full
basement.
4B59.
71 ON -BUS LINE—2 rooms, utilities fur- possession. $12,700.
Radios, Television
nlshed. 451 E. 9th.
BETfE R RADIO TV SERVIC ET
C
^_^
Breze 's TV Service
Tel. 6723
CENTRALLY CoCATED^aWirabTe D«C. 374 W . Mark
,
e
4
r
63_ W. Bellewlew
1. Heat and hot water furnished. P riJ. I'_ j Ij_
vate
bath
and
entrance.
May
be
sain
USED TV'S-All reconditioned, consols end
at 53 W. King after 5.
portable models, most finishes, FIRESTONE STORE , 200 W. 3rd. Tel. SQ60,

SALETS
Wa rehouse Store

Sears
Discount Sale

iBOB
¦ ¦

private

HERD OF 14 Dairy cows, fresh and
springing close. Can be purchased lor
cash or on milk essfgnment. Also, herd
or 16 Hereford cows and calves. Write
D-ii Dally News.
___
YORKSHIRE
BOARS—purebred, serviceable, clean. Dr. J. B. Plenary, St.
Charles,, Minn. Tel, 12.
SO
Hay, Grain, Feed
FEEDER CATTLE^b7~BinclT~AnQUlv InBusiness Places for Rent 9>2
—
J
acres
at
Haft,
STANDING
COR
N^il
quire Robert
Pewlak.
Arcadia, Wis,
In Ihe country today !
Minn. Reasonable If taken at once. LOWEST V'RICE
(Tamarack),
TV.
Wires
ell
portable
Motorola
19
In.
Tet . 7730, Winona.
hand soldered Into position, all parts
vaccinated,
BOARS—purebred,
DUROC
for l full year. Oftly $139.18.
heavy boned, from |nr(,e litters. San- Articles for Stle
57 guaranteed
WINONA FIRE a, POWER, 5< B 2nd.
ford Elleslad, 7Vi N.W . ot Mabel.
~
.
,
Tel. 5065
'
T
o Rc5b~~SOW—with litter of »r~ 2 weeks FREEZERS Slv rto *^*. Used retrlpera.
tors «3. Used rVs J50. FRANK LfLLA RADIO AND TV REPAIR, all makes, exold. Kenneth Bnertsch , Fountain City,
«¦
peri work. WINONA FIRE t, POWER,
SONS, 7al E 8th.
W/ls. _
_
_
__
54 E. 2nd, Tel. $065.
'"
- », CRIB—a year slie, natural flntih, used
HEREFORD FEEDER CALVES
Wlnonn's Finest Electronic Repelr
a months, S20 with mattress, SIS withvuolflhl between 400 to 500 lbs. Also,
¦JV
lor All Makes
calves
Hereford heller
out; l piece snow suit, light blue,
10 registered
site 3, S3; wick oil burner, oood for
from very oood breeding. Call fore3nd stove, needs to ba cleaned, as Is
noons. Arvld Jenklnson , Rldaeway.
Tel. 630J
910 W. Fifth
«7,so Tel._ »-3f78.
Authorized Denier tor
SPRINGIfYcTHbLSTEIN HEIFERS-4 . SI _
Rupprec/if,
o(
WyattWIl
e,
Edgar
lf<v«,
REFRIGERATOR—apt.
sire,
E,
oas
AL-M
UNTZ-ZENITH
AOMI R
mile
chest of drawers , Side door, 4JI Wi- USED TELEVISION SETS-consoies and
Lewiston, Minn.
~
nona, call alter 3 p.m.
Hbi's TEIN BULLS-servlceable, registerportables, T»is »' ia and style you want
Contact
bedspread,
EMBR O IDERED
at
ed, 14 months old. Henrlk R. Herntis. ITALIAN
youth choir, many glasses and glsttei,
\^hltoh»ll,_ WU.
_ '
1
Christmas cards, gilts, toys, curtains,
HOLSTEIN BULLS-reolstcred ready lor
Winona _
drapes, yardage goods) many new end
11B E. 3rd
heavy service and younger from lilari
used Items. Antiques. Tel. 4356 «r 204
record tested dams., also high classi72
E.
Refrigeratory
Sanborn.
f ied dams. Harry Murks. Mandovl, Wit.
Houses for Rent
93
(Ollmanton)
wTs.-warm 2-btdroom
DUFFALolrTfY,
SWISS
COWS—4, young, springing) 3
Commercial and Domestic
home, furniihed. S50 per month, ConSwiss hellers, bred tor spring freshen' Tel, 5512
555 E. 4lh
Tel,
tact
Ralphs
Leahy,
Cochrane,
;
ing ; Holstoln cow, iprlnningi 1 Angus
246-3532,
cow springing; 3 open Swiss Hellers;
Store
74
Speciali
at
the
"
"
'
OOObviEW ~^- Small 4 room72 bedroom
1 Guernsey cow, 3rd calf, springing.
' Several used Western saddles. Klootike
house, modern except heat. Tel. 8-312J
alter 6 p.m.
Saddle Sliop._ I17_ W»lm>t.
~
serviceable )
BROADWAY W 533-Modern 2-bcdrWm
choice
HQLSTEINs7 some
adults
preferred , no
house , garage ,
nulls, a few young 500 lb fat springers.
C, H,
pets, inquire 531 W. Broadway,
foundation
cows.
Also, older
"
"
~f~
&
Sons,
Lewiston,
Mlniv
Wueller
NEW
uE DROO M homes for rent. M9
"
per monlh and 199 por month, Bob
PUREBRED DUROC DOARS-slred by
Selover Realtor, 110 Exchange flldg,
W»nd champion boar ot Minnesota Slate
~
Fair. Vaccinated tor cholera and tryIN COUNTRV near inlllson, > miles. S.
slpeles, Raised under sanitary condimodern
3
bcdroom
I
trm
of
Wlnont.
All
tion. Farmer prlceu. M. W. Wlltse , St,
home, Immediate possession.
Charles, Minn.
__
MINN . LAND 8. AUCTION SERVICE
~
Tel. 8-3710 _ or _ 70)4
FS3EDER PIGS-iiJ. Clermont Halgh , Rt,
^
~"~
J, Alma, Wis. _
Rent
WantecTto
JJOb
ANGUS HEIFER CAUVES-jo, puFebred.
WANTED-large room or imall apt., 1st
Hugo Raddat«i _ Utlcii, Minn.
~
"
floor, by Ihe monlh. Write 11» Johnson
FEEDER CATTLB-7, Good cattle dog,
Sh
t can milk cooler. Also, will sell or
Irade for cattle, Sorroll gelding, 1,(04
Land for Sale
98
Farms,
lbs ., IS ewce. Round Waldera, Areadin, Wls, _
3"7d"*ACR"E^AfJM*-n«a7~HousTolirMlrin.
Also, 300 acre and 2(0 acre farms near
fsOLSTEIN-rcglsternd bulls, serviceab le
Mabel. 3 1(40 acre terms, Also other 3,
«Di>, dams DHIA records up to 7-4?
like new residences In Spring Grove,
lbs. tat , 20,360 lbs, milk In 310 days,
Terms can ba arranged . Carl Olson
Minn,
Tel,
Alfred H. Johnson, Peterson,
Realtor, Mabel, Minn.
TR 4-»4l.

116 Walnut

1954 RAMBLER
METROPOLITAN
Specially Priced at
¦¦
;,
$445

•

Disinfectants
Vitamin Supplements
Pig Iron
Louse Powders
Roost Paint

109

Used Cars

~
~ —~~
"—~
¦
;

Insulation and Siding.
Reasonable Price.
. Terms to Suit.

OFF
10%
¦
'

Pay Only Small Monthly Pay>
merits Starting at Only $10 A
Month On Cars Listed Below.
'5» STUDEBAKER Wagon.
'5*3FORD Wagon.
'55 CHEVROLET S-dr.
•54 MERCURY 4-dr.
'54 BUICK 4-dr.
'54 Chevrolet Convertible.
'53 PONTIAC Convertible.
•53 DODGE Hardtop.
'53 CHRYSLER 4-dr.
—- TRUCKS —
'55 FORD %-T Pickup.
'54 FORD H-T Pickup.
'53 CHEV. %-T Pickup.
'51 FORD %-T Pickup.
'51 DODGE 2-T with box.
35 More Cars and Trucks
To Choose From

Trucks,Tractors, Trailers 10$

EvlRYTHING FOFTBABV In this lovely
JO pc. grouplnf, . Including full pen','
Lyiiabye crib v>ltf)
adlustable hetghi
surlngl Innersprlng maftrass with wet
proof coyer. Deluxe piiy pen end pad,
' .Tel..-2067. "7
nylon comforter and pillow set, strpller,
nursery chair. Samsonlte high chair,
and walker. Regular SI24. »p now the
complete
only $W.?5, down p»yPoultry, Eggs, Supplies.
44 ment $9.95group,
and S8.22 a month. BOR2YSKOWSKI FURNITURE , 302 Mankato
BR0QBER STOV E - fesders^ waterers,
Ave. Open evenings.
rinjt shelters, wire fence, steel fence
posts, water wagon , same machinery PAMPER THAT BABY with quality prod^
end many other items. All priced to
ucts from the baby department at
sell, Sulllyan Turkey Farm,
GOLTZ DRUGS, 274 E. 3rd.
Pleasant
Rldae, Wlnons. Tel. »V1418. 77
Building
Mater ials
61
HY UNE—UM yearling hens, 50c each.
Laving S0%. These are cage birds. Mil- IF YOU PLAN ON BUfLDING-See us for
ton Brenegan, Etfrick, Wis. Tel. Galesconcrete blocks; steel, plastic, or alumivllle 4-F-ll. ,
74 Houses for Sale
99
num windows! reinforcing, cement, and Speciali at tha Store
waterproofing. . ,We have many moneyOE KALB—131, year old hens, about 350.
BATHROOM SPACE saver. 3 spacious 3RD E. 573—Small 5-room house, 2 bed¦ closebut specials.
saving
EAST
ENO
¦ :- .
Sue Bros., Rt. V Lanesboro, Minn. Tel,
shelves, towel rings, expands 7. ft. . 6 In.
rooms. Tel. 9479,
_______
COAL & CEMENT PRODUCTS
901
Peterson 875-5848.
¦
¦- - CO.,
to 8 ft. ^ in; $7.77. Bambenek's, 429
-- ;
E. tth. Tel. 3389.
.
WILL TRADE my hcxpe for West Location
Mankato
Ave.
DKLAB YEAR OLD hens, 120 to 130,
or Goodview. Beautiful : modern Florida
40c each. Harlon Northouse, Rt. 1, Wlhome, all furnished, ell elScVlc. SHANK ,
nona, Minn. Tel. Lewiston 3747.
Stoves,Furnaces, Parts
75 _ Box 313, San Antonio, Florida.
~
~
"^
DEKALB 101—year old hens, live 50c
JOHNSTONE ADDITION—Nearly new 3
HEATiNG! HEATING! — The largest seeach. Alois Baghlewskl, Fountain City,
bedroom ranch style home, with full
lection
of
gas
or
oil
heating
equipment
'
In
WIS, Tel. 7-3746.
. ;
basement, lVi bathi, main bath In. certown. Expert service and Installation.
amic tile, hot water furnace, built-in
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. 5th
stove and oven, 80 ft. lot, lots ot
St. Tel. 747?. Adclph Mlchalowskl.
-. . 'paneling. . -Will .' sacrifice. 117,900. Stiown
j
by appointment. Bill Cornforth, La CresTypewriters
77 cent , Minn. Tel. TW5-2106. . •
~
f. 4 BEDROOM" homt7 all on one floor.
TYPEWRITERS arid adding machines for
Very neat and clean. Extra lot IncludCoal,Wood,Other Fuel
63 sale or rent. Reasonable rates, free ed with home. Full bath. 1 car gadelivery. See us for all your office sup
rage. Priced at 18,500. ABTS AGENSLAB WOOD
piles, desks, tiles or office chairs. Lund
CY , INC, Realtors, 159 Walnut St. Tel,
Good quality green slab wood.
Typewriter Co. Tel. 5222.
4242 or after houri: E. R. Clay 8-2737,
DAVE BRUNKOW 8, SON .
TYPEWRITE R STADDING MACHINE
Bill Page/ 4501, ST. A. Abfs 3IS4. Bill
; Trempaileau, Wis.
¦ : " • Sales—Service—Rental
;
Ziebell 4854.
. .
WINONA TYPEWRITER SERVICE
Furniture/ Ru^«,Linoleum 64
OWNER
REDUCES
PR|CE-*I5,900.
114
161 E. 3rd
:
Tel.>33fJ0
story home, 2 bedrooms down, Vj up,
GRAY CHROME dinette setT"4 chairs,
all
modern
kitchen,
dining
area,
gas
like new. Tel, 6288 after 4:30.
Was hing, Ironing Machines 79 furnace, combination windows, 1 acres
FIVE ROOMS of furniture and houseland In rear wlthi small building. Near
hold goods (or tale as one unit on MAYTAG AND FRIGIDAIRE - Fast, exshopping center. Inquire 1557 Gllmors
¦¦ :
bids. Available for inspection at 975
Ave.
pert service. Complete stock of parts.
W. 2nd, from 4 to a p.m., Nov. 2nd
H. Choate «¦ Co. Tel. 2871.
:
E. JDEAL 3 bedroom family home, ln>
and 5th. Inquire) Merchants National
maculate condition. Largs living room
Bank , of Winona, Trust Dept.
Wearing Apparel,Furs
Coccjdios is Rerrjedies
80 with
fireplace. Pleasant dining room
9 PC LIVING ROOM grouplnu, Including
and roomy kitchen with ample cupnylon sofa end matching -chair with GIRL'S DRESSES-slie 16; girl's winter
boards end disposal. Choice west cencoat, size. ' 14,- - ladles winter coaf, slie
zlppered foam cushions; 9x12 rug with
tral location In Madison School dis20. Tel. «212,
foam pad; 2 matching step tables and
trict, l block to bus. Owner leaving
matching cocktail table; 2 table lamps
city;
Priced under
$14,000. A B T S
and tree lamp. Regular J357.60 now Wanted to Buy
81 AGENCY , INC., Realtors, 159 Walnut
J219.95 down payment $19.95 and J12.17
St. Tel. 4242 or after hours: E. R.
^
a
month.
BOR.ZYSKOWSKI
FURNI- BASeMENT RUBW lSH BURNER-wanted.
Clay B-2737, Bill Pagel 4501, E. A.
Tel. 4016 after 3,
;
TURE STORE, 302 Mankato Ave., open
Abts 3184,_ BNI Zlebell 4854.
'
evenings.
.
GOOD USED git space heater with blower NEAR MAO'lSON
SCHOOL—4
bedroom
wanted. Tel. 2065.
USED FURNITURE—3-pe. sectional SIS;
downstairs,
living
home, 2 bedroom
5-pc. wood while dinette
suite $15; USED PIANO-snnBll size. Call after 6
room and dining room carpeted, com7-pc. chroms dinette suit $20; platform
pletely redecorated, $15,350. Move right
p.m. Mrs. Wayne Hlrrirlch. Tel. 7100.
. rocker, $7.50/ twin sire metal bed with
In. Available Immediately. Archie MeWANTED SCRAP IRON & METAL
spring $10; .full' .site coll spring JS;
Gill Real Estate, 106 W. 3rd. Tel. 4015
FURNITURE,
BORZYSKOWSKl
302
Tel. 3004 for pickup.
or 5137.
__
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
~
~
~
Mankato Ave.
WABASHA Sf^f you need a 3-bedroom
M & W IRON AND METAL CO.
home In tip-top condition with full base207
W.
2nd,
across
Spur
Gas
Stat
ion
Wante ifi—Livoitoek
46
ment and furnace, landscaped lot, and
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON 8, METAL
~~rr
garage at $9,500, call
.
Top prices for all livestock
CO. pays highest prices for . scrap Iron,
OREMELSBACH STOCK YARDS
metals, hides, wool and raw fur.
Lewiston, Minn.
232 W. 2nd.
Tel. 2067
Tel. 6925
374 W. Mark
:
Dally Hog Market
closed Saturdays
Tel. 4161 on springing cows-nelfers.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides, raw
Farm,Implements,Harness 48
.' furs and wool!

HILLTOP SPECIALS! '

107

PARTS AND SERVICE tor Indlsn, Trlumph, BSA, Matchless. Jew* and other
popular Imported motorcycles. Allyn
Morgan. Leks Blvd.

May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS

109 Used Cars

NO CASH
NEEDED !

(Wlnonn's Only Real Estate Buyer)
Tel. 6388 and 7093
P.O. Box 345

¦¦

SAVE.. SAVE.. SAVE.. 7

Used Cars

'« CORVETTE powered Ford coupe, 2 DODGE—19S7 Coronet 4 door, automathv
new *'s good whltewalts; 57 Olds hardgood condition, Til. 337s.
. top coupe, floor shift, whitewalls. Chuck
New Cars
White, Mabel, Minn.
;

"HANK" JEIEWSKI

DAILY NEWT
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Baby Merchandise

102

WILL PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
_
FOR -YOUR CITY PROPERTY

J73 E, 3rd St

We Buy
We Sill
Furnlture-rAntlcjues—Tools
and other used Items • ¦ •
T«l, sV370l

99

PRICBD TO SELL - Mew 3 bedrooms,
attached breezeway and garage. Nice
location. Financing can be arranged.
Tel. 8-1059.

OK¦ USED PUTOJ1TURE STORE"
'

¦ ¦

FEEDER CATJXE SALE
' Thurs. Nov. 8
250^00 choice beef calves already consigned. Some yearlings also, along ivith usual run
of stock.
Sale starts 1:30.
LEWISTON SALES BARN

57

of used
end TV
sets. All reconditioned. B t, B ELEC
TRIC, 155 E; 3rd,
"~
SIMPLICITY * JACOBSEN
Rotary snow plows
.3 models Ifi stock.
AUTO EL ECTBlC SERVICE
2fJ<J
Jphnson
Tet. 5455
_
_____
_*

OTHER PRIZES
Mnry Lauer , L. .1. Brcitbnch ,
Henry Pahiblcki , Jolly Munson ,
Mrs. Henry Koenig, Mrs. Avoid
Frick , Itamona Mangen , C. J.
Fiedler, Iticlinrd E. Larson.
And Here Are Some Used Car
WINNING SPECIALS!
1953 Cadillac 4 door
$265
1954 Mercwy 2-dr. Hardtop
$205

La ke khotors

Wm, J. TesJtey — l'eto Grovcr
165 E. 2nd
Tel. 5919

2 miles east of Caledonia , Minn ., or . il miles west of Browns|
I ville, Minn., on Caledonia-Brownsville road; then 1*6 miles
i south on surfaced road. Follow Auction Arrows.

S

Friday/ November 9

Lunch on grounds.
Starting Time: 10:30 A.M.
I7
|29 HEAD CATTLE -~:3 Guernsey cows, 1st calf , fresh 4
1 weeks; 2 Brown Swiss cows, 1st calf , fresh 4 weeks; 1 Guernsey
|
cow, 2nd calf , fresh 5 weeks; 3 Guernsey cows, fresh by sale'
|
date; 1 Guernsey cow, dry, due Nov.; 2 Guernsey cows, dry.
I due Dec ; 1 Brown SwisS cow , dry, due Dec; 1 Guernsey
I cow, milking, due Jan ,; 1 Brown Swiss cow, milking, due Jan.;
I 1 Guernsey cow, dry, due Jan.; } Guernsey cow , milking good ,
I bred in Sept.; 1 Brown Swiss cow , dry, due Jan.; 1 Guernsey
|i heifer , 1st calf , 2 years, pasture bred; 3 Guernsey heifers ,
I 18 months, pasture bred; 3 Brown Swiss heifers, 18 months .
I pasture bred ; 1 Guernsey *eifer , 8 months ; l Brown Swiss
1 heifer , 6 months; 2 Guernsey heifer calves, 4 weeks. State Lal>
oratory Bangs and T.B. tested for interstate shipment.
|
|
I
40 HEAD HOGS — 26 feeder pigs, avg. wt. 80 lbs. ; 14 feedII er pigs, 8 weeks; 4 steel hog feeders; 2 wood hog troughs; 3
I hog waterers; 10 round cement hog troughs.
I
DAIRY EQUIPMENT — Sterling DeLaval 2-unit milker;
|
2 stainless steel buckets ; stallcocks for 18 cows; DeLaval
p separator with motor; 2 milk pails; 1 strainer.
GRAIN AND FEED — 1,500 bu. ear corn; 400 bu. shelled
1
I corn , 1961 crop ; 800 bu. oats; 400 sq. bales mixed hay, 2nd
|
|crop ; 1,600 sq. bales mixed hay, 1st crop, all crimped hay; 9O0
bales straw ,
|
1
TRACTORS AND EQUIPMENT - McD. "H" tractor ;
|
McD. 1958 Model No. 350 tractor with hyd. fast hitch , used
less than 1,000 hours; McD. 3-bottom , 14-inch mounted tractor
|
|
plow ; McD. "H" tractor cultivator ; A.C. 8-ft. tandem tractor
disc ; McD. power mower with hyd. fast hitch , used 1 season ;
|
|
David Bradley tractor mower with power lift: set 10x38 inch
I tractor choirs; heat houser ; McD. mounted corn planter witJi
If fert. alt. for "H," "C" and "M" tractors,
| MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT - J.D. 4-section steel
H drag with folding drawbar; J.D. 6»6-ft. fiel d cultivator ; McD,
tractor manure spreader; McD. 10-ft. grain drill with power
|
I lift; Owatonna 40-ft . grain elevator; grain swather; J.D. No,
101 semi-mounted corn picker; J.D. No, 4 power corn sheller
|
I with cobstacker ; Cunningham hay conditioner , like new; J.D,
I 4-har side delivery rake; New Holland No. 68 hay baler; grapI p!c fork.
| MOTIVE EQUIPMENT - 1956 G.M.C. Vt ton pick-up truck ;
|
Dnvid Bradley rubber tired wagon ; combination grain box nnd
|
bale rack; unloading jack; & h.p. electric motor.
| MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS - J.D. hammermill; Victor y
I fanning mill; rubber tired wheelbarrow ; pump j ack; Surgo
i;! electric fencer ; nssortment of steel fence posts; feed cart;
ensilage cart ; extension ladder; emery wheel ; G.E. 2 h.p,
|
|
electric motor; 50 ft. 6-inch hammermill belt ; dchoiner ; hand
I sprayer; 2 rolls snow fence ; pile lumber; 275 gal. cap. gasolin-o
storage tank on stand; Black & Decker hi inch electric drill;
|
I assortment of farm tools.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS — Two 3-pc. bedroom sets; chrome
I
I kitchen table and 4 chairs ; cedar chest; baby bed; wood exten:i sion kitchen table; 5 wood kitchen chairs; 2 table lamps; 2
I portable wnshtubs with drain hose; assortment of dishes and
¦1 kitchen utensils.
THORP SALES COMPANY'S EASY TERMS
:]
HERMAN D. ZIBROSKI , OWNER
(
I
Auctioneers : Schroeder Bros.
I
Clerks ; Strand & Ilenslo, Representing Thorp
I
I
"Wiorp Sales Co., Clerk, Rochester, Minnesota
i
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BUZ SAWYER

By Roy tran*

By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

BEETLE BAILEY
,

,

.,
WE FLINTSTONES

__

_—.

By Mori Walker

By Honna-Bartaertr

'

RIP KIRBY
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Self-Service
n
n
•
j Dry Cleaning
t

.

/ Professionally Controlled — The cleaning of all
l
_
. ,
. •
„
» ii J i
* » .
1 garment! is professionally controlled
from start
to
I finish. This attention to details is not available with
J other coin-operated systems,
F
1 Pre-spotling of Garments — Another advantage to
users of the Fashion Care system. Stubborn spots,
|
1 not removable by regular coin-operated dry cleanI Ing, receive special treatment and ere dissolved and
I removed before drycleaning starts.

, 1
I
i
\
/
1

Exclusive STEAM-AIR FINISHING - After your
garments are cleaned and dried, they are hung on
hangars and first steam and tlien air dried, to remove
90% of all wrinkles. Can the» same be said for washer-type coin-operated cleaning systems? Try Fashion
Carel See the difference yourself.

1 '.
I
1
#
\
f
1
/
)
f
1
I
|
I
I
1
V
/

.
f
Service

j

For wearables that need "Just a Press" or the
. .
,
,
,4
f
at homo after
dem* you can t get to look good
D
\
1
'
°
I self-service dry cleaning. Whatever tha need—
'
¦
.
.
..
/ ., , ,
Haddad i press onl y lervico saves you time and
%
. 1
I ,ot8 of ha rA work •
J
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JORDAN'S 25th

i

NOW IN
omnra PROGRESS!
QASiJa

1 u^^
1 Rack Junior Sizes

%
/
\
1
f
J
ff
1
I
J ¦,
\

*^

oo

*»'

Values to $14.98

¦

eM

O

Sizes 7-15

DO

Sizes 10-20, 12!i-24!4

11

%

Reg. $1788

¦

$19.98

J
t
1

1/

Reg. S1Q88

$22.98

f

I

I

<5y

1/

e/

Li/

gf \

%i*JP
W^B

COATS*

M

.

$39-95 ^0
*«>8.

» \

SO ft

r' lWH
*J
|j i

V - '*JH

Reg nf t

%mm

$45.00

pjpl

4° II
™ r "'"
Reg- $69.95-$7y.95
g}X
ALA
*

GIRLS'
%* W *-* ¦**
*" "** COATS

f
1
V

SWEATERS — Only 59'
1 "£r 1 fS^mmm\ fSTj

1 Rack Reg. & Half Sizes

Values to $12.98

^Bffl

1/

/ ^^flS

S58 ^ S68
^

j '4

£ ., ')

GIRLS' PRESSES ^JM ..
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— Haddad's Dry Cleaning Special—

Free Parking In Our Lot At Rear Of Our Plant!
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Two Big Haddad Services
For Homemakers!
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U'L ABNER

By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON
'

By John Prentice and Fred Dickempn

By Chic Young
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60 Wo.l Third St.
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